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Dear Entering Medical Students:
Welcome to Boston University SchooI of Medicine and congratulations on your
decision to become a physician.
The practice ofmedicine is undergoing dramatic changes at血e present time. h
your medical careers, yOu Will need to ke印up wi血an expIosive grow血in scientific and
Clinical knowledge and to apply such knowledge to the compassionate care ofpatients.
Your course of study at BUSM will be intensive and demanding, but more importandy, it
Will be exciting and personally rewarding. I would encourage you to take advantage of
血e many oppo血mities which will present血emselves to you to foster your academic and
PerSOnal grow血and to make your stay here as pleasant as possible.
The Redbook, PrePared by medical students from prior classes, ProVides valuわle
SuggeStions to help pr印are you for this new venture. Our o鯖ces will ofcourse be
availal)le to you if you need additional assistance.
I wish you much success in your medical career, and look forward to meeting
each ofyou during this year.
Sincerely,
援護星四囲畳憂国
Aram V. Chobanian, M.D.
Dean and Provost, Medical Campus
Boston University SchooI of Medicine
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Su剛mer 2000
A hearty welcome and congratulations to everyone in血e C楊ss Q/’2004!
I-m sure you can-t wait for the school year to begin. There-s so much血at lies
ahead it's almost impossible to desc五be - neW PeOPle to meet, fresh challenges to face,
and all sorts ofgreat experiences await. It’s amazing how the 150 strangers who start off
with you at血e begiming of血e year suddenly become血ese wonderful fiiends you feel
that you’ve known forever.
However, ur血l orientation starts in August you-11 proba心ly have a lot of questions.
The RedBook is here to help you answer血em. Its goal is to make you more familiar wi血
血e school, yOur COurseS, and some of血e many things to do in血e city. Boston is an
incredible place, and even血ough getting through medical schooI will take hard wok and
dedication,血ere-s a /ot more to it血an thaL.
So to make your life easier,血e class of2003 took some ofthe important aspects
Oflife as a med student, tyPed it a11 up, did a bit ofspe11checking, and shipped it offto
you. EIjoy!
On behalf of SCOMSA and everyone at the SchooI ofMedicine, We are thrilled to
have you here at Boston U. Ifyou have狐y queStions al)Out the school, about places to
live, Or life in general, just ask one of血e ’veterans- who went through BUSM I last year.
As well, if you want to know more about the medical student govemment, Please check
Out the SCOMSA web page at http:/佃eople.bu.edu/scomsa.
Again, COngratulations! You-re on your way to becommg a doctor! With that
thought in mind, Sit back, have a great summer, and I Iook forward to meeting you this
魚11.
A11 the best,
玉露的牽
Jonathan Ross, BUSM II
SCOMSA Vice-Chair
jross@bu.edu
4Edito「s’Welcome
Congratulations to you all, and welcome to the Boston University Schoo賞ofMedicine!
The Redbook is a BUSM tradition that lets the first year class take the lessons瓜ey have leamed,
both good & bad, and pass them on to血e next class in hopes ofmaking your transitionjust a
little easier. The first year is a unlque and challenging experience, but it will also be one of血e
greatest times ofyour life.
What can you expect to find in the Redbook? It is a mixture of objective descriptions of
the first year courses, Subjective advice on how to approach (read: Survive) them, guides for
finding quiet hiding places to study, Student organization descriptions, housing advice (and
Wamings), Plus how to get around血e city. This year we have expanded血e housing and
transportation sections, aS We11 as the administrative guide.
Boston is a city of incredible diversity, and for血e sane reason, BUSM is an incredible
Place to leam, You will find yourself together wi血people from every state and from several
COuntries. You all have a variety ofbackgrounds that will serve to flavor your experience here,
and you wil=eam as much from your classmates as you do from your coursework. Remember
血at血e people you meet in September wi11 be your classmates for 4 years, yOur COlleagues for 40,
and your fiiends for life.
The first year ofmedical school is not easy. Some people believe it is their most di縦cult
year of education (血ose people would be us). But you wi11 survive.血one fom or ano血er, this
SChool has beem億aining medical students to become physicians for over 150 years. Plus, ifthis
group of editors can make it, We know血at you can too. Remember, yOu are SOne Ofthe brightest
Students around - it is a tremendous accomplishment to matriculate into medical school, and we
have no doubt that you will continue to be successful. AIso bear in mind that it is not a jouney
you will take alone. Your classmates,血e classes chead ofyou,血e faculty, and the adminis億ation
are a11 here to help you ifyou need it. Best ofluck to everyone in血e C履ss Qf2004!
-Redbook Editors, Spring 2000
Redbook Committee 2000:
Jona血狐Ross, αa加
John Campbell Gregory Imbrie
Sivi Baktha Craig Noro血a
Donny Chang Georgia Thoidis
Binal Shah Todd New_
Parag Amin Vikas Agarwal
Acknowledgements :
The RedBook 2000 editors would like to血ank Ana and everyone in血e O締ce of Student A餓irs for
advising us, the course‘ maIlagerS for providing feedback and updates regarding血eir courses, and our
Classmates,血e class of2003, for their insight and contributions. Special血ank to R勾Chand for血s input
on血e USMLE exam.
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7GE丁TING YOURSELF ORIEN丁ED…
Orientation Week
While the second year class is already in the midst of血eir first semester, yOur Class wi11
be eIjoying Orientation Week. This is a very importaut and relatively non-StreSSful week,
because it will give you a chance to get to know血is new and exciting place血at you will
SOOn Ca11 home. Additiona11y血is week will be the perfect time for you to get to know血e
O血er members ofyour class. One of血e best places to strike up a conversation is while
you are wai血g in line after line trying to get a11 of血e administrative tasks ofthe week
done. Though it might take a little e飾ort, it will definitely be we11 worth it,狐d remember
血at almost everysne is in the sane position as you are. You might however, nOtice血at
SOme Ofyour classmates know each other a血eady. They are most likely students Who
have come t血ough one ofBoston University’s various programs. Not to worry- eVeryOne
is just as eager and丘iendly to meet you and everybody else in your class. Every day
血ere will be members of血e faculty and adminis億ation talking to you al)Out the school,
What to expect, financial management, and many other血ings that you will be helpful for
you to know in your first year. You will also have an oppo血mity to see what
ex億acuI五cular activities you might want to participate in while you are at BU. There will
be a Studeut Organization Fair, Where血e various organizations will have boo血s and can
glVe yOu mOre infomationわout血em. Overa11 it is basically a week for you to become
familiar with your new surroundings and meet血ose people who will become your
SeCOnd fa宣nily for血e next four years.
At the end of Orientation,血e O鉦ce of Student A純血s coordinates the W血te Ceremony
Where you will take血e Hippocratic Oa血and receive your short white lab coat. Boston
Uhiversity was one of血e original schooIs to participate in this ceremony, Which was
initiated by血e Amold P. Gold Foundation as a means of fostering hunanism in
medicine. The White Coat Ceremony will be held on血e last day ofyour Orientation.
Following血e White Ceremony,血ere is a Freshman Reception and dimer for you and
your family sponsored by the Alumni O純ce. You will receive an invitation in July from
血e Alurmi O縦ce for this dimer. Ifyou have any questions, Call Tim Fitzgerald in血e
Alunni O縦ce at 617-638-5150.
Registration
The Registrar-s O鮪ce, A414, (61 7) 638-41 60 compiles all necessary registration
requirements for medical students. Ifyou’re also in ano血er program (e.g. SchooI of
Public Health or Division ofMedical and Dental Sciences), yOu’1l need to check
SPeCifically to see whether or not you need to personally register for classes. Many of血e
foms and infomation are available on line. Any questions regarding丘nancial
managemerit should be directed to血e O鮪ce of Financial Management, A401 , (617)
638-5130.
8Student l.D。
You will get a picture taken for your BU student I.D. and class composite during
Orientation week. Be there! The student identification picture is now digitized, SO yOu do
not need to tcke a new photo ifyour ID is lost. However,血ere will be a charge for
replacement. Please contact the Registrar’s O飾ce for details (638-41 60). Remember,
your student I.D. gives you access to血e entire Medical Center and to all the facilities on
血e main caIIpuS. While血e Security Guards at血e front desk of血e血structional
Building are sometimes lax about checking皿s, it's still a good idea to have it wi血you at
all times. Your I.D. is also necessary for bomwing books from血e BU libraries, in
addition to receiving library privileges at area institutions. Plus, many Places in Boston
Will give you discou血ts just for flashing your I.D.
If you prefer to take your picture before orientation, just show xp with some photo ID and
your studerit mmber. There is a photo o飾ce in瓜e Co11amore Building.
Name Tag
During orientation, yOu Will receive a red nanetag. Massachusetts law states血at you
Wear it in a visible place every time you see a patient (It has瓜e words '一BU Medical
Student’● prominently displayed, SO nO One Will mistake you for a doctor, yet). You are
required to wear them at alI times while in BUMC facilities・ Wea血g your nametag
makes it easier for BUMC adminis億ators to leam your nane and to identify you. These
nametags are very, Very eaSy tO Iose, SO be forewamed - Pin it to your white coat as soon
as you get it.
E"Mail
E-mail is血e preferred means of communication between血e BUSM a血ninistration and
the student body. Medical Students are required to obtain a BU E-mail accou血t and to
S心SCribe to their class,s electronic mailing list to receive important messages from
BUSM admi正s億ation. Check your ema組(and the online SCOMSA calendar)
frequently to鯨nd out whatls going on at Iunchtime? a請er §Chool’etC... For more
infomation on E-mail and E-mail policies, See瓜e Boston 〔九ive扇少School qr施劾cine
SZudent Polic}, and Re/みence Book・ Please pick your J}mail nane care血Ily - When you
are a four血year, all瓜e residency directors and programs to which you send infomation
Will see it. What seems fumy your first year may be uaprofessional for a fourth year
applving for residencies. To丘nd out how to set up an ea砂email address, visit the online
RedBook, Or WW.bu.edu/computing/earlybird/.
9IVIaiI
The mailbox area is Iocated in the basement ofthe instructional building along the wa11s
Of血e student lounge. Ifyou-re not plaming on getting a beeper (Why not put it off as
Iong as possible?), yOu Can direct daytime ca11ers (Monday-Friday 9:00-4:30) to leave a
message at the Mall Room (638-4156), Which will be in trm left in the appropriate
mailbox. However,血ere might be some delay before incoming mail or messages will be
Placed in your mailbox. Mail (SChool, PerSOnal and/or packages) can be sent to:
ANY STUDENT, Box X
Boston University School of Medicine
71 5 Aibany Street
Boston, MA O2118
Some students opt to have all of血eir mail sent here, but you should take into account血e
delays as well as the fact血at the mailroom is not open on Saturdays before you make
血at decision. Your mailbox often contains schedule changes, graded exams, and most
importa血y: amOunCementS Of free lunches; SO Check it daily. When you are away缶om
血e school, have someone else check it for you, Or leave a forwarding address in血e
mailroom, the Registrar’s O縦ce, and血e O縦ce of Student A鮪血s. A box nunber wi血
COmbination wi11 be issued to you during orientation. This address will be yours for the
next four years.
Locke「s
During orieutation, yOu Will be assigned two Iockers: a tall coat locker (ei血er located in
On血e 2nd or 4血floors) and ano血er smaller locker for your microscope (also on血e 2nd
Or 4血floor). You are expected to bring or buy your own lock for your coat lockers・ The
COat lockers are osteusibly for your personal belongings (COatS, 1unch, etC.), aS Well as
your anatomy cIo血es. However, keep in mind血at whatever you put in your locker wi血
your anatomy lab cIo血es it wi11 eventua11y smell like your anatomy lab cIo血es. To keep
血e sme11 down, Put yOur SCn血s in one bag and your shoes in another (especially your
Shoes because血ey calTy血e most smell being they pick stuff off血e floor). Many
Students end up stu節ng血eir scnめs and lal) CIo血es in their anatomy locker (Shared wi血
the o血er members of血e lab group on the 10血floor) or in血eir microscope locker, and
PreServing their coat lockers. Ano血er popular option is to keep your anatomy clo血es in
your microscope locker. One more血ing - DO NOT change in the hallways!!
IVl ic「oscopes
First and second year students are required to have microscopes (you wi11 be using them
for Histology). Binocular fields with l Ox, 40x and oil immersion objectives are
recorrmended.血血e past, SOme Students have purchased used microscopes from o血er
Students Who no Ionger require血eirs, but it is Iむmore common to rent one from血e
Student Educational Media D印aItment. You will receive a microscope rental fom and
infomation in your first day packet and will be given time to rent the microscope during
Orientation. Rented microscopes are of excellent quality and should prove to be more
than adequate for your class requirements. Plan to spend about $1 00 on rental for your
丘rst year classes. This fee includes insurance coverage for all books, microscopes,
instmments, and personal items against theft or danages for one year.
BulIetin Boa「ds
There is a bulletin board for血e first year class outside Bakst Auditorium. T龍s bu11etin
board will contain any news pertinent to the first year class along wi血any
adve正sements (i.e., apartmentS for rent, things for sale, etC.). This can be a very good
Place to sta]rt yOur ’車artment hunting.’’Bulle血Boards for血e other classes, aS Well as
Various student groups, are located in the basement near血e student lounge. These boards
億aditionally also contain advertisements and amouncements and can become extremely
CrOWded with all the various flyers posted on血em, SO yOu Will want to scan血em
Carefully if you use血em as an infomation source.
BUSM ListsenI
The BUSM Listserv is an electronic mailing list which allows your classmates, faculty,
and sta埠to send email to血e entire class or gI"OuP at OnCe. Each BUSM class has a
listserv・ As a medical student, yOu are required to subscribe to your class listserv to stay
aware ofnotices, meetings, and o血er infomation. As well, SOme Classes (e.g. HistoIogy)
maintains their own listserv.
To subscribe to the BUSM class of 2004 1istserv, yOu need only send an email fomatted
as follows:
l) The address should be: majordomo@bu.edu
2) In the body ofthe le請er (not the subjecO, tyPe the following:
Subscribe bu§m-2004_list
3) Sendit!
The address you used to send the message wi11 now receive all mail sent to the listserv.
This will include a lot of apartment and roorrmate notices as血e sunmer progresses.
To send mail to血e listserv, just address it as:
busm-2 004-Ii st@bu. edu
Or, tO Send to another class (i・e., 2001, 2002, 2003), Simply s心stitute in瓜at year.
ln Summary…
Don-t be surprised ifyou spend much ofyour丘rst few days standing in line to
accomplish some ofthese tasks. T血s is a golden opportunity to introduce yourself and
Strike up a conversation wi血血ose around you. You're all in the same boat, and it is a
great opportunity to begin meeting your classmates and future colleagues.
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FIRST YEAR EXPENSES…
Wi血血e costs ofliving in a major city, aS Well as various misce11aneous expenses, it is
PrObably a good idea to start out with about $3000 to cover living expenses and book
expenses for血e血st couple ofmon血s. The reasoning behind this is血at loaus will most
likely be tied up or take time to come through. While William Ford Direct (fomerly
Sta飾ord) Student Loans utilize electronic fund億ansfer, HEAL Ioans (as well as many
O血ers) require血at you sign for血e checks persona11y. Check signing for loans o血er than
Direct Loans is done at血e O飾ce ofFinancial Management. Refunds can only be issued
OnCe all your loan money has been credited to your accouIit. To obtain a refund you must
創I out a credit release at the O締ce ofFinancial Management. The credit release usually
tckes about two weeks and can be mailed to you or picked up at血e BU main camPuS,
88 1 Commonwealth Ave. Realistica11y, it is unlikely血at you will see your refund before
the first of October.
'Hidden- Expense Summary for lst year:
Tex也○○ks: -$900
Test Packet $75
Notebooks/supplies: -$200
Medical血st血nentS: uP tO $600 * (see below)
Microscope Rental $1 00
Textbooks
Up to -$900. Most courses have recommended texts as well as required ones. The most
impo血mt thing to ke印in mind here is that yo〃所# "Ot med every book♪r et,ery ddss.
Stud丸ng from too many sources is unproductive and confusing. Before buving your
books, ysu Should exanine血e choices to see which ones best suit your studying style.
For many courses, a COmPrehensive sy11abus is provided, Which, COmbined wi血class
notes, is more血an su飾cient for most students. You can丘nd out w址ch course books are
required and which are recommended in血e Academics section. This section was
reviewed by血e course instructors in May, and it is possible血at some of血e infomation
may have changed. At any rate, yOu Will not need all of血e textbooks for a course on its
first day, and your instructors wi11 review血e syllabi and book requlrementS On the first
day ofclass. AIso, its probably a good idea to Iook out for any emails from students in
O血er classes, Often times they are looking to get rid of old text books at very cheap
Prices. Every student is assigned a second year mentor who you,1l meet during your
Orientation week. It might be a good idea to ask your mentor what books he or she used
for certain classes. It is best to wait and buy your books at the Medical Campus
Bookstore located on the丘rst floor of 700 Albany Street, right next to the Boston
Medical Center Visitor’s Parking Lot. Ask the manager, Dot, What is really needed for
your classes. (There is a big di節孤mCe between what is required, and what is needed.)
She knows her stuffand can save you lots ofmoney ifyou listen to her.
Make sure you also check out血e American Medical Student Association’s (AMSA) used
book sale during Orientation Weck. There will be books available for a fraction of血e
COSt Ofnew ones, but make sure you get血ere eariy - they go quickly. When bu車ng used
books, make sure you check which edition of血e book you purchase. While some texts
do not change much from edition to edition, 0血ers can have m劉Or reVisions, and older
VerSions are not very useful.
Ano血er option, for血ose of you strapped for cash, is to consider usmg SOme Of血e texts
On reServe in血e library. Most course books are on reserve in血e library, SOme Circulate
OVemight, 0血ers do not. For some courses, Which recommend a slew ofbooks (i.e.
PhysioIog涙using血e library reserve texts may be the way to go.
Test Packet
Estimate $75 (last year’s cost). This could be yo町mOSt WOrthwhile inv跨鋤ent, aS t血s
PaCket contains old exans缶om the past several years (wi血answers) for most of血e first
year courses. Since the exams glVen at BUSM do not vary much in fomat from year to
year, Old exans can provide an indication ofthe concepts血at will be s億essed in future
exams. The packet is an ex億emely useful study aid, and for many students it is worth its
Weight in gold. Test packets wi11 be availal)le缶om AMSA during the first few weeks of
SChool. You will find yourselfat a disadvar血ge ifyou do not use the old exams as study
壷ds.
Medical ○nstruments
About $600 is allocated above for instrunents, but that does not mean you have to spend
a11 $600. You will not need your instnments until the second semester for ICM, and most
likely血e only thing you will really need to use is the stethoscope (get a good one!). At
the end of血e first semester,血e bookstore will set up a plan wi血a few of血e medical
SuPPly companies, including Welch Allyn, Heine, and Littman’血at will allow you to get
discounts on many of血e instrunents. Besides the Stethoscope, many Students also buy
their ophthalmoscope and otoscope at this time as we11 becanse of血e discounts. Most
Studeuts do not buy a sphygmomanometer. Here is a list ofthe possible instrunents that
you can buy or may need:
●　Stethoscope
●　Oph血almoscope/Otoscope
●　Doctor’s bag (OPtional)
●　Sphygmomanometer
●　Reflex hammer
●　Tuningfoks
h general, all hospital rooms and most doctors’o飾ces are equipped wi軸心e equlPment
listed al)OVe (except血e ste血oscope). However, yOu may need some ofthe above
equlPment during you third- and fourth- year rOtations. It is useful to point out血at Third
and Fourth year students are usua11y selling their used instmments throughout the year -
and most of瓜e time血e instnments have barely been used.
15
NotebooksISu pplies
Aside from the usual (Paper, PenS, PenCils, nOteCards, etC.), SeVeral o血er items wi11 be
required, SuCh as blades for scalpels, latex gloves’and plastic aprons. The cost of血e lわ
items can be split anong血e members ofyour lab group. Be pr印ared - When you are
going into lalb t血ee or more times a week, yOu Will bun t血ough a lot ofthese supplies.
CIothes
′砂ou den "i庇Jhe weather in N古w England・・14,ait a mim‘te’’「施J* Zレain
Fall and spring bring variable weather to Boston with temperatures ranging from血e 40's
to血e 80's. An unbrella血at fits into your bookbag is a smart way to be pr印ared for the
fi-equent, unPredictable showers.血血e winter it gets very cold, Wi血temperatures
ranging缶om below zero to al)Out 40 degrees. A wamjacket, hat, and gloves are a must.
Be prapared for丘erce winter winds. Bckst Auitoriun, Where you’11 hear 99% ofyour
lectures, has temperature fluctuations, SO yOu might want to ke印a sweater handy and
dress in layers. The dress around School is fairly casual. So wear Whatever you want -
your mom isn’t coming to medical schooI wi血you.
A second set of comfortalble, Washable cIo血es or scn心s and shoes is recommended for
Gross Anatomy Lab. Since everything you wear or bring to the lわwill absoめthe
unpleasaut fomaldchyde smell, We SuggeSt血at you wear something old that you don’t
care about. More血an likely it will end up in血e億ash once lal) is over in December.
Please wash血ese cIo血es and your lab coat frequently so that瓜e locker rooms, elevators,
and you don’t become offensive. AIso,血e lab can be very cold, SO yOu may Want tO bring
a sweatshirt, "On-WOOI sweater or a nonlβamel shirt. Wool and flamel will hold the
fomaldehyde sme11 even印er washing・
16
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Seaわn Hr; Hおの庇al Jセルmaiion
Boston Uhiversity School ofMedicine at血e tum of血e last century.
The drawing above shows Boston University SchooI ofMedicine and血e old
homeopathic hospital - nOW血e Talbot Building - late in血e 1 9th century The building
On血e left is the original School building, kmown as血e ’’C Building’’erected in 1870-
1871, and tom down in 1968. It was Iocated approximately Where the SoIomon Carter
Fuller Mental Health Ce加er paIking lot is Iocated today
To provide a clinical facility, the Homeopathic hospital was built in 1 876, With
medical and surgical wings added over血e years until completion in 1907.血1932 the
building was named for Dean Israel Tisdale Talbot (Dean, 1 873-1 899).
Boston University SchooI ofMedicine was established in 1 873 when Boston
University merged wi心血e New England Female Medical Co11ege. The New England
Female Medical College opened in November, 1 848, as血e first medical college for
WOmen in血e world. Over血e next 25 years,血is institution produced 98 graduates
among whom was the nation’s first African-American female physician, Redecca Lee,
Class of 1864. The C Building was血e School’s first pemanent home.
A good neighbor in血e Sou血End,血e SchooI ofMedicine’s Home Medical
Service has provided home visits for Boston citizens since 1 875 - it is the oldest medical
SChool-a節1iated home visitation program in血e country. The School has continued its
commitment to血e co劇munity in many unique ways and in 1 995 won血e Association of
American Medical College’s Outstanding Commu皿ity Service Award.
Today, Boston University SchooI ofMedicine sits at血e hub of a modem urban
academic medical center血at includes Boston medical Center, tWO Veterans
Administration Hospitals, t血ee graduate schooIs,血e Center for Advanced Biomedical
Research, and a growlng number ofbiotechnoIogy丘ms.
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Libraries and Places to Study
ALUMNI MEDiCAL LIBRARY
The Alunmi Medical Library serves as a center ofmedical infomation for the faculty,
Sta埠and students ofBoston University SchooIs ofMedicine, Dental Medicine, and
Public Heal血as well as血e staff ofBoston Medical Center. It also serves血e faculty,
Staff; and students ofthe Boston University Charles RIver campus as well as members of
血e Boston Library Consortiun. The library is open to血e general public wi血
restrictious.血fomation about the Alumni Medical Library is available at its wedsite,
http :〃med-]ibwww.bu. edu.
董謹塁豊謹話霊譜霊詰置楽器豊誓書1撞)雷電。
13th組oors. There is elevator access to the l lth and 13th floors for disabled individuals.
The l lth and 13th floors have study canels and a11 t血ee floors have lange tables for
謹言霊謹謹嵩謹宝器謹書素謡善業謡競蒜狐e
●　LibraryHours:
Monday-Thursday 7:30AM - 12:00AM
Friday 7:30AM - 10:00PM
Saturday lO:00AM - 10:00PM
Sunday lO:00AM - 12:00AM
(Sunmer and ho量iday hours vary and are posted outside血e libraly)
Research Computers: The 12th floor houses a mmber of computers dedicated to
research pro軒ams. This includes both CD-ROM and web versious ofMEDLINE. W地
Citations缶om 1966 to the present, MEDLINE is血e丘rst place to Iook for original
articles, reView articles, and editorials on a medical subject along wi血a11ied datalbases on
hea皿services, nurSlng, and public health. Remote access to students and wi11 be made
available during orientation.
AIso on血ese computers is血e StatRefprogram. This indexes a nu血ber oftop-level texts
in all of血e specialties ofmedicine. It is an invaluable source ofbackground infomation
in any area you are researching. For assistance using these or any of血e other availal)le
databases, COntaCt a reference librarian.
Referenceしibrarians are availわle to assist wi血Iibrary service and answer patron
question Monday through Friday from 8:30AM - 5 :00PM.血dividual appointme加s can
be scheduled for these who need in d印th assistance. The Reference Librarians provide
information retrieval services and feebased literature searches on MEDLINE, Chemical
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Abs億acts, BIOSIS, and many other datal)aSeS. The Reference Librarian can be reached at
638_4226 for more information.
Services through血e reference department include interlibrary loan of materials not
OWned by血e library and a photocopy service for the materials owned by血e library.
Each ofthese services does have a fee.
Studying can also be done here, aS血e l lth and 13th floors have individual c心icles and
a quiet enviromeut conducive to studying. The 12th floor has cubicles, but also larger
desks for quiet group wok.
Workshops are o餓訂ed by the library on a variety oftopics. These include library tours
and orientation, INNOPAC catalog use, training on Sponsored Programs Infomation
Network (SPEN) software, and several MEDLINE search wokshops. Brochures are
located at瓜e library eI]血ance and血e reference librarian can glVe mOre infomation on
WOkshop s.
1NNOPAC is血e progran used to catalog a11 of血e holdings for血e Boston University
Libraries. Each monograph and j ounal has a full bibliographica1 1is血g including
location and, for joumals, VOlumes owned. INNOPAC also gives access to holdings of
血e members of血e Boston Library Consortium. Temlinals are located throughout the
Alurmi Medical Library. A web-based version is available from血e library wch site.
The Circulation Desk (638-4232) is Iocated to the right of血e library entrance on血e
12th floor. Jounals do not circulate, but monographs can be checked out for 28 days with
a valid student ID. Items can be retumed at血e circulation desk or in血e drop box located
outside ofRoom L-1 12. Items can also be renewed at the circulation desk.
Overdue materials are not charged daily, however t血ee overdue notices wi11 be sent
to the borrower for each item not retumed within the allotted time. One week after血e
血ird notice is sent, a丘ne of$75 per item will be assessed. Ifthe item is retumed,血e丘ne
is reduced to $10.
Reserve mate「iais are located behind the Circulation DeSk and can be used wi血in the
library wi血a student ID. Items on reserve include some copies ofold exams, anSWerS tO
SOme COurSeWOk OrfeurophysioIogy tutorials), SOme andiovisual materials, neW editions
Of popular monographs, and various course texts.
Monographs that circulate are located on血e eastem halfofthe 13th floor. They are
Shelved by subject ca11 mmber. Reference books are located on血e eastem side ofthe
霊認諾蒸器認諾豊豊A融val materials and a section
Audiovisual materials are located on瓜e 1 3th floor・ There are small screemng rooms to
use these materials, Since血ey camot leave血e library. Most andiovisual materials are
listed on the INNOPAC.
豊豊詰霊慧謹諾鴇盈親祭書誌霊霊宝諾豊○○r
JOumal listings can be found on血e nENOPAC.
Seif"Service photocopiers are located on a11 t血ee floors of血e library. PhotocopleS
COSt $0.10 per page cash, Or Can be purchased with a copy card. The card dispenser is
adjacent to the circulation desk and the cost per copy is on a regressive sliding scale (血e
higher血e denomination bill used,血e lower血e per page cost). (Note: Photocopies can
be made on血e 3rd血oor in血e Education Media Depar血nent at a lower cost per page wi血
a different copy card, but remember血at jounals and some monographs do not leave血e
library.)
Bostonしibrary Conso軸um
Boston University is a member of血e Boston Library Consortiun (BLC). The BLC
COnSists of a number ofpublic and private libra五es that o餓計reCIProCal lending privileges
to the patrons of each. Members of血e Consortiun include:
Boston College
Boston University
Marine BioIogy Library
Northeastern University
Tu請s University
WelIesley College
Boston Public Library
Brandeis University
Massachusetts In§titute of TechnoIogy
State Library of Massachuse録S
University of Massachusetts
O丁HER PLACES TO STUDY
For those who would rather not look at a book at home, it is necessary to血宣d a good
Place to study and review your notes and books. There are a nunber ofplaces where you
Can Sit down and lean, and it is up to you to find a place血at works well. But, for血ose
Ofyou who need some ideas…
●　BOSTON UN看VERSITY MED看CAL SCHOOL
By f打the most popular place to study at血e medical school is血e MCNary Leaming
Center. LOCated in血e back hallway of血e丘rst floor of血e血structional Building, the
McNary center has ten small conference rooms that seat 8-1 0 people. Wi血comfortal)1e
Chairs, long tわles, and clean blackboards,血ese rooms are every study group’s血ean.
But beware,血ese rooms are very popular and they創I up very quickly, eSPeCially near
exam time.
Another area used to study are血e home base labs on血e 2nd and 4th組oors. These a.re
used before and after class since they have more room to spread out than the library and
they are in cIose proximity to the lecture ha11s (no waiting on a packed elevatoサOne
WOrry is血at血ese rooms really haven’t had their climate control systems up伊aded since
the building was built, SO it can get a l誼Ie c血11y in血e winter.
o BOSTON UNIVERSITY MAIN CAMPUS
The Charles River Campus is popular wi血many students, Wi血a variety ofplaces to
Settle down. It is also closer to home for a number ofstudents. Parking can be very
di蹄cult in血e early evening due to ni如t classes and near impossible during baschall
season and血e Sox are in town. But, it is not too bad on the weekends.
●　MUGAR LIBRARY
There are a nlm心er ofcubicles and tables on all of血e floors and, Since血e
undergraduate and medical schooI schedules do not coincide, finding places to study
during exams is not much ofa problem・ It is also very convenient to血e GSU for a study
bre∈恵.
Hours:
Monday - Thursday: 8:00AM - 12:00AM
Friday - Saturday: 8:00AM - 1 1 :00PM
Sunday: 10:00AM - 12:00AM
(Open 24 hours during undergraduate finals)
・ GEORGE SHERMAN UN10N (GSU)
Not exactly conducive to studying, GSU can be used to study ifyou have a powerful
わility to focus on血e task at hand. But, all wok and no play makes Jack a du11 boy, SO
血e nunerous televisions and game room can serve as a welcome study breck. There are
also fast food restaura血ts狐d a co節論house to please血ose hypo血alamic satiety centers.
●　LAV SCHOOL LIBRARY
Located across from Mugar, it is much sma11er but usua11y more conducive to stud車ng.
There are private rooms wi血tables on血e bottom floor. The lounges and classrooms on
O血er floors of the building are also quite nice for studving When血ere isn’t a class gomg
On. Sometimes血e noise level can be high, SO beware. h addition,血ey are not very strict
about血eir '一no food and (虹nk’一policy.
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●　SMG
The SchooI ofManagement is a large building on Commonweal血Avenue (cIose to
Kermore Square). This is a popular place to study for those who like to have a whole
room to血emselves. The advantages of studying here are血at you are free to bring food,
you can stay as long as you want, reStrOOmS are a11 over’and food is ri如across血e
Street (including convenlenCe StOre Called Campus Convenience open 22 hours) If you-re
On血e top floors, yOu get a great view of血e Charles River. One disadvantage, however,
is that night classes often rm unti1 8 or 9 pm, SO yOu might have to hunt around for an
empty room. AIso,血ere may be conventions booked on血e weekends. AIso, the SchooI
ofManagement Pardee Library is Iocated on血e 3rd組oor SMG building.
Alte「native Study Sites
The l lth組oor c血icles get節rly boring after a while, SO it is time to血d another place to
Study. Ifyou don-t want to poke around瓜e main campus, there are lots of o血er places to
go. One of血e best parts ofBoston being an old city is血at血ere are a number ofurrique
Places to sit down and do some studving. You can宜nd a bench along血e Charles River, a
CO餓潟shop on Newbury St., Or a quiet spot in血e North End. Any place you can lmagme
you can find ifyou try. When winter comes around, yOu have to move inside. For variety,
you can try some of血ese places.
・ Harvard Countway Library
The mecca for medical knowledge, Countway serves as bo血Harvard Medical School’s
Library and a NIH funded regional library. T臆s means血at every title you can lmaglne
(and even a few you could never imagine) can be found here. This makes it an invaluable
Place to find that perfect article for an IP presentation. There are also a number of small
Study rooms and tables scattered t血oughout the 6 massive floors ofjoumals and books.
The library is not open to血e general public, SO yOu muSt have ei血er your BU ID or ysur
Massachusetts Medical Society membership card to be given entrance.
●　MI丁
Very convenient缶om both the Medical Canpus and Main Canpus, the numerous
libraries ofMIT are very popular with students. Some are di縦cult to find, but the easiest
is血e Charles Hayden Library located on Memorial Drive. The favorite place to study is
血e student center (Julius Adams Stratten Building), Which is located to瓜e left of瓜e
SeCOnd light after crossing the MIT bridge into C劃血ridge. Why is it so popular?
Probわly because it has everything血at you could ever need for a distraction!
Co飾eeshop, arCade, POSt O綿ce, OPtician, CIothing stores, hairdressers - if you can
imagine it you can probably丘nd it血ere. But, When you have to fina11y sit down and
WOrk,血e lighting is great and the chairs are comfortable. It is not uncommon to find
Classmates there late at night/early in血e moming just before exams.
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・ Boston PubIicしibralγ
The血st mgivr public library in America, the Boston Pul)lic Library is a center rich in
history Located in Copley Square,血e library is actua11y two buildings wi血a courtyard
in between. The general building is more modem and has some interspersed tあles. The
research building is older and resembles a museun with its st`rming architecture and
incredible murals (especially血e Jo血Singer Sargent murals on the血血d floor). There are
a mln血er ofreading rooms throughout血e building,血e largest being Bates Ha11 on血e
second floor. The hours are somewhat limited血ough, OPen Monday - Thursday 9:00AM
- 9:00PM, Friday - Saturday 9:00AM - 5:00PM, and Sunday l:00PM - 5:00PM.
・ No巾heastem (Sneil) Library
Northeastem’s library is another option for studying. Located o鯖ofHuntington Ave
a句acent to血e Physical Education Building, Snell Library is very convenient to the
Medical Car叩us. The library is very quiet and has a number oftables and c心icles’
especia11y on血e s∞Ond through fou血floors. Just be care餌, it has a hair」rigger alam
血at goes offwi血out wammg or waⅡant.
・ Boston College (O’Nei○○)しibrary
If it were cIoser,血is would probal)ly become one of血e more popular places to study. It
is a new building, SO it is very apacious and set-uP Well・ You enter on the t血rd floor and
have two floors above wi瓜comfortable chairs and nrmerous conference rooms. The
library is Iocated at the end of血e B Green Line on Cormonweal血Ave. on血e Chestnut
Hill campus. When you reach血e camPuS,血e library is a4jacent to a large parking
building on血e血1l.
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Academic Resources
TEST PACKET
This is an essential investment -- Plan to spend $75. This packet contains old exans缶om
血e past several years (With answers) for the血st year courses. Old tests are extremely
useful study aids, and for many students血ey are worth血eir weight in gold. Test packets
Will be availal)le from AMSA during血e first few weeks of school. You will丘nd yourself
at a disadvantage wi血out血is investment. And yes, it is cheaper and easier to buy血e
Packet than it is to copy someone else-s.
NO丁E SERVICE
Some classes o喝anize a note service, Which is a fee for service organization. The people
Who participated and sut)SCribed to血e note service fomed in血e past found it invaluable
to their success in血e class. The organizational e餓)rt Can be lange, SO ifyou plan to start
up a note service, be prapared for the effort required. Contact Vema Lacey, Director of
Support Services, 638-41 66, Vlacey@bu.edu for guidance.
BOOKSTORES
・ Boston University Medical Center Bookstore
700 Albany S億eet, Center for Advanced Biomedical Research (CABR building, 1ocated
directly across缶9m血e medical school), 638-5496.
血addition to its comprehen;ive book selection, the bookstore carries a wide auTay Of
medical instruments, general merehandise and sxpplies. Ifthis store does not have a title
you need,血ey will order it for you in a timely mamer. Its hours ofoperation are as
follows: Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.一6:00 p.m. and Saturday 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Questions
COnCeming血e store, its products and available services can be directed to Ms. Matsik.
・ Bames and NobIe at Boston University
BU Bookstore Ma11, 660 Beacon St., Kermore Square, 267-8484.
This bookstore houses some ofthe professional reference books for the Main Campus,
and is a good back-uP in case the Medical Campus Bookstore is out ofa text, Or for
Shopping on weekends and holidays. Be sure to Iook in血e Nursing as well as Medicine
SeCtions becanse血e same text may be used in different courses. The rest of血e Mall
includes a better selection of cards, insignia wear (i.e. B.U. boxer shorts), books, and
magazines, aS Well as a travel agency, Print store, florist, and BankBoston machine.
There’s even a cafe on血e first floor血at serves Staめucks co塙お. You can buyjust about
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anything at the BU Bookstore Mall, including stereos, CaneraS, COmPuterS, POSterS,
CIothes, etC. Shop around, though, because瓜eir prices are not necessarily血e lowest
available.血some cases, (e.g. ifyou wa血t to buy a computer), yOur StatuS aS a BU student
gets you significant discounts.
・ The Harvard MedicaI Coop
333 Longwood Avenue, Brookline 499-3300.
They have a sma11er selection than what is available at the BUSM bookstore, but they
may have books which ours does not. The Harvard Medical Coop does not use
Put)lisher-s list pricing, SO it may be more expensive to buy your books there.
・ Brown and Conno音iy Medical Bookstore
1315 Boylston S億eet, 262-5 162.
This bookstore has everything. You might check it out if ours rms out ofthe texts you
need. They wi11 also have books瓜at our bookstore doesn’t carry, Which is helpful for
血ose studems who need a 1 9th atlas for anatomy.
●　Used Textbooks
Check血e bu11etin boards around school. A book sale by AMSA will take place at some
POint during血e first few weeks of school. Watch for amouncements! Use your student
advisors and the relevant sections in血e Redbook for advice on the essentials. Then
SuPPlement血ese books with what you丘nd helpful.
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE
Vema Lacey, Director of Student Support Services, is a member ofthe O縦ce of
S億dent A塙rirs, and wears several different hats at血e SchooI ofMedicine. She is
availあle to all students who are having academic or personal di鉦culty. Don’t be
SurPrised to get a suppo正ve le備er from her after血e丘rst round ofgrades ifyou did not
do as well as expected. She is率excellent resource wi血whom to discuss your strategies
for studying. Vema assists students wi血welトdocumented disabilities to receive血eir
needed accommodations. She is also the MedCAREERS liaison, and inte町reter of血e
Kiersey Leaming test.
Vema rms wokshops at血e beginIling ofthe academic year for first year
Students in the following areas : time management; memOrization tec血iques;
COnCen億ation; teSt-taking techniques; individual leaming styles; and stress management.
Vema also o喝anizes and implements the review course for血e United States Medical
Licensing Exam (USMLE)血at you will be tcking in early January of your second year.
The review course includes血e following components:
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dy a preliminary diagnostic exam that ideriti丘es wealnesses in content
areas and test-taking strategies, aS Well as a follow-uP meeting with Vema
to go over your test results;
b) review sessions on week-day aftemoons or Sa血rdays in PhysioIogy,
Biochemistry, PathoIogy, MicrobioIogy, I劇munOIogy, PhamacoIogy, and
Embryslogy which are taped and on reserve in the library;
C) small wokshops on general infomationわout the boards, aS Well as
test-taldng strategies;
d) recommendations about review books and computer programs血at
Simulate the USMLE exams.
Vema’s O縦ce was intentionally located apart from血e O縦ce of Student A餓血s in
Order to iusure s血dent confidentiality. Nei血er血e academic nor血e personal counseling
血at she provides is recorded in any o縦cial records. You are encounged to stop by her
O締ce to meet her; it is Iocated on血e ground floor of血e A building at the end of血e
Bakst corridor; yOu may reach her at 638-4195 or via e-mail at vlacey@bu.edu.
Tutoring Program
This free program operates through血e O綿ce of Student A塙壷s. This service is
not provided to help people receive ’’honors’’in a class, but is for血ose students who have
tro止ble a句usting to血e rigors ofmedical school and血erefore need assistance in a
Particular course. Identified students may receive a set mn血er ofhours oftutoring
(generally two hours) per week. Each course has請Ors Who are pr印ared to spend time
With students on a one-tO-One basis. Many times you will not be assigned a tutor ur血l
after血e first set ofexans, but ifyou know you are in trouble before瓜en, yOu are
encouraged to contact Course Managers and Vema Lacey, 638-41 66, aS SOOn aS any
di鉦culty arises. Ask o瓜er students al)Out the tutors before choosing one.
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Academics :
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脆eざ枇edP章oble鳳§●岬) ?重P ??IP 
釦p.　　世心∴∴i閃評.　lDec. ?J∞■　iFeb.　博錐,　IA鱒.　iM町　iJ調. 
騒crobioIogy&IrfecdousDisea§e ?[Ⅴ a き ?ido謡Of助韓鵜e◆● ?Xノ 壬 c ?ido謡of ? S“ 
貫也筋1〇秒 ?ﾜ t ーi o 卒 ?亀 千三 ま’三 〇: n ?isease ?E捌 し 軍 
P地心ききe19謡 
P卸組合血ヤ重I 
書出Odrtio種toCl蓬鵡孤Me瞳ci耽aC哩) ?∴ICM∴ ?重CM 
重重心e群銀edP章dもlems〔重確 ?1IP ?:IP 
キa血遭y ?ｨ競慎亀虫 ?X能書e血c〆 ?e瞳血cs ?筆記轟坤 ?嗽豊野や 
捌e瞳虎ne、 ?Je瞳ci払う ?ﾕ印ec血o野 ?ｫle火気を ?l弦宙を ?le蜜虫i曾 
鵜1e虫垂や ?J1e庇血や ?X脆庇率p ?ｭさ甘e譲り ?ｭ6骨eekら ?随燥Wee時) 
(6椛e蜂) ?ｭま1鴻e虹も ?Nw℃e壁) 
鵜鋒i靴轟c ?｢e調ol〇割 ?ﾇ書瞳o宣e筆致 ?通し重皿鉢垂 ?宣e轟e§ 
Cl憐架§址か ?l譲亜種 ?le出立を ?4やeek9 ?ｼO鞘eek勺 
やけee嘩) ?4拙さ蜂) ?4wee均 
事血t増加d Pr。顔馳S is a non-dep繍鵬調en亡a宣probl弧based lea「ni露g c○ursc.
峨BioIogy of Disea§e is a mulidsciplinary, SyStem§ ba§ed, PathopbysioIogy course incf追ng:
DematoIogy, C孤nective Thssues,椛phroIogy, Respiratory Diseases, Ca誕dogy. NeuroIogy,
Gas甘oe競eroIo射, I批正ion, HematoIogy, EndocrinoIogy, R印roduction弧　Traum会.
Now that you’re finally oriented, Welcome to血e heart ofmedical school一也e
academics!血recent years, BU has fo1lowed血e trend of integrating problem-based
leaming into the curriculun. They also emphasize clinical medicine through血e ICM
COurSe. Expect to be in血e hospital wi血in the first couple ofweeks! One of血e strengths
at BU has always been it’s strong science background, and admiristration wishes to
maintain this, meaning血at血e academic Ioad wi11 be high in your preclekship years.
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Al血ough medical school is challenging, it is certainly not impossible. For most
Students,血e biggest adjus血ent is accepting血e fact血at血e vast mgivrity of血eir time
Will be devoted to attending lectures and studying.血order to maintain a life outside
SChool, yOu Will have to leam to organize your time as soon as possible. As you begin to
Study and a4just, yOu’11 find血e techniques血at wok best for you. Some students do well
by simply reading the text, While o血ers succeed by active leaming, SuCh as making maps,
taking notes, Studying old exans, Or Creating silly rmemonics. Be advised that techniques
Which woked well in college (i.e., Cranming & caffeine) might not be quite as e節ective
in medical school. Pr印are to be flexible at first in血e way you study.
As well,血ere are going to be some classmates Who have already taken some of
血e first year classes, and may seem to have an advantage (you’ll probably notice血is
more in the second semester). These are血e fomer Master’s students, SeVen year med
Students (SMEDs), and o血er students who went t血ough various altemative curriculuns.
By the end of血e first year, yOu Should a11 be on equal footing.
This section of血e RedBook can be very useful in detemining what books to
PurChase, and may help in choosing or refining your study s億ategies. AIso, don’t be
a缶aid to ask a few second year studerits what books and study aids wo血ed for血em.
Most importaI血y, don’t put too much pressure on yourself Ifyou wok hard you
Wil=eam血e material, PaSS the courses, and become a doctor.
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Gross Anatomy
Course Managerこ
・ Dr. Gene Bla償, 638-5260, R-1003, gblatt@cqjal-1.bu.edu
Texts:
・ Gmntb DiSsector, 12瓜ed., by Sauerland, Lippincott, Williams and Wilkens,
1999.
・ Atlas qfH窃man Anato′砂, 2nd ed., by Netter, Novartis, 1997.
.思sential αinical AnatoJ7P′, by Moore and Agur, Lippincott, W&W, 1996.
●　Langman部猿俄cal Emb7yOl昭)′, 8th ed., by Sadler TW, Lippincott, W&W, 2000.
・ Hわman C九ss SGctiomlAnato〃ay: Atlas ofBody Sections, CT and MRT血ages,
by Ellis, LOgan, and Dixon, Bu備erworth-Heinemam, 1999.
O血er Resouroes: (Have been used in血e past by students to supplement血e required
texts)
・ Cbわr Atlas qfAnato7砂, 4血ed., Rohen, Yokoc血& L両en-Dreco11, Lippincott,
W&W, 1998.
●　Gross Anatony, 3rd ed., by Chung, Board Review Series, Willians and Wilkens,
1995.
●　αinicalAmto型y MdくねRi枕のlous砂部タブやわ, by Goldberg, MedMaster, 1991.
・ 7%e Det,elapi唯物man: C%nica砂OrientedEmb′yOわ秒, 6th ed., by Moore and
Persaud, Saunders, 1998.
●　αinical EmbIyOlq!努,: A C品or Atねs and花rt, by Brooks and Zietman, CRC
Press, 1998.
Required for each lal) table: (One Per dissection gr。uP, to remain in血e lab locker)
・ G砲ntts Dissector, 12th ed., by Sauerland, Hppincott, Williams and Wilkens,
1999.
・ A海s qfHわman Anaio型y, 2nd ed., by Ne備er, Novartis, 1997.
Cou「se Description:
The feature course of any first year ofmedical school is Gross Anatomy. Knowledge of
the hunan body is infomation血at will set瓜e framewok for what you will lean for血e
rest ofyou medical schooI career and for your entire career as a physician. At BUSM,
Gross Anatomy lS Organized into three regional sections. Within each of血ese sections,
the musculoskeletal, Cardiovascular, and neural systems wi11 be covered. These sections
are:
1. BaekandL加わs
2.棚o手傷ちAbわmen, andP〆融(TAり
3. H壱adandNきck
Each section is tested s印arately by non-Cumulative written exan and lわoratory practical
courndng for 90% of血e final grade, With血e血a1 10% coming丘om dissection
The study of EmbryoIogy is iutegrated into血e class’Studying development as well as the
adult structures. An understanding of血e embryoIogic development can give insights into
the nomal adult anatomy as we11 as congenital defects that may be seen in a clinical
Se血ng.
The Gross Anatomy couse is set in both lecture, bo血infomational and clinical, and lab.
Lectures meet on Wednesdays from 9-12 wi血1abs缶om l-5 that aftemoon.
J血atomy is best leaned in血e laboratory setting, but it is necessary to set血e foundation
in lectures. Lectures cover anatomical structure胤nction’embryoIogy, and clinical
correlations. The lecture topics are scheduled to coincide with what is being covered in
lab at that time. The lecture time is divided into three blocks, with a血ort break in
between and an introduction to the day’s la心at血e end.
Syilabus:
The sy11ねus for Gross Anatomy lS a Packet of lecture notes血at is given to each student
as each section begins. The syllal)uS includes a daily schedule for lecture and lal} eXan
schedule, reading assignments, and leaming objectives to go along wi血the lectures. By
reviewing血e syllabus before lecture誹u Will have an idea as to what to expect each
day.
しabこ
The lわis where most of the leaming will occ皿The hands-On exPerience of dissec血g
wi11 guide you in leaming血e intricacies ofthe structure of the hunan body. Since time
in lab is limited, it is imperative to come prepared to class by reading血e dissector and
reviewing the atlas before臆eaCh session. This helps both you and your group proceed in a
timely mamer and optimize what is leaned from lab.
The lab arangeme血is going to be changed for血e year 2000. The class will be divided
iuto groups as usual, but the room is to be divided into quadrants. Each quadrant will
have four student groups of 8-1 0 wo虹ng on one cadaver around a prosector. T血s wi11
allow for more interaction between students and prosectors, Who are students using one
of血eir clinical electives to do the more advanced dissections Ooints, middle ear, etC.)
血at camot be covered in the allotted time. There are also graduate students and faculty
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members who will circulate t血ough the lab to answer questions and give guidance. h
addition,瓜ere is a new featl町e Ofhaving more clinical faculty members from relevarlt
d印artments who will attend血e lab to better demonstrate how what is being leamed will
apply to later clinical srfuations. It is very important to use血ese resources to better
understand What you are trying to leam.
Despite all of these resources,血e best teachers you wi11 have are your classmates and the
Cadavers. Each groxp is divided into A and B teams who split each day’s dissection. Thus
it is necessary for血e A group to show the B group what has been done and vice versa.
AIso,血ere is too much to cover in eight hours a week, SO it is not rare to put in extra
hours after class or on a weekend to get canght up as a group as well as spend time
Studying. The lab is open daily from 7:00 AM to l l :00 PM by using your student ID in
血e cardswipe. Do not forget血at lab practical questions will come丘om all of血e
Cadavers, SO yOu muSt reView structures on all ofthem, nOt just your own.
Smali G「oups:
This comlng year there is going to be an increased emphasis on small group sessions to
help teach certain subjects. The A or B team血at is not in lab dissecting will attend a
SeSSion of approximately 20 studeuts wi血a faculty member as instructor. Areas covered
in small groups wi11 include bones and血eir landmarks, CroSS-SeCtions, and skull study.
The sma11 groups will give students a better oppo血ty to interact wi他心e faculty and
O血er students to get an understanding of infomation血at camot be seen in血e cadaver.
Laboratory Conduct:
The cadavers come from individuals who expressly decided that when they died,血eir
body could be used to teach the next generation of doctors. Out ofrespect for this
decision, all students should act in a professional mamer. AIso, this is most likely the
Only time血at you wi11 have to study血e hunan body in such detail, SO uSe this time
Wisely and do notわuse血is privilege. Visitors are not pemitted in瓜e lab without
express pemlission of lab manager/coordinator Ted Dineen.
Students must follow a11 OSHA guidelines and BUSM regulations while in血e lab. This
includes weanng goggles, gloves, and lab gowns whenever in lab as well as always
Carrying identi丘cation. The Anatomy Department will supply each group wi血Iab gowns
(disposable) and dissections kits and will supply goggles to anyone who needs血em.
Students are required to supply nitrile gloves (no latex), Which can be purehased in血e
BU Bookstore (in血e CABR building). Each group will have a locker to store dissection
kits, 1ab gowns, and lab books. Most students keep a change of cIo血es, including shoes,
in血eir餌l-Sized locker on血e 4th, 2nd, Or gI"Ound floors. (Be aware血at you will not want
to keep血ese at血e end ofthe year due to血e smell, SO do not wear anything you camot
live wi血out.)
Any questions or problems should be directed to lab manager/coordinator Ted Dineen.
His o節ce is down the hall from the lab in room L-1003 and his number is 638-4245.血
the first lalL he wi11 show you how to take proper care of血e cadaver. It is your group’s
duty to spray血e body wi血Moldex, Which will keep it from drving our and retard any
fungal grow血・ Spray血e body before you start dissection and ngain after you are
丘nished, and do the same anytime you come in to review血e body. AIso remember to
spray血e cadaver on weekends, holidays, and exam weeks. You can wok out a schedule
for this as a group. This is necessary, Since it is impossible to delineate structures once
血ey叫out.
Grading:
Gross Anatomy lS graded on an honor-PaSS-fail system. 45% ofyour丘nal grade is from
exams consisting on infomation presented in lect町e and in血e assigned lectures. The
exan is mostly multiple-Choice with some short answer problems. The lab practical also
is worth 45% of your丘nal grade. Questions here include identification胤nction of
structures tagged on the cadavers, identification of landmarks and血eir signi丘cance on
bones and skulls, and identi丘cation of structures on cross-Section photographs. The fina1
10% is a group dissection evaluation. Faculty members wi11 review each cadaver血e day
before exams and score血em on a scale of l-10. These gI.ades are posted along wi血
comments as to the reasoning behind血e scomg, Which allows for groups to see what
needs to be done to improve血eir score.
Student Perspectives:
Please note that血e opinions below are not those of血e Department ofAnatomy and
NeurobioIogy. These are the views of a Redbook editor with血e he巾Of several members
ofthe class of2003.
Overview :
Welcome to血e most recognizable course you wi11 take in medical school. When you talk
to丘iends or family,血is is血e class that血ey wi11 ask al)Out, eSPeCially abOut lab.
Everyone wauts to know what it is like to touch a dead person, muCh less dissect a
cadaver. What血ey do not realize is血at Gross Anatomy lS muCh more than just
dissection. There is an amazmg VOlune of infomation血at wi11 be flung upon you at
once and, nO matter how smart or motivated you are, yOu Will reach a point where you
血ink血at血ere is no way瓜at you can leam it all. At丘rst址s is disheartening, but you
must remember that血e class before you made it t血ough, aS did血e class before血em,
and血e class before them, and so on. Just remember血at you have a number ofresources,
including faculty, SeCOnd-yearS, and your own classmates’Who are more血an wi11ing to
help in any way possible.
Ea血y on, yOu Will be introduced to血e medical schooI paradox:一,No matter what you do’
do not fall behind. But, nO matter What you do, yOu Will fall behind:’Because血ere is so
much infomation you have to leam, yOu muSt ke印up. Ifyou fall behind you will be
buried. Gross Anatomy is not a class血at you can cram for in an all-nighter bef re the
exam. But, because ofall ofthis it is almost inevitわle血at you will fa11 behind. It isjust
the nature ofthe beast. What you must do is try as hard as possible to make things
manageわle. Study a little each night, Study in a group, mix studying for anatomy wi血
O瓜er classes, Or丘nd any o血er way血at you can prevent it from becomng
OVerWhe血ing. Most importantly, do not be too proud to ask for help. Whe血er it be血e
brachial plexus, the blood supply to血e perineun, Or血e path of血e branches of血e
trigeminal nerve, ask the question and lean.
Books:
Anatomy will star you on you way towards a full-Sized medica=ibrary. Each book is
di飾汀ent and will provide血eir own pleCe Of the puzzle and each person will find one
more use餌血at ano血er. Talk to students who took the course last year to get血eir
advice and choice oftexts. Or, ifyou want, yOu Canjust take my word for it.
N功でe手もA放ち2nd e俄めn
Just as leaming is best done in血e lab, Studying is best done uslng an atlas. And,
When it comes to atlases, Netter’s is血e gold standard. Netter’s Atlas is a
COllection of 525 hand-dravm plates displaying every part of血e body you could
ack for from every perspective imaginal)le. The only drawback is血at things are
too perfect. Netter’s shows血e ideal anatomy, and usua11y血e cadaver is not ideal.
But, When used as a guide it is invaluわle.
Gnαnt七D応seaor, J2fh e械誉めn
Grarit’s is useful in many ways. Of course, it serves as血e血struction manual for
血e lab dissection. It also provides a nurhber of clinical conditions血at are relevant
to the dissection. Ano血er use is as a study guide, following the dissection in your
mind to obtain a mental atlas of血e relationships of all of血e structures. The text
is a little choppy, but this is due to血e fact血at it is essentially a set of
instructions. There are a few inaccuracies on some of血e diagrans, but血e faculty
is good about pointing out anything significaIit.
Esseniねl C物療a1 4naio砂Mbore & Ag〃γ
Affectionately lmOⅥm aS ’’Baby Moore,” this r印laced血e一一Big Moore一一(C血ically
Orierited Anatomy) a couple of years ago. Bal)y Moore is a power-PaCked book
full of infomation. Each lect町e Will have conesponding pages to read. Pay cIose
attention to血e blue clinical boxes, for血ese are always popular questions on
exams. The chapter on the Cranial Nerves is lacking, but血at is血e s億OngeSt Part
Ofthe syllabus, SO it is not a problem.
Lang桝an ’s Me枕al Embりro嬢男# e4励dJer
This year will debut瓜e血ird text on embTyulogy in血e last three years, SO
needless to say it is di餓cult to find a text血at fits with血e curriculun. Hopefully
this year’s will give stal)ility to the subject. Most students丘nd the syllabus notes
and lectures enough to do well on that portion ofthe exams.
Hわ肋an Cわss「Secめnal Ana!0〃助ng Lqgan, and D癌on
This is a new requirement this year (SO nO finding it cheap at血e AMSA book sale
in血e begiming ofthe year)血血e past,血ere was a cross-SeCtion book given to
each伽group to be shared between血e members. The new book wi11 be required
for each individual. The book looks to be put together we11, With very good
examples of CT and MRT images for each photograph. It should be very use餌in
Praparation for practicals.
C脇rA伽s qrAJ!aiony A P胸暗rqhic St〃d恒f砺e助mn Bo動4th ed., Rohen &
Yokochi
Rohen and Yokochi is血e second most popular atlas used last year, and some say
it helped them血more血an any of血e o血ers combined. People like it because it
uses photographs, nOt drawings, Of actual cadavers. This means血e coIor and
general appe狐mce of s億uctures is more realistic. It should be available on
reserve in the library, but ownmg yOur OWn may nOt be a bad idea. Tcke a look at
it in血e bookstore and see what you think.
Gわss 4naio〃り, @oard Ret,おw Serゆ, Chung
Chung is a USMLE I Board Review Book, but it is perfectly adequate for this
course. Many students used it last year and found it to be a very good supplement
to Bal)y Moore. It is especia11y useful for血e quizzes at血e end ofeach chapter.
a協i脚的, Amめ〃り, Made R協調hus砂Sありh
This book was rea11y not used by mar邸but it is part ofa series ofstudy aids that
give a lighter way to leam. W皿e the rmemonics can give you a chuckle, there is
not much substance to the text.
糊e Det,el匂加g H高朋an, Moore and Persaud
This was the embryoIogy text used in 1998. Though瓜at class did not like it,
some members of last year’s class preferred it to Brooks and Zietman. Written by
the Moore of'一Baby Moore一一fame, it is more ofa standard text for a
developmental bioIogy course than Brooks and Zietman and there are a number of
clinical conelations.
Cm近al E桝b?J,0均鶏,, Brooks and Zietman
You will not丘nd many students (if ady) reco皿ending血is, but in case you do
see one for sale, do not buy it! ! ! The faculty agrees血at using血is text was an
experiment gone wrong. It takes embr)ulogy and divides it into over 60-twO Or
t血ee page chapters, uSeS POOrly colored line diagrams as opposed to photographs
or standard diagrans, and contained some errors.
Study St「ategies:
血order not to fall behind, it is necessary to do a little studving each day. How you do
this d印ends entirely on your own study style. You will leam what works best for you・
Di餓3rent Students used different approaches. Many used just Grant’s, Netter’s, and the
sy宣labus and did quite well. Most people used血ese in addition with Baby Moore and
Chung. A few people also used Rohen and Yokoc血or other Board Review Books. Some
of the more umque approaches include making your own flashcards, making individual
drawings of structures, and using血e血temet. As tec血oIogy improves’mOre and more
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SChooIs have notes or diagrams on the web- Just don’t let yourself fall victim to spending
time searching and losing study time.
More important血an what you use to study from is how you s血dy. Many people may be
used to studying alone, but it is vital to study in groups. There is too much infomation to
COVer On yOu Oun. Being part ofone or more study groups allows you to cover large
Churks of facts at a time and will cover things血at may have slipped t血ough血e cracks
Of individual study.
On a day-tO-day basis血e key is to try to keep on top ofthings. This can mean di節erent
things for different people. Much of it has to do with leaming styles,血e texts you’ve
Chosen to use, and血e amount oftime you are able to commit to the class.
Exam St愉tegy
Each exam consists of a wr誼en part and a lal) PraCtical. The instructor who gives血e
lecture writes血e questions, SO by using old exams you can see who takes more from血e
lecture notes,血e sy11abus, Or血e assigned readings. ELow血e leaming objectives, for
血ese are血e points that血e instructor feels is血e most important. AIso, Clinical
COnelations from bo血Baby Moore and Grant’s are very popular grounds for questions,
for understanding血e clinical features shows understanding the anatomy. For the
PraCtical,血OW the bold葛faced tems in Grarit’s. Don’t just be able to identify by name,
but also know second- and third-level questions (not just identify a muscle, but what
imervates it or what motion would be lost if血at muscle was damaged). The best way to
Study for this is to go to the lab in a group offour or five狐d quiz each o血er endlessly.
Back and Limbs:
The key word to Back and Limbs is ’’compartmeritalization.'一Mo血er Nature was kind to
medical students by having muscles grouped toge血er by their action, imervation, and
arterial blood supply. Lean it regionally first, getting the big picture. After血at, attack
血e details such as ongmS and insertions. The details make much more sense by keaping
in mind the regional framewock.
Thorax, Abdomen, Peivis:
TAP is a change of gears from Back and Limbs. Cross-SeCtions are glVen mOre emPhasis
血is time. A good way to leam血e abdomen is to use血e embryoIogy to leam血e
imervation and blood flow. Thorax is fairly straightforward, but study血e heart and its
blood supply very care餌Iy. The pelvis may be血e most di綿cult section to leam,
especially since血ere are male and female di飾erences. AIso, SOme丘nd it di縦cult getting
a three-dimensional relationship of血e area. Use cross-SeCtions to get a perspective on the
〇五ent如ion.
Head and Neck:
Head and Neck seems very di?jointed at first. You may get血e feeling血at血ere are t血ee
di餓汀ent COurSeS being taught at once. Do not be concemed. It will come toge血er around
Thanksgiving, whch isあout two weeks before exans. If it goes any later or ifyou are
worried before then, talk to a faculty member. A key is to know血e skull forwards and
backwards. This is血e blu印rint to leam the vasculature and the cranial nerve pathways.
The mgivrity of血e exam is on血e 12 cranial nerves, SO know血ese completely,
especia11y IⅡ, V, VⅡ, Ⅸ, and X.
Cadave「 Dissection:
Complete dissection of a hunan cadaver is血e pimacle of Gross Anatomy. This is a
umque experience血at may stir up s億Ong emOtions. Do not be afraid them; it is quite
nomal to have血ese feelings. Some people will have no concems’but for those who do,
血ere are many resourees availal)le to aid in coping. The faculty is always available to talk
out feelings, aS Well as血e grad students’PrOSeCtOrS, and other studeuts. As time goes on,
you will get more comfortわle bo血physically and emotiona11y wi血woking in血e lab.
Study Aids:
Each lab group is given two bone boxes in血e begiming ofBack and Limbs. These
contain vertebra, long bones, and pelvic bones for use in血e s血dy of landmarks. For
Head and Neck, Skulls replace血e bone boxes. Each group will have two or t血ee skulls,
at least one ofwhich will be real. Use血ese to leam a11 of血e tiny foranina used by血e
cranial nerves and blood vessels. Be very gentle wi血the bones and skulls. These are bo血
fragile and di組c山t to r印lace. Your group must retum all of血ese materials or your
grade can be withheld.
Getting Heip:
Ifyou feel血at you are being overwhelmed by血e infomation’血ere are always outlets to
receive heb. Tutors are available to all students for two hours a week during血e first part
of血e course. All tutoring is organized by a tutor coordinator (Whose name will be
provided in血e b〔giming of血e course). The tutors can help explain confusing materials
and let you lmow what helped血em when they took血e course. After血e丘rst exan, free
tutoring is only available to血ose who qualify Ifyou are not on血e list of eligible
students and feel that you still need血e ex億a help’many Of血e tutors will meet for an
hoⅧ1y危e.
And Finaily.。。
Anatomy is the most memorable class you will ever take. You may not remember the
details, but you will remember血e experience.血fact, last year alone two physicians
wrote of血eir anatomy experiences in瓜e Boston GIobe and血e New England Joumal of
Medicine. It is a u皿que experience that you will carry wi血you for血e rest ofyour life.
Anatomy is what you mcke ofit. It is the only time Where you can lean the intricacies of
血e hrman body in such detail. Tcke advaIitage of址s. Become fhends wi血your
dissection group. Many of血em will be some of your best fiiends for the next four years.
Most of a11 eIjoy yourself You will never have血is experience agam.
Histo萱ogy
Cou「se Manage「:
・ Dr. Deborah Vaugha皿, 638-531 l. Room LlOO2, e-mail: dvaughan@cajal-l.bu.edu
Required Textsこ
・ Cblor Atlas qfHおtoIo綴′, Gar血er and Hiatt, 3nd Edition, 2000
〔昼
・ An Atlas QfF寂ctional Hおtolq親′, Wheater, Burkitt and Daniels, 4血Edi缶on 2000
伽te: the少′脇bus rt舜rsめnlevantpagesみo m±eate7; BuJ菊tt and Danie広)
Recommended Textbook:
Gartner and Hiatt’s Cbわr 7t弱book〆H短oIogy (1 997) You may want to have a copy of
址s text availal)1e to you for occasional assigned readings, Or for reference, Or tO Seek
additional explanatious. You are not required to purchase t血s textbook.
Course Description:
HistoIogy is the microscopic study ofhuman tissues and orgaus as well as an introduction
to function. The丘rst section, ’’Cells and Tissues’’, reViews basic cell bioIogy and covers
血e four p血cipal tissue types:印i血elium, COmeCtive tissue, muSCle狐d nervous tissue.
The second and third sections, ’’Organs HistoIogy’’, COVer mOst mqjor marmalian organ
SystemS. The course is organized around lectures and laboratories. HistoIogy is ex億emely
impo競ant and foms血e foundation for PathoIogy, Which comes in血e second year.
Organization of瓜e topics taught in Histology is done wi血血e intention of
COmPlementing血e material concurreutly being taught in血e Gross Anatomy course.
Lec加持e:
Most lecturers like to show a lot ofslides, Which can be a problem ifyou tend to fall
asleep in dark rooms. A請ending lectures and taking detailed notes are essential, aS a gOOd
POrtion of血e exam questions come directly from the lectures. Essentially all of血e
lectures follow the lわsession, SO the lecturers assune you know the nomenclat町e and
basic details of structure before the lecture begins.
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め?lめb棚:
Last year we received a comprchensive dyllal)uS血at was well whtten and easy to read.
This made血e lectures easy to follow, but don-t be fooled; it is still important to pay
attention in lecture for瓜ose details not covered in血e sylla心us.
LabI
You will need a microscope for lin The slide co11ections wi11 be loaned to you
individually by the Anatomy and NeurobioIogy D印artment. Lal’is scheduled before
lecture, Which mckes血e lectures easier to follow, but may make血e lねs more
confusing. Attending the伽is beneficial since professors and teaching assistants are
availal)1e to help you review血e slides and identify struct町eS. However, yOu muSt reView
血e slides on your own. It is very helpful to read the lわguides before coming to lah This
wi11 help in understanding the material and recognizing血e structures being studied.
E嘉amSI
There will be t血ee exaninations - eaCh wi血written and microscope slide practical
portions. Practice practicals will be available before血e exams. Do not wait u血l血e last
week before the exam to review slides. The written exams consist of al)Out 50 multiple
choice questions. The practical laboratory exaninations are made of approximately 25
identifications. Be careful -血e histoIogy faculty love asking about details!
Study tips什extbooks:
As fむas血e written examination goes, the questions tend to be very detailed and
any血ing goes. The most e飾ective me血od of studying is to know yo町1ecture and
syllabus notes. Many students honored byjust leaming血e sy11abus and stud車ng old
exams. The practicals consist of identi皐ing slides under your oⅧ microscope, and
pictures of electron micrographs, Within a given time limit・ These test your ability to
recognlZe Cells, tissues and organs microscopically. Since each question is worth twice as
much as a wri請en exam question, lal) PraCticals can rea11y make or break your grade.
Gartner and Hiatt was helpful for血e lats, but many did not find it helpful for血e exans.
Students found血e Wheater's Atlas most helpful for preparing for血e practicals. Since
many questions are derived directly from slides similar to血ose in your collection, the
key to doing well in血e lわportion of血e course is to practice and review the slides.
Some students would take their microscopes home on the weekends in order to study
血eir slides in peace.
Students, eSPeCially those who are taking a full schedule, need to stay aware of血e fact
血at Anatomy is importaI叫y but Histology will help you the whole way throu弧medical
school. As such, it is a challenging course; it needs to be. First year students often get so
boggled down wi血Anatomy that Histo falls by血e wayside - a HUGE mistcke. One
suggestion for studying丘om a recent請Or is simple: read the notes BEFORE the
lectures, and血en read血em agaln ASAP AF躯R瓜e lectuェes. Review the slides,
considering血e structure, location, and function of each part of each slide, at LEAST four
additional hours per week. Do this wi血a fiiend - quiz each other. O瓜er sneaky ideas‥
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Pu11 fi’Om yOur COllection all ofthe relevant slides, mix血em up, tum血em all over (SO
you can-t see血e labe量s), and億y to give your study pa血er a '一guided tour一’ofeach slide.
(the resolution on the scope won-t be quite so good since its through a layer of glass, but
it is more thm adequate and really ke印s you on top of血ings).
Use old exams, nOt Only regarding血e ’’right answers’’, but also why血e wrong ones are
incorrect. AIso, don-t forget to study the electron micrographs in your lab guides. These
have a fumy way of showing up on血e lわpracticals!
Some students found血e HistoIogy website to be a helpful review for血e laboratories and
review for the practical and also to be useful in血e written exam. The URL for血is site is
http ://www. bu. edu/hi stoIogy.
This is an intranet site and only availatle on computers served by BU, SO yOu Currently
CamOt get it over血e intemet unless you dial血rough BU’s servers, although plans are
underway to have it availal)1e on CD.
Last year, Dr. Va嶋han held optional review sessions of血e past week-s lab material. We
found血ese review sessions extremely he申ful for reinforeing血e mate五al leamed in the
PreVious week. The weekly review sessions are not just for students who are struggling.
The more often you see血e slides,血e better offyou are! !
At血e end of the end ofthe course last year,血e course feedback Questiomaire ask the
Students一一Looking back on血is semester, What advice would you give students begiming
here next fall?” These comments will be compiled and available for you to view on血e
Wchsite for the D印aItment Of Anatomy & NeurobioIogy, look under Courses-HistoIogy’’
at http : //www.b u. edu/anatneuro/・
Finally, a few general tips. This course o飾邪a wea皿of different study aids:
Kodachromes, videotapes, and computer programs. These are all availねle in瓜e library.
Shop around and find out what wo血s for you. Study from old exams. It is important to
ke印up to date wi血your wok・ When it is time for血e histoIogy exam it is also time for
the anatomy and psychiatry exams. (Don’t let anatomy steal all your time away丘om
Studying histoIogy!) It is not advisわle to cram for any of血ese tests.
lntroduction to Psychiatry
Course Managers:
●　Dr・ Phillip Freeman, 638-8541, Dowling 7 Sou血, medpsy@bu.edu
・ Dr. PameIa W血e, 638-8563, Dowling 7 South
丁ext:
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●　Stoudemire: H易man Behavior: an htrodaJCtionjZ)r Medical枕udents
(NB:耽s短fか鋤tf■Om /999-2000・ 77!e totJar 2000-2001 Aas ”Otyet been co頑肋ed)
Course Description:
The course is an introduction to血e Bio-Psycho-Social model ofmedical practice・ The
first half of血e course is organized around血e hunan life span’血e psychoIogical issues
血at are central to each stage of血e life cycle from infancy to death. The second halfwill
be a broad introduction to psychoIogical theories, and most importantly’血e application
ofwhat you have leamed in血e first section to real life issues such as sexual
development’trama & violence, disability and culture in the practice ofmedicine.
Emphasis is placed on clinical correlation-how you as a doctor are going to deal wi血
these issues. You wi11 leam about ・・nomal一, psychoIogical development and the role it
plays in heal血and illness. And you wi11 have瓜e opportl巾y to apply all血is knowledge
to di節erent hypo血etical patients.
Discussion G「oups:
These usua11y meet once a week. The topic血at you will discuss is based on血e topic血at
is being presented later that day in lecture. So, for example, if血e day,s lecture is going to
be about sexual development, yOu Will be given a series of questions which will facilitate
your discussion group m expIoring hypo血etical situatious in patient care that deal with
sexual development. An example ofthis would be,一一During a routine physical exam, a
64ぅrear-Old woman hints血at her sex life is not what it used to be. How do you respond?"
血an interactive group setting, yOu Will be able to express your di飾ererit understandings
and opinions on血e reading asslgmentS and also challenge each other’s vie叩oints. The
sma11 groups are an important arena to begin expIoring血e diifereut challenges血at fdee
血e practicing physician and to get a glimpse of血e intricacies ofpatient care. It is
essendal血at you actively participate in血e sma11 groups to get血e most out of瓜em・
Lectures:
The formats of the lectures vary. Among the most interesting are the patient interviews in
which you will be able to observe a faculty member in the department ofPsychiatry
interview one ofhis旭er patients. There are also standard slide lectures and panel
discussions. This past year,瓜ere was an interes血g panel discussion on血e cultural
aspects ofmedicine. The panelists were physicians from a wide variety ofbackground
and origins and血ey discussed how血eir diiferent backgrounds have shaped血eir practice
as medical doctors.
Lectures are interesting, Often entertaining and wi11 show up on exans. Drs. Freeman &
Wine often asked us to write brief impressions and surmaries of血e presen融on at血e
end of each lecture. These are occasions to show offyour permanship.
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During血e first exam week, a PSyChiatry quiz is given. It consists ofmultiple choice
questions taken p血narily from the readings, lectures, and血e study questions from the
Syllabus. If you have attended the lectures and have answered and understood血e study
questions, yOu Should find血e test straightforward.
The final is also multiple choice. Ifyou read the book, and attend discussions and lecture,
you'11 have a good foundation from which to operate. It is especia11y important that you
take good notes for血e lectures because many exam questions come directly from血e
lecturer’s presentation and some questions won’t be found in the readings alone.
Study Tips:
Yo町best bet in this class is to get into a grorxp and split up all血e readings/chapters and
Summarize them. This cuts doⅧ血e woIkload. How do you stat a stndy group for
PSyCh? A great place to stat is yo町Classmates from the discussion group that you meet
wi血every week. Wi血Histology and Anatomy golng On at血e same time, yOu Will find
血e surmaries ex億enely helpful. It is great to work w皿your classmates and to get to
know血em better!
As a note’OnCe yOu get the summaries, don-t put them avay undl血e quiz, and血en
expect to read血em at血e last minute. It is easy to just let psych lag behind w血Ie you
deal w地心e other classes but don’t fall be血d because it will be di飾cult to catch xp
wi血a11血e reading and nlemOnZmg at血e end. Yes, there is a bit ofmemorization
invoIved wi血this class. As wi血all your o血er classes, Old exams are a good way to
gauge your knowledge and understanding of血e materiaL
Student Comments:
’L4妙Ch bac優mnd /脇i研had楊d not妬, m”Ch脇en it came ’o deing we〃 on !he
tests and I advise脇飯綱ts With a型ych backymnd ”Ot ‘0 ‘hink ‘h匂′ alrea匂楊ow
eno略h and can negねct鋤少ing ′′
’働少g7-0堆rs脇ereyo諸般‘he rea窃ゆand get略ether ‘0 ‘a脇ings over rea砂
heみ’′
’’77±epre駒傷q旬猿〆J擁SemeSter efme施I schooI were enomous‥ねwas ea少Jo
WOndみw砂f had Jo deal with型ych・ When ‘here was i彊b者achialpf料服to memOrおe
and cmz}′ hめsections ‘0盾αn OZ‘t・姥やin mind ,hongh i紘t “himate少;t isyoαr
patien短hat ma嬢r most and ‘砂aren t加t muSCfe g7型rs, ”e7Wpa砺w鋤and
Ce脇初mo7pholq却e$ bαtpeqple with ’hou幼めbac向roz‘nd and〆eli炒.班s cfass is a
goodplace Jo sta汚呼preciai暗f妨otherpart ermedicine. ′′
Neurosciences
Course Manager:
・ Dr. Julie H. Sandell, 638-4142,jsande11@c勾al」.bu.edu, R-1014.
Texts:
・ Haines, Duane, Nあ7.Oanaめ〃切An Atlas Qf鋤ctures, Sections, andめ項ems, 4血
Ed.,1995
●　Nolte, John, The H訪man B糊in: An ht710みction to鋤くnCtionalAnatoJ?り′, 4血Ed.,
1999
Recommen ded :
・ Nolte, John, Angevine, Jay B., The月かman B砲in:励Photqg7xphs andDiagmms,
1995
● ` Nolte, John,幼め′ G#ideわAcco7即a7少栃e Hαman B棚in, 1999
●　Beme and Levy, P旬扇olqg" 4th Ed.
●　Sidman and Sidman, N古c/rOanatOn少: A Pr鈍叩mmed Tt議t
Course Desc「iption :
Neuroscience is a course血at covers neuroanatomy, neuroPhysioIogy, neuroCytOIogy,
Clinical neurology, membrane physioIogy, S)maptic physiology, PhysioIogy of血e senses,
血e autonomic nervous system, and血e neuromuscular system. It starts in early January
and rms for丘ve wecks, 9-4 Monday-Wednesday, 9-12 Thursday-Friday. Al血ough血e
WOkload for this class was enomous, this was many students’favorite class.
Lectu「es:
Several professors in血e physioIogy and anatomy/neurosciences d印artments give
lectures. The lectures cover most of血e infomation in血e comprehensive syllabus. Most
Of血e lectures are incredibly interesting and e垂oyめle. It is s億Ongly advised to attend all
the lectures due to血e fast pace of血e course and the unbelieva心le amouht ofmaterial
COVered. AIso, many Ofthe lectures review the cross sections of血e brain and spinal cord
血at wi11 be on the practical exam. You camot see these slides too many times.
Syliabus:
The course syllabus was very well written, aSide from a handful ofminor typos and
fomatting errors. Be sure to read it before you go into lecture, because lectures are chock
full ofpathways and functions and it’s easy to get lost.
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Labs and Tutorials:
Laboratories are held once or twice a week (7 1abs in 5 weeks). They include some
neurocytoIogy review, groSS and microscopic exanination of瓜e brain, brainstem and
SPinal cord (that’s why you don-t do it in Gross or Histo). You will need the atlas for this
SeCtion. Labs ane open 24血s a day so血ere is plenty oftime to review your anatomy and
histology of血e brain wi血out ha¥癌g it creap up on you血e week before the exam. The
neurophysioIogy tutorials are also held once a week (5請Orials in 5 weeks). These
tutorials give you血e opportunity to wok through problems pertinent to material covered
in lecture and to clarify any confusion you may have regarding血e neurophysioIogy
POrtion of the course.
Exams:
The Neuroscience grade is based on one exam and practical (talk about stress!). A self.
testing practice exam and practical are given haltway through血e course so血at you can
assess your progress. The written exan consists of al)Out 75 multiple choice questions
WOrth 75% ofyour final grade. About丘fty percent of血ese questions cover
neurophysioIogy and the remaining 50% are a combination of anatomy, CytOIogy and
neuroIogy. You are given 3 hours for this portion. For the hour long practical, yOu are
Shown 25 Kodac血ome slides and asked to identify structures and functions. This makes
ap the o血er 25% ofyour grade. Since physioIogy questions are not easily incorporated
into the practical, they wi11 be only on血e wri備en exam. Exams from previous years are
available, ei血er in血e library or from o血er students. Grades are divided into Honors,
Pass, Low Pass, No Pass. The grade cuto飾i are detemined year by year. Last year’s
CutO節for Honors was 88-100; Pass = 70-87; Low pass = 65-69; No Pass = 0-64.
Study Tips:
As wi血a11血e o血er co町SeS,血e best way to take this course is to keep up with血e
material on a daily basis. Reading the syllabus and/or other materials before each class is
recommended, and exp∞ting to read all of血e material just before血e exam is foolhardy.
Everyone, however, leams Neuroscience his or her oⅥm Way For血ose who had
di綿culty wi血Gross Anatomy, have a weak background in BioIogy, Orjust want to get a
head start, it is heb餌to wok through Sidman and Sidman (at least t血ough section一一C一,)
before血e血st class. This is an active leaming text血at is fun to wo血t血ough and made
血e丘rst few lectures much easier to graap. The rest of血e sections are helpful to do
COnCurrently.
The required Haines or Nolte atlas is not tested specifically, but it is an essential atlas that
is especially useful for its pathways section. W皿e some students found血e handout and
lectures su飾cient to pass or even honor the course, 0瓜ers found that血e Nolte text c狐
be helpful to蘭her explain some of血e more confusing neuroanatomy topics, SuCh as
血e Limbic System and the cerebellun. The cross sections in Nolte were also very use餌
for testing yourself; and had helpful text on each page. The recommended
neurophysiology book was very helpful in understanding血ose tough physioIogical
Principles (and you thought you would never use your physics again!). Remember,血e
Wri請en exam material is derived solely from血e lect町e and syllabus so you can get
honors by using血ese recommended books only as reference. They are all on reserve in
血e library, but血ey might be hard to血1d near exam time.
Some students found that it was helpful to leam the spinal tracts as soon as possible.
Memonzmg and understanding血ese pathways early on will make血e course less
intimidating. Spend tons of time on血e cross sections from all血e sources: yOur
handouts, the Haines atlas, and Nolte’s text. Slides (brain slices and cytoIogy) are
availal)le for review in血e lわs. Studying血ese wi血o血er students is highly
recormended, eSPeCially血e brain slice series. Go over血e slides at least once a week
Wi血your study group and you will be in fine shape for血e practical. The lectures, 1abs,
and tutorials are helpful but you wi量l have to do a lot ofleaming on your own.
Many students last year found血e HZzines recommmded atlas to be much better and
easier to use compared to血e Nblte, Which is opposite to瓜e opinion of students two
years ago! The lal)S Were based on Nolte, but血e Haines atlas contains血e same
infomation in a slightly different fomat. Nolte-s atlas shows coIor pictures, traceS SPinal
routes and shows t血ee-dimensional aapects of the structures you are looking at. This
book can clear up many questious血at you have, SO Check it out and compare it to
Haines. Either atlas is recommended and it is advisable to wait until after血e丘rst lab
SeSSion before purchasing an atlas so one knows whch atlas血e syllabus is geared
towards.
The computer programs in血e library are extremely valuable study aids. Brain Stom and
Hypeめrain are excellent programs whch help to review cross sections and quiz yourself
It's a fun, interactive way to leam when you-re sick ofreading. The old exams are key.
Dr. OBryan-s neurophysioIogy questions are notoriously di飴cult. By reviewing old
exams’yOu Can get uSed to the fomat and style of血e questions. This is a good way to
actively study neuroanatomy. Don't be suprised ifyou take l-2 hours on血e physioIogy
Part and only l/2 to l hour on the rest.
For several weeks it feels as血ough血e material covered in血is course is缶agmented, and
will never gel in your brain, as yOu may have experienced wi血血e一,Head and Neck一・
SeCtion of Gross. Eventua11y’it all comes together through perseverance and steady wok.
Everysne in class leams material a di餓3rent Way. Whe瓜er one chooses to use the
Syllabus・血e text’COmPuter PrOgramS for lわmaterial’Or a COmbination of everything,
depends on a person’s leaming style. Find out what works best for you. Neurosciences is
One Ofthe most organized classes all year while providing you wi血a variety ofresources
to leam from.
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Biochemistry
Course Manager:
・ Dr. Ma請hew Nugent, 638-4169, K420, nugent@biochem.bumc.edu
Recommended Text:
●　Matthews and Van Hold, Biochemおtry, 4e互
●　Champe and Harvey, L躯,incot葎Biochemist7男2ed.
Cou「se Description:
This is a fast-PaCed survey course, Which covers amino acids, Protein structure, metabolic
Pathways, nueleic acids and state-Of_血e-art mOlecular biology techniques. The course is
team taught, Wi血deparment members presenting material related to血eir field of
expertise.
」ectures:
The lectures are carefully plamed, generally well presented, and contain an enormous
amount of infomation. Biochemistry is the marathon course of first year: it meets for one
hour a day, eVery Single day, for fourteen weeks. Ifyou want to do we11 in this course, it
is imperative血at you attend血e lectures, aS血at is瓜e basis for血e exams. A11 of血e
lecturers are approachable and encourage students to search血em out if questions arise.
Labs:
During each of血e three blocks ofbiochemistry血ere was one lわpreceded by an
introductory lecture. The lalboratory exercises dealt wi血procedures and tec血1iques
COmmOnly found in biochemistry and how血ey relate to血e topics brought up in lecture.
Ifyou have already had some biochemistry background you might丘nd it a little
Simplistic, but for血ose new to the s叫ect it serves as a good introduction.
Discussions:
There are five discussion sections瓜at deal wi血the clirical aspects ofbiochemistry such
as hemoglobin disorders, Pulmonary fibrosis, diabetes, hypercholesterolemia and breast
CanCer. The sections are taught by血e clinical faculty and they incoIPOrate What you
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leamed in class with real life clinical cases. Be sure to study the discussion material
because it will be included in血e exams.
Exams:
A11 the exam questions will be derived from the lectures and缶om the lab handouts and
discussions. The three exans are multiple choice and requlre mOre reaSOnmg and less
rote memorization thm previous courses.
Textbooks :
First things紐st... get L密pinco桃Biochemis砂! It supplements everything血at’s
covered in class, and is a great resouree to have on hand. AIso, yOu’re going to need it
next year when you,re pr印aring for the boards. You may not want to bother wi血血e
Matthews and Van Holde, @iochemおt砂) unless you are rea11y just dying to have it (COSt:
-$ 100.00). The lecturers tend to include figures from血e textbook in血e syllabus, and if
you need supplemental infomation, there’s usually a few copies of血e new edition on
reserve in the library (and older editions are available to check out)・
Study Tips:
The best advice for doing well in this class is to get yourselfto class everyday @ 8:30
AM and stay awake! The amouit oftime spent in lecture is considerわle and血e material
covered is extensive. The course gets offto a sIow and manageable sta競, but don’t let that
fool you. The amouIit of infomation血at is血own at you piles up very quickly.
Consider devoting time every week to reviewing the material covered in class to avoid
falling bchind. Lippencods is a good resource in breaking down and supplementing血e
materials introduced in class. This is a very concise and we11-Wri請en board review book
血at wi11 also be help餌for next year's boards! Dr. Troxler hands out chapters of
Lippincott’s during his lectures on metabolism・ Be sure to Iook at the questions at血e end
ofthese chapters as血ey have a funny w坤′ Ofshowing up on exans. As well, Dr. Traish
is known for giving鉄かeme少di鯖cult exam questions. It’s easy to put biochem on血e
back buner because of血e weekly physioIogy qulZZeS’but be wamed! This is one class
you don’t want to walt unti1 2 or 3 days before瓜e exam to start studying for!
Exams from previous years are available ei血er from the AMSA packet’血e library or
from other students. Old exams are essential, because by doing them a week in advance
of the actual exam, yOu Can gauge how much you know and study accordingly, aS We11 as
letting you practice血e way of血inking needed for doing well on test day. Your class
mi如want to org狐ize叩otetaking service for biochem. There was enou孤interest last
year to start such a servlCe and血ose who subscribed found it very use餌・
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Essentials of Public Health
Course Manager:
●　Dr. Michael A. Grodin, 638-4626, Talbot T3W
Required Texts:
●　Amas, George, T物e R砂癌qfPatients (ISBN: 0809315270)
. Bode血eimer and Grumbach,脇ders細nding Hあlth Poliq′ (ISBN: 0838590756)
●　Fletcher, Fletcher, and WagneI., αinical伍)idemioIogy: 7乃e思sentia応(ISBN:
0683032690)
Course Description:
Essentials ofPublic Heal血covers medical e血ics, heal血Iaw, SOCio-medical issues, heal血
Care Services and firmces, enVirormental and occupational medicine, biostatistics, and
Clinical epidemioIogy. This class is one of only a few in血e country where medical
Students leam ofheal血1aw and p心blic health issues.
血血e Heal血Law Section, yOu leam about landmark cases that have shaped血e practice
Ofmedicine. The Socio-Medical Sciences Section covers the impact ofrace, Cult町e,
gender, and economics on血e doctor輸Patient relationship. The Heal血Care Policy Section
COVerS瓜e onganization of血e heal血care system and血e role of goverIment and
insurance in宜nancing health care and e縦融ng medical decisions. EpidemioIogy is血e
Study of the distribution and detemin狐tS Of disease in human populatious. Biostatistics
incorporates mathematical me血ods into血e ahalysis of medical data. An understanding
Ofbiostatistics and epidemioIogy is critical for reading血e medical literature and
applving it appropriately in the clinical setting. There are also sections on Medical E血ics,
Disease Prevention, and Envirormental Heal血.
The topics covered are important and interesting. This course will help you to appreciate
and define your role as a future physician in a rapidly changing health care system.
Sy事labus什extbooks :
The syllわus is very thorough. It contaius jounal articles, 1aw cases, and some
descriptive text. Students found the hea皿Iaw and envirormentaVoccupational heal瓜
readings to be complex but interesting;血e biostatistics/epidemioIogy readings were
Straightforward and well written.
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The required texts were ke印ers and should be included in every future physician's
library They are easy reading, interesting, and fu11 of useful infomation atout health and
the law ds well as rights ofpatients.
Lectu「es:
Attending血e heal血Iaw lectures is essential in leaning to interpret the legal cases,
decisions and their significance. It is helpful to read血e cases before class or at least have
a general idea ofwhat they are abo血Bring血e sy11al)uS tO Class so血at you can highli如t
血e important parts of each case as血ey are reviewed in lecture. The
biostats/epidemiology lectures are designed to fo11ow血e handout. Thus, yOu Can Sit
back, relax (not nap) and eIjoy血e material as it is presented in lecture, Without worrying
わout taking notes.
Exams:
Exams draw heavily from血e lect町eS in all sections of血e course. There are two exams:
each are worth 50% of your丘nal grade. They are bo血strictly mu脆ple choice, but
beware: the questions can be very speci丘c and tricky, Or SOmetimes extremely vague.
There is no need to rea11y memorize血e nit-Picky details of each case, but you must know
瓜e rulings and principles invoIved and be able to apply血em to any glVen SCenario.
Study Tips:
The amount ofreading material will be overwhelming, SO yOu might want to organize a
group ofpeople and split up the readings. You might even want to have each person
transcribe a lecture. Reading a suIImary Ofthe articles is much better than pIowing
through irrmense jounal articles and law cases on your own. The books on patient's
rights and hea皿care policy are extrcmely helpful, and mcke understanding the lectures
much easier. However, don-t rely on texts in lieu ofthe lectures. Dr. Sager-s exam
questions were based more on his lectures鳳m on the text. There is no need to memorize
the articles for each lectue, just know the concepts. Keep up with血e readings because it
is easy to fall behind and its very di鯖cult to catch up when it comes to be exam time.
PhysioIogy
Cou「se Manage「:
. Dr. Paul O’Bryan, 638-4346, L-717, Obryan@bu.edu
Texts (Recommendeり:
●　West, Reやi砲tion P妙高oI。gy 5th Ed
●　Valtin, Renal FZmCtion 3Id E窃tion
●　Ganong, P砂扇oIQE動19th Ed
・ Jo血sor再sseniials q母花窃cal Pめ扇oIo±野ち2〃d ed
. Beme and Levy Cbrdiol,aScolar PゆめIqg)ち7,h ed
・ Beme and Levy,助man P砂樹f九秒3′t, ed
・ Ko印pen and StautorL RenalPゆめIqg)t 2”d ed
・ Jo血sorL Glestrointestinal Physfo佃gy 5‘h ed
Course Description:
PhysioIogy is organized around organ systems where Gross Anatomy lS Organized around
reglOnS Ofthe body. The first section will cover血e Cardiovascular System and血e
Gastrointestinal System. The second section wi11 cover BIood,血e Respiratory Systems,
and血e Renal System. PhysioIogy is a challenging course but pe血aps one ofthe most
important courses in血e丘rst year curriculun. The material血at is taught in血e class wi11
COme back again and again t血oughout medical school.血many ways, Physiology is血e
backbone to clinical medicine.
しecture:
The course is very we11 attended一一血ere areわout two hundred stude面喰. Master students
are in with血e medical students. Ifyou like to sit up缶out, be sure to get血ere early. You
Can also ”stcke real estate一一by leaving your stuff in your seat while at lunch. None ofus
had problems wi瓜adybody messing wi血our bags etc.; however, do it at your own risk.
There are some audiovisual presentations presented during scheduled lect町eS. A
highlight of瓜e course is clinical correlation. These presentations are presented towards
the end of血e lectures on each organ system. A clinician relates血e physioIogy血at was
taught wi血one ofhis patients or wi血case studies.
SyIIabus:
A comprehensive syllabus is distributed at血e begiming of each section of血e course. It
may be helpful to review血e sy11abus notes before血e lecture, Since lectures usually
follow the syllal)uS. Beware of血e small diagrams and occasional typos瓜at can mcke the
Syllabus confusing at times. The syllわus is very much血e heart of血e course.
LabIDiscussionこ
The la心S PrOVide students wi血血e oppo血nity to perfom procedures exanining
electrocardiography, SPirometry, blood, reSPiratory responses to exercise, and gastric
SeCretions. Some labs require student volunteers. Be prepared to sweat a bit for some of
血ese but they are a great change from sitting in Bakst for hours on end. Participating in
血e lal)S is a good way to see for yourselfwhat some ofyour patients might have to go
t血ough in the future. Cardiovascular response labs are also done on a volunteer basis,
Where students observe血e e舐頑s of drugs and extemal stimuli on rabbits. These occur
during血e丘rst section of血e course and血ere are slgn-uP Sheets for血ose who waut to
P articip ate.
Discussions are based on clinical applications ofphysiology conc印ts. AIso’血e answers
to血e questions found in血e sy11わus are discussed in血ese groxps.血many cases the
material covered is a review ofthe lectures; however’neW material may be in億Oduced
and correlated to a l‘めoratory exercise. The discussions heb in concretizing and
clarifying ideas血at were presented in血e lectures.
Exams & Quizzes:
Two multiple choice exams are given (you have 3 hours to answer 60-70 questions). The
departmeut includes many questions using仕re following fomats:凋l of血e following
EXCEPT'一;一一which of.血e following does NOT occur'一; and一一which of瓜e following in
ENCORRECT・一. Exams are derived缶om血e comprehensive course outline’lectures, and
discussions. Al血ough some ofthe reading assignments in the sy11わus are never directly
discussed in lecture,瓜ey will show up on血e exams.
There are quizzes given throughout the course. They pretty much resemble血e fomat of
血e exams. I know you think that you are going to hate life because you have these qulZ;
however, yOu are gOing to be血aI]k餌血at these qulZZeS k印t you up on血e material
because it mckes studving for the exams so much easier・
Study Tips:
Kinow the syllal)uS! Mcke sure you understand血e diagrans and graphs, nOt Only because
they can appear on血e exans but because血ey demonstrate the concapts. Old exams and
quizzes are crucial. A11 exans are designed to test cer血concepts which rarely change.
Therefore, focus on血e p血ciples tested in瓜e old exams (don’t just answer血e
questions, but understand why each question is either correct or incorrect)・ It is also very
important to attend and participate in血e discussion groups.
Take瓜e quizzes very seriously. They can really help your final grade. Ifyou study for
血e quizzes as though you were stud加g for血e exan, you Will have already mastered血e
material by血e time exans roll around.
There are many good texts available including血ose listedかve. However, it is easy to
overbuy physioIogy books. Some students use only the syllabus (if you wok hard you
。an honor the course by studying the syllabus). It is always help餌to have some sort of
reference besides the sy11abus. Ifyou don-t want to buy a11血e monegraphs (they will cost
well over $120),瓜en try Board Review Series PhysioIogy book by Costanza. Ganong is
a review book血at will only help you ifyou need no help whatsoever.
physioIogy is one of血e best courses of血e year, and is rea11y血e meat狐d potatoes of
medicine. A s億Ong knowledge ofphysioIogy will fom a solid foundation fdr your
c址cal years. The bottom line though is血at the course gives some meaning and
s巾stance to血ose endless hours of anatomy that you slaved血rough in the first semester.
Endoc「inoiogy
Course Manager:
●　Dr. James Head, 638-4396, R-702D, head@bu.edu
Recommended Texts:
●　Goodman, Basic Medical EndbcrinoIQ抄,, 2nd ed.
●　Porte血eld, Enゐcrine P砂扇oIo抄,
Course Description :
Much as Neurosciences could be considered the segue between anatomical courses and
PhysioIogy, this class ends血e physioIogy series, and ties up loose ends from several
O血er classes in血e first-year Curriculun. h many ways, it can be considered a natural
extension of血e PhysioIogy course.
しecture:
The class is struct町ed and taught very similarly to physioIogy, and many ofthe lecturers
Will be免調1iliar. Aside from血e regular lecturers, apPearanCeS by clinicians will also help
give血e class a ’’real-WOrld一一relevance.
Sy寒Iabus:
At血e first class, Students will receive a PhysioIogy一敗e comprehensive packet of lecture
notes" These are quite血orough, and have all the sane strengths and wealmesses ofthe
Neurosciences佃hysiology packets. Many students have found this packet, in
COmbination with血eir class notes, tO be su節cient to understand the material, While
O血ers feel血at a supplemental textbook is necessary. Whatever strategy worked for you
in Physiology will most likely be most successful in EndocrinoIogy.
Website:
http :〃courseinfo.bu.edu (under SchooI of Medicine)
This past year was血e血st in which a website was availわle as a teaching supplement for
血e EndocrinoIogy course. Some of血e resources availal)le on the wedsite were the class
SChedule, faculty infomation, a Web version ofthe syllabus, Old exans and links to o瓜er
interesting and useful endocrinology wchsites. It also had wonde血1 inages for each
endocrine organ studied. The site will be used increasingly in future years
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Discussion :
The discussions are very clinically-Oriented, and help students see how血e theory being
leamed reflects in real practice. The discussions are led by di餓nent faculty members, SO
Can Vary in quality and sty宣e.
Exams:
The course is graded on血e basis of a single multiple-Choice exam -- DON▼T SLACK
OFF! This class covers a wide range ofmaterial, and it is impossible to cram. Clinical
material is r印resented on the exan, aS Well as the more general concepts, SO it is
necessary to maintain (Or increase!) yo町PaCe from PhysioIogy and Biochem.
Study Tips:
At this point in血e semester, many Students feel血e impulse to sIow down and cut
COmerS一- try tO reSist血e urge. Wi血only one exam for血e course, nOt PaCing yourself
Can be disastrous. Additiona11y, uSe the discussions to really reinforce concepts and go
OVer di鯖cult poims. Again’Whatever study pattems worked in PhysioIogy will likely
WOk well here.
lmmuno!ogy
Course Manager:
●　Dr. Jacqueline Sharon, 8-4652, K-707, jsharon@bu.edu
Recommended Texts:
●　Sharon, Basic励mc/nOlq親,
Course Description:
This is a very medically-Oriented overview of ce11ular and molecular immunoIogy. The
CO町Se COVerS a huge range of material’but maintains a very general億eatment血at is
appropriate for clinicians.
Lecture:
Most of血e lectures will be taught by Dr. Sharon, While about l/3 are covered by o血er
SPeCialists. Don't be tricked by the fact血at there are only 1 5 lectures一一血e course covers
alot ofground’and it is hard to catch up ifyou fall behind.
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Syllabus:
The syllabus has been much reduced缶om that ofprevious years, and only covers
material that will be discussed in class. Use it as a reference to review or reinforce topics
emphasized by the teachers, Or to eXPlain any points that you found unclear in lecture. It
is very comprehensive and the boldface tems are the most importaIit-make sure you
know瓜ese. Make sure you can answer any study questions, and understand the conc印ts
and nomenclature you need to do so.
Exams:
The course is graded on the basis of a single, 50-queStion multiple-Choice exan. Its most
importarit to gain a good commmd of血e basic concepts that you need to know for血e
exam -- don-t worry about trick questions. Old exams are extremely helpful for picking
out key points. Talk to 2nd years to pick up some extra exans.
Study Tips:
As wi血Endoc血1Ology, don’t let the warm weather distract you now. W血1e there’s o血y
One eXam for血e course, it is ex億emely fair. Pcople who have done immunoIogy wok
before will宜nd this to be a refre血er course that emphasizes key conc印ts, but students
Wi血out any experience may be confused at first. Mcke sure that you get a good command
Of血e teminology and broader conc印ts, eSPeCia11y if you have no background in this
area. Ifyou want to get血e most from the lectures, read ahead and don’t bo血er to take
extensive class notes. Use血e lectures and study questions to identify importaIlt tOPics
rather than take dictation.
Human Genetics
Course Manager:
・ JeffMilunsky, M.D. 638-7083, CABR 408, jmilunsk@bu.edu
Texts:
. Jorde, Carey, and White,施dcal Genetics 2nd edition.
Cou「se Desc「iption:
This course is designed to demonstrate血e importance of genetics to血e practice of
medicine. Since most diseases have some genetic component, an aWareneSS Of血e
mechanisms of inheritance and mutation is critical to us as fi山田e physicians. This course
covers the c血omosomal basis of i血eritance, Mendelian i血eritance and polygenic
i血eritance, and emphasizes molecular genetics. The genetics of cancer’Prenatal
diagnosis, Selected aspects of dysmorphoIogy and certain principles relating to genetic
counseling and screenmg Will also be discussed.
Lectures:
There wi11 be l l hours of lecture time that will be taught by several professors in血e
genetics dapartrnent. The lectures served to supplement血e book and the syllal)uS.
Significant clinical examples are discussed to i11us調e the key genetic conc印ts.
Discussion G「oups:
Each stude血is expected to attend one of three discussion groups scheduled. The
discussion sessions focus on case studies and are an言nteresting way to reinforce
Principles leamed in lecture.
且xam:
Last year, a multiple-Choice exan (76 questions) was given that was based upon lectures,
the handout and the text.
Study Tips:
The sy11abus has been completely re-done. It is we11 organized and clearly highli如ts
what conc印ts are importaut to leam and understand. Read through血e sy11わus and be
familiar wi血all血e concepts presented. It is important to know血e book well. The
lectures provided up to date infomation血at is not covered in血e textbook. Hence,
attending lectures was bo血use餌and at times erjoyable.
Integrated Problems
Course Managers:
●　Dr. Adrianne Rogers, 638-4504, L-804, aerOgerS@bu.edu
●　Dr. Peter Shaw, 638-5110, DOB-801, P鳥haw@bu.edu
Course Description:
血troduced in 1 992, this course introduces血e stude血to the concapts and skills needed in
problem-based leaming and clinical problem soIving. The course he申s students integrate
material taught in other courses and encourages independent research. Material is
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PreSented as a complex and anbiguous case study, therchy forcing血e students to
hypo血esize on and research血e mechanism of disease at every level.
Discussion Groups:
This class is taught in sma11 groups consisting of6 to 8 0fyour peers and a faculty
facilitator. The group IS PreSented with a clinical case history over 3 or 4 weeks, and is
expected to work together to answer pathophysioIogic questions and research social and
medical issues that are brought up by血e case as it develops. You will present your
research to the group, each week progressively narrowmg yO町hypothesis. The goal is
for血e group to integrate血e di舐3rent Pieces ofinfomation and fit血em into a big
Picture. The group IS expeCted to use all of血e resources availめle at血e Medical Center,
e.g the library, Medline,血e血temet, joumals, Clinical and researeh faculty. The
recommended text is not necessary, aS all info can be found in血e此rary. Of血e skills
developed in this setting,血e most critical is血eわility to fom a concise hypo血esis.
Exams:
The course is graded Pass佃ail, based on血e facilitator’s report and a written exam.
The examinations follow血e pattem of血e class: analyze and discuss a case and develop
questions to be reseaI℃hed to broaden one’s understanding of血e case. The three parts of
the exam are:
1. Stating a旬po砺e譲血at explains in one sentence血e pathophysioIogy血at is
PreSented in血e case.
2. Using the infomation presented in血e case to support the hypothesis as well as
discussmg any infomation in血e case血at seems to con億adict血e hypo血esis.
3. Develop a research question that is specific and we11 delineated血at pertains
directly to the hypothesis.
Study Tips:
Ⅲ is, in fact, a great Way tO Pr印are for the Third year clerkships where you wi11 be
required to give quick, COnCise and spec範c presentations about your patients. The
PreSentation ofyour P research topic each week at your discussion group is limited to 5-
1 0 minutes, depending on血e facilitator. Thus, yOur tOPic must be specific, defined and,
Of course, interesting to you.
Your facilitator is血ere as a resource for you so don’t be afraid to ask for advice and get
help ifyou need it. The clinical faculty in血e various d印artments are also always wi11ing
to help. The only stud丸ng invoIved with IP is really preparing for your presentations
each week. This wi11 take more or less time depending on the topic you are researching,
SO ke印’’neat and sweet’’in mind. More is de五nitely not always better.
There will be a practice exam血at will prepare you for血e final. Remember to answer all
aspects ofthe exam. Your hypo血esis needs to spe11 out血e pathophysioIogy behind the
CaSe. AIso, it is easy to spend a11 your time丘nding supporting facts to your叫pothesis
but血en forget to mention血e infomation血at might contradict your hypothesis. Don’t
forget. That is some瓜ing that they look for when they grade the exam.
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Of course, Student experiences with皿vary with each Course Facilitator. Some are lax,
O血ers are very demanding; it would be wise to a句ust to your facilitator’s style each
SemeSter.
Overall, this is an exce11ent course, ifnot for the freedom血e student is given to explore
his爪er interests, then for its emphasis on clinical medicine.
8ntroduction to CIinical Medicine
Course Manager:
●　Dr. Phillip Freeman, 638-8541, Dowling 7 Sou瓜, medpsy@bu.edu
丁ext:
●　Co山ehan, John L., BIock, Marian, 77Ze M誠cal hterView:施stering S庸独力r
αinical PmCticeタ3rd Ed., F.A. Davis, 1997.
Cou「se Description :
The first semester ofICM introduces血e student to the ’’art’’ofmedicine - interviewing.
The course gives students血eir first chance to interact wi血patients through history
taking. ICM coursework emphasizes血e apecific psychoIogical and social factors血at
may influence血e doctor-Patient relationship.
Group Placements:
The class is divided into groups ofわout 6 or 7 students and one faculty member from血e
Psychiatry D印artment at various hospitals. These interview groups meet once a weck for
2-3 hours (but don’t be suxprised if it goes Ionger), Wi血most students Iooking forward to
these sessions. Prq/Zssionalみes高s required.
FaiI Semester:
During血e丘rst semester, Students travel to area hospitals and interview a previously
Selected patient. One student will conduct血e interview; eaCh group member will be
箆ven血e opportunity at least once. Each student is also responsible for a write-uP
regarding his or her interview. Most interviews are conducted at BMC E. Newton
Campus and BMC Harrison Ave CamPuS, Since血ese are on the campus. However,
approximately one third of血e class will be assigned to an outlving hospital. Therefore
Students wi血cars (as identified during Orientation) are encouraged to volunteer to血ive
to one of血ese hospitals. Be prqared fo !akepc/blic加n箪)Ortation or JojZ)m a caIpOOl
to reach some placement sites ifyou don’t have a car.
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Spring Semeste「:
The second semester course is based on血e concepts leamed in the宜rst semester,
expanding on血e interactions between doctor and patient.血血is semester, yOu Will
explore how di節erent factors (i・e. age, SeX, and violence) can affect血e doctor-Patieut
relationship. It consists o景
●　Clinical Placements
●　Patient血terviews
・ Plenary Sessions
・ Specialized血terviewing Wokshops
●　Discussion Groups
Plenary Sessions:
These sessions cover some of血e more di能cult problems physicians face in treating
Patients: issues ofdrugs, SeX and violence. Each session is rm by experts on血e topic,
and al血ough瓜e quality varies d印ending on血e speaker(S),血ey are genera11y bo血
COmPe11ing and infomative. For example, the plenaries on domestic violence and
S心bstance abuse in血e medical profession were particularly moving. AIso,血ere will be a
SeSSion on taking a sexual history These sessions allow血e student to role-Play wi血
Others before being unleashed on血e patients. At血e end of each section,血ere will be a
relevant write-uP tO be handed in discussmg a patient you observed or interacted with.
Discussion Groups:
These come before血e plenaries and are al)Out an ho町Iong. Discussions focus on write-
ups in which students describe血e process of clinical interactions in fine detail.
Discussions consider how recogmzlng Or failing to recognize the impact of speci丘c social
factors (e・g., Culture) on a particular interaction might hely or hinder rapport. Experiences
Vary greatly丘om gI“OuP tO grOuP, eSPeCially depending on the facilitator. However, wi血
Such controversial and interesting topics,血ere’s usually lively conversation.
ClinicaI PIacements:
This program allows students to observe physici狐S in a private practice setting in血e
greater Boston area. At the begiming of血e Fall semester, yOu Will be asked about your
Preferences for your ICM placement. Last year the options were pediatrics, family
medicine, intemal medicine, Or血e choice of a specific physician or surgeon血at you’d
like to work wi血. Therefore, Students wi血particular specialties in mind may contact a
doctor during血e first semester to plan their own ICM placement. Initially, Students wi11
be largely observers, but as the mentorship progresses, students will have the chance to
interview and examine patients wi血their mentors.
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Study Tips:
There is no studying required. It is, however, important to pay attention d血ng your
Observations, aS that's why you-re血ere. Patient interviewing’Particularly in front ofyour
PeerS, Can make your palms sweat, but it’s an essential skill that you-11 have to master
OVer血e next f ur years. ICM serves as a reminder ofwhy you came to medical school.
For瓜e second semester course, yOu-1l need your sy11al)uS On hand to figure out where
you're supposed to be each week, and whether you-re supposed to hand in a write-uP. Be
§ure tO hand in all your p獲enary write-uPS On time!! These l page essays are meant to
focus not on what happened during血e interview, but rather on how and w砂it happened.
The plenaries血emselves are thought provoking and at times moving. The discussion
SeSSions can be lively or drawn-Out (depending on how close you are to exans), and
S血dents gI“eatly eIjoy血eir clinical time. Overall,血e course was fun, e血e請alning, and
educational.
For more infomation,血e course manager is Dr. Phi11ip Freeman, Dowling 7 Sou血, 638-
8541.
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Ame「ican CoIIege of Obstet「icians & Gyneco看ogists (ACOG)
The American College of Obstetricians & Gynecologists (ACOG) is血e nation’s leading
group ofprofessionals providing hea皿care for women, founded in 1 95 1 w地over
39,000 members. The BUSM Student Chapter was founded in January 1 999. Since血en,
血ere have been lectures, lunches, reSidency advising, and a social hour with residents.
The goals of血e BUSM Student Chapter are:
●　Promotion ofawareness ofwomen’s heal血issues such as al)Ortion access and
PregnanCy;
●　Prevention: WOking wi血o血er student groups such as AMWA, DVAP, and Medical
Students for Choice, and Medical Students for Life;
●　Promotion ofthe負eld of Ob/Gyn t血ough sungery shadowing, joumal club, and
lunchtime lectures, reSidency advising, and events wi血Boston Medical Cehter’s
Ob/Gyn Department; and
●　Promotion of co血unity service such as血e Adolescent Pregnancy Prevention
P調o鐸劃.
Executive Commi筒ee:
. Lars Hansen, lhansen@bu.edu, Box 152
・ Sumy Jun, S坤m@bu.edu, Box #407
. Laura Kim, 1aurakim@bu.edu, Box #417
Ame「ican Medical AssociationIMedicai Student Section (AMA)
The AMA is a professional organization血at voices血e concems ofmedical students and
Pdysicians and lobbies on血eir behalf on血e national level, aS Well as providing training
and many services for bo血physicians and students. The AMA student section meets
twice a year for a national meeting to propose AMA policy. Students preseut resolutions
that’ifaccapted, may influence our national health care and putlic heal血policies. One of
血e better known examples is血e current ban on smoking on domestic airline flights.
Committees under the review ofthe AMA regulate all aspects ofmedical education, from
medical school admissions and cu血culun standards to residency prograns.
Visit血e AMA web site at: ht中〃www.ama-aSSn.Org
Visit the FREIDA residency and fellowship database: http ‥//www.ama-aSSn.Org/cgi-
b iIl/freida/freida. cgi
American MedicaI Student Association (AMSA〉
The American Medical Student Association is瓜e largest national association of students
in血e U.S., Wi血over 30,000 members. The association is nm eutirely by medical
Students, On behalf of students. AMSA provides oppo血nities for medical students to
PurSue血eir interests through participation in any of 1 9 task forces, including血e Death
and Dying People in Medicine Taskforce, and血e Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual People in
Medicine Taskforee.血addition, membership in AMSA provides血e bene紐s of
receiving AMSA’s award wiming magazine, ’’The New Physician,’’and access to various
Ioan and insurance programs.
At a national level, AMSA actively participates in legislative a純血s ofthe govemment.
血this way, AMSA presents an oppo巾mity for medical students to influence legislation
On issues血at a鮎ect studeuts, both now and as fu血Ire Physicians. At血e local level,血e
BUSM chapter ofAMSA has always been exceptionally active. The BUSM chapter rms
SeVeral community outreach programs to encourage students to participate in volunteer
OPPO巾mities, aS Well as hosts social events to bring血e BUSM corrmunity toge血er
during血e year.
0鮪cers:
・ Miche11e Andreoli, mandreol@bu.edu, Box #6
●　Kimberly Babb, ksbわb@bu.edu, Box #64
・ Shawn Chhabra, SChhal)ra@bu.edu, Box #30
・ Stephanie Chiang, SChiang@bu.edu, Box #31
・ Cory Edgar, Cedgar@bu.edu, Box #140
・ Jason Fisher,担sher@bu.edu, Box #35
Visit the AMSA website at: ht申://www.amsa.org
American Medica寒Women’s Association (AMWA)
The American Medical Women’s Association, eStablished in 1 915, is an organization of
OVer 1 3,000 women physicians and medical students dedicated to improvmg women’s
health and promoting equal opportundy for women physicians. AMWA provides an open
forum for medical students, reSidents, and physicians to address血e issues ofimportance
in women-s health, reSearCh, and legislative policy. The organization also serves to b血g
Students and physicians toge血er wi血bo血meritoring and netwo血ing programs to aid in
血e development of one’s medical career and accompanymg Professional responsibilities.
AMWA coordinates educational programs which highlight a broad range ofmedical and
ethical issues as the practice envirorment of the medical profession continues to evoIve.
From the headquarters in血e nation’s capital, AMWA also serves as an e無知ive advocate
for relevant state and federal legis宣ation impacting your patients, yOur Practice, and your
PrOfession. T血ough its legislative program and citizen action, AMWA represents an
influential constituency on medical issues肱e the ERA, reProductive rights, inproved
family health, Child care, medical education and more.
AIso, Wi血its invoIvement on血e national, regional, and local levels, AMWA is able to
ProVide access to a national directory ofwomen medical students, reSidents, and
Physicians. Other bene丘ts ofmembership include a s心scription to the.加mal〆脇e
American Me窃cal Wbmen b Association “4MW4/ which features articles on wome正s
heal血research as we11 as information on new books and cormentaries on瓜e lives of
WOmen Physicians・ ’’What’s Happening in AMWA" updates members on association
activities and current legislation and provides special r印orts from students and residents.
Membership in AMWA also provides access to Iow-COSt life and heal血insurance, grOuP
MasterCard, and scholarships for medical students.
AMWA activities include wokshops and speakers addressing challenges and
edvancements in women's health, aS Well as common concems about relationships, C皿d
ralSmg, and managmg Professional pressures. We are in血e process ofplaming many
exciting activities for the upcommg academic year, and we hope to have active first year
membership and participation. h血e細I of2000, AMWA is plaming a series of
lunchtime talks and a請endance at血e national AMWA meeting (November l -5, 2000 in
Colorado Springs, CO). Additional prQj ects include workshops on domestic violence
叩areneSS and a hunan rights perspective on women’s health, fundraising, and outreach
m our local community. For more infomation, Please contact one ofthe o飾cers listed
below.
The BUSM chapter ofAMWA welcomes women and men as members.
0鮪cers :
●　Trish Kavanagh, Pkavanag@bu.edu, Box #157
●　Christine MacDonald, CmaCdona@bu.edu, Box #76
●　Marie Caggiano, ariema@bu.edu, Box #23
●　Alexis Teplick, aft@bu.edu, Box #126
. Malini Sahu, mSahu@bu.edu, Box #107
Visit the American Medical Women’s Association at: http://www.amwa-
doc.org/index.html
Anna Bissonne請e House Prqject
The Ama Bissomette House is an aparlment building for approximately 40 foma11y
homeless elders. It was opened in 1997, One block from血e medical school, and provides
ind印endent living wi血an array of support services for its residents. The building is
naned for a commumity health nurse who he申ed found Boston-s Committee to End Elder
Homelessnes s.
Ama Bissomette has been a teacher at Boston University SchooI ofMedicine since the
early 1970’s and continues to be a community activist for血e homeless.血1998, Ama
Bissomette and Dean Culbert, tO eStablish student invoIvement in血e house, apProaChed
血e students from Boston University SchooI ofMedicine. Since血at winter, BUMC
Students have organized meals and activities for血e residents on a mon瓜1y basis.
Events have ranged from pumpkin carving to a joiut heal血fair put on by medical
Students and students from血e Boston Uhiversity-Sargent College Physical Therapy and
Occxpational Therapy School. Working wi心血e residents of血e Ama Bissomette
House has provided B・U. Medical students the opportunity to get to know some of our
neighbors and do service within血e local cormunity. Both student and residents of血e
House have greatly e車oyed o町mOnt皿y everits and we look forward to further growth in
血e relationship between血e Ama Bissomette House and血e Boston Uhiversity Medical
Sch○○工c○血u血y
Coordinators :
● Joshua Kantrowitz, jdkantro@bu.edu, Box #55
● John Campbell, jwcamp@bu.edu, Box #25
Armed Forces MedicaI Society (ARMS)
During血e 1 999-00 school year,血e Amed Forces Medical Society (ARMS) will begin
its third year as an o鉦cial student organization at Boston Uhiversity SchooI ofMedicine.
About lO% of血e BUSM class of 1999 had a Heal血Professions ScholaI拙p Program
(HPSP) scholarship, many O血er BUSM students, Past and present, have served as a
member ofthe Armed Forces.
Our primary goal as a student organization is to provide血e HPSP students infomation,
advice’and a perspective on血eir transition from a medical student to a physician of血e
United States Amed Forces.血addition to providing peer support, We Will hold meetings
to assist students in preparing for 3rd year Active Duty Tours (ADTs), apPlying for血e
First Year Graduate Medical Education (FYGME), interviewing tips and much more.
Our second goal is to provide the general BUMC community infomation about medical
OPPO血ties in血e Amed Forces. As jobs in the civilian sector become more
COmPetitive, Serving as a member of血e Amed Forces remains a high quality altemative
and ARMS will be there to provide infomationわout血ese億emendous opportunities.
0節cers:
●　Lyme Raynor, lraynor@bu.edu, Box #316
●　Brad Pearson, bpearson@bu.edu, Box紗6
●　Adam Saenz, ajsaenz@bu.edu, Box親06
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Asia American Medical Association (AAMA)
The purpose ofAAMA is to:
. promote awareness of issues specifica11y related to Asian Americans as providers and
recipieuts of heal血care;
・ eXPIore and possibly resoIve血e unique challenges, Obstacles, and responsibilities
SPeC掘c to Asian American medical students and physicians;
・ PrOVide an academic, and social support group for血e Asian American medical
Students to promote transition and retention of s血dents within this insti巾tion;
●　raise血e level ofawareness conceming Asian American culture, aS it pertains to
Students, Physicians, and to Asian American patients (Culture Fest, Asian American
Awareness Week, gueSt SPeckers on various Asian American medical issues, Asian
Movie Night);
・ Create a netWOk ofAsian Americans in heal血care on an instit血onal, regional, and
national level (APAMSA, national conferences, regional conferences);
. become actively invoIved in community work invoIving the Asian American
POPulation within血e Boston area (Sharewood Clinic);
・ develop leadership Ski11s among our members to prepare them to play an active role
as future leaders in this cross-Cultural society.
0鱒icers:
・ Lee Hう哩joo, Co-Chair, hilee76@bu.edu, Box #144
● John Lee, Co-chair, johIjlee@bu.edu, Box #71
・ Wi11iam Hwang, Treasurer, bhwang@bu.edu, Box #50
●　Steven Chen, Secretary, yOming@bu.edu, Box #28
・ Craig Noronha, Social Chair, CnOrOnha@bu.edu, Box紗0
・ Patricia Rivera, Social Chalr, trish888@bu.edu, Box #102
・ Hahns Kim, Community Service Chair, hahns@bu.edu, Box #62
Association of American MedicaI Co=eges - Organization
Of Student Representatives (AAMCIOSR)
The Organization of Student Rapresentatives is a group of血e American Association of
Medical Colleges which represents undergraduate and graduate medical education in the
United States. The OSR is composed of student r印resentatives缶om each ofthe 125
a11opathic medical schooIs in血e United States, but it’s constituency is all medical
students nationwide. Its concems are wi血academic medicine and medical education.
The representatives are responsible for not only commumicating血e ideas and concems of
your student body to the national o綿cers, but also infoming and educating your student
body of血e priorities and objectives dealt with on a national level.
R印re sentatives :
. Jim Nassiri (Class of2001 rep.),jnassiri@bu.edu, Box# 435
. sanrat Ambewadikar (Class of2002 rep.), Samrat@bu.edu, Box# 178
●　Alyson Ke11ey (Class of2003 r町), cke11ey@bu.edu’Box # 61
visit the Association of American Medical Colleges web site at http://www.aamc.org.
Association for Integ「ative Medicine (AIM)
h a survey publiched in血e Jounal of血e American Medical Association (JAMA” [1],
David Eisenberg, M.D. and colleagues r印orted血at just over 40% ofrespondents used at
l。aSt One altemative血erapy in 1997. Out-O句yocket expenditures for altemative
血erapies in血e U.S. in 1997 totaled an estimated $27 billion, Which is comparable to
1997 out-Ofpocket expenditures for all U・S. physician services. As餌ure physicians’it
is vital血at we are infomed al)Out血ese therapies so血at we can responsibly care for our
patients. The Association for血tegrative Medicine (AIM) at Boston Uhiversity SchooI of
Medicine was fomed by medical studerits in 1999 wi血two m劉Or gOals:
1) To promote infomed discussion about血e interrelationsh車between血e practice of
a11opa址c medicine (i.e・ Westem medicine) and o血er healing systems cormo血y knoun
as “conaplementary or alterI]融ve medicine.” Through lectures’WOckshops’j ounal cl血s,
case studies, ProPOSed curricular changes’and o血er o純血gs,血e group wi11 create
oppo血血ies for stndents to exanine’understand and evaluate the specific therapies狐d
perspectives血at comprise血ese healing modalities. Underiying this exploration are
several key questions:
How do we best study and evaluate瓜ese血erapies? What consti請es
convlnClng eVidence of血eir e鯖cacy?
Do these血erapies suggest perspectives on healing血at can infom our
practice as students of Westem medicine’e・g., the idea of `億eating血e person, nOt
血e disease, and the idea ofhealth as more than血e absence of disease?
To what degree血ould血eories and practices from o血er healing systems be
integrated into our億aining and future practice in order to fom a comprehensive
understanding ofmedicine’One血at includes trea血ent of disease as well as
maintenance of good heal血?
2) To promote瓜e we11-being ofmedical students through regular classes and
experiential workchops in selfrcare me血ods derived from a variety ofmodalities‥ Tai
Chi, Chi Qong, Neuromuscular Therapy and other bodywo軸aassage tec血iques’
meditation, yOga, nutrition, etC.
The AM welcomes medical students and o血ers to become invoIved in the group by
pardcipating in workshops and classes, aSSisting wi血the i血iative to create and
1叩Eisenberg, DM, et al. Trends in altemative medicine use in瓜e United States, 1990-
1997. J4朋A. 1998; 280: 1569-1575・
implement new cur五cular materials’and contributing ideas and expertise for future
Pr句eCtS.
Executive Committee:
●　Catherine Rich, Coordinator, Box # 271 , Crich@bu.edu
●　Mona Bhatt, 2nd Year Rep・, Box # 185, kalindi@bu.edu
●　Anafidelia Tavares, 2nd Year Rep., Box # 291, ana宜delia@hotmail.com
●　Ed Levitan, 1st Year Rep., Box # 145, 1evitan@bu.edu
● Josh Kantrowitz, 1st Year Rep., Box # 55,jdkantro@bu.edu
●　Margaret Lee, M.D・, MD-PhD candidate, Box # 719, mSlee@bu.edu
. Vema Lacey, M.S.Ed., Director of Student Support Services , Advisor, LlO9,
Vlac ey@bu. edu
Association of Latino Medical Students (ALMS)
The Association of Latino Medical Students co血es to play an active part ofBoston
University SchooI ofMedicine. ALMS recognizes that by the year 201 0, a time when
many current medical studerits will be practicing physicians, Latinos wi11 represent血e
largest minority group in血e country wi瓜over 39 million people. Becanse ofthis, ALMS
ServeS a Central role in educating血e Boston University Medical Center Community
albout Latino heal血issues and culture. This past year ALMS hosted several lectures
COVering topics such as一一Access barriers to heal血care in the Latino pediatric population一一
and ’’Understanding血e Latino Patient.一一
Moreover, ALMS remains committed to reaching out to血e underserved and minority
POPulations around Boston. ALMS members are active participan鵬of一一Children Across
Boston’’, a day of active leaming and creativity for Boston-s underserved children.血
addition, ALMS medical students periodica11y address hi如schooI students in lectures
and panels on "How to get into medical school.一, ALMS believes we have a responsibility
to help the underserved and we welcome any medical students willing to join us in our
COmmitment.
Currently plamed pr句ects include a high schooI student mentor progran and a '一Science
for Kids’’progIan. Favorite ALMS activities include participation in the amual BUSM
”Cu血Lrefest’’and o町Cinco De Mayo Celebration. ALMS is a能1iated wi血the National
Boricua Latino Health Organization and血e National Netwo恵of Latin American
Students.
0鮪cer:
. Darren Keller,餌bollO@bu.edu, Box # 412
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Boston University MedicaI" Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
(ABSK)
The Boston University MedicaトABSK (Asian Baptist Student Koino止りwould like to
Welcome you to BU Medical! You’re probably asking一’KoinoWHO??’’h case you-ve
never taken Greek lOl, it means一’fe11owship,’’and fellowship is what we war請to have
with you! We have weekly Bible studies and many other exciting activities to he申build
Our relationship wi血God and with one ano血er. We also have a mentoring program wi血
upper classmen and residents.
0縦cer:
・ Jung Yoon Choi,jychoi@bu.edu, Box #326
Business and Medicine Association (BMA)
The Business and Medicine Association was founded in 1998 by medical students
interested in discussmg and promoting various management issues in medicine. Our
healthcare eystem is in血e process ofdynamic change where it is b∞Omlng mCreaSingly
di縦cult to practice wi血out having the essential skills in hea皿care manngement. We
believe血at血at血e future of血e American heal血care system depends on血e leadership
roles of physicians.
The Business in Medicine Association plans to conduct lectures given by physicians who
hold leadership positions in medicine. Guest speakers wi11 range from physicians who
Chair various academic deparlments to physicians who participate in private sector
industries. Topics of discussion will include pul)1ic hea皿policy, entr印reneurial
medicine, and血e inclusion of management education during medical school and post-
graduate training.
For more infomation please contact any of血e following o純cers:
0純cers:
'　Shawn Chhabra, SChhabra@bu.edu, Box #30
・ Andrew Smith, andrew3@bu.edu, Box #1 17
'　Mike Sonal)end, mikeson@bu.edu, Box親18
●　Brad Stalker, Stalker@bu.edu, Box #12l
・ Sylvan Waller, SWa11er@bu.edu, Box #132
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Creative Arts Society (CAS)
The medical schooI community is a haven oftremendous talent bo血academic and
Creative. The Creative Arts Society was started in 1 995 to recognize, SuPPOrt, and
develop the hea皿y creativity血at so many demonstrate. We are open to all members of
the Boston Medical Center commurrity and couIit students, faculty, Staff; physicians, and
administrators among our members. There are no dues and yet we produce some of血e
largest events at血e Medical School on a yearly basis.
The Creative Arts Society from its inception has provided a forum for both budding and
SeaSOned a血sts to build their portfolios and show their work to a large commurrity of
enthusiastic patrons. It brings artists of di締3rent media together to experiment and
discuss and provides avenues to expand into血e greater Boston artist community.
Comections to art galleries and our web page (http://www.people.bu.edu/creative) give
many a正sts the springboard to j ump to arenas血ey may not have reached before.
Our yearly folio, WHORL is a collection of exc印tional work that is distributed
throughout the medical center free of charge, thanks to the generous丘nancial support of
the BUSM Alurmi Association and SCOMSA. All members ofthe Boston Medical
Center commmity are invited to submit work. All submissions are considered
anonymously by two editorial commi備ees. Submissions of photography, POetry,
SCulpture, Painting, CartoOning, ProSe, almost anything can be woked into printed fomat.
The Kick-Back Kafe and Art Days are our largest events of血e year. The Kafe presents
visual arts in a co節ee-house setting while musicians play and poets read for typically
Very large audiences.
Art Days is a two-day event where artists show血eir work in a ga11ery at血e medical
SChool. This is a time-honored億adition at Boston University and many artists receive
Well-deserved exposure.
O血er events by血e Creative Arts Society have included Arts-Heal血care Alliance,
mon血1y Movie Night, Writing workshops, POetry talks, Photography talks, Caroling in血e
hospital, and丘ee-for-al1 1iterary discussions. /
The Creative Arts Society has /reCeived considerable a備ention since its founding and
COntinues to grow in members and events. Many dedicated artists and appreciators have
allowed it to flourish.
Co-Chairs:
・ Vivian Hayashi, Vhayashi@bu.edu, Box #46
・ Lars Hansen, lhansen@bu.edu, Box #152
・ Georgia Thoidis, geOrgiat@bu.edu, Box親58
WHORL Co-Editors:
. Lanra Ngwenya, ngWenya@bu.edu, Box #148
●　Domy Chang, dlchang@bu.edu, Box親39
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Domestic VioIence Awa「eness Prqiect (DVAP)
Domestic Violence Awareness PrQject is an organization created due to血e increasmg
need for awareness of domestic violence. This organization encournges students to gain a
better understanding of domestic violence issues. Students wil1 1eam how to address瓜ese
issues as well as ways to implement this knowledge into血eir training. DVAP also directs
its e飾orts towards血e community by volunteering at shelters for battered women.
Oi臆cers:
●　Patricia KavanaされPkavanag@bu・edu, Box #57
・ Alyson Kelley, ckelley@bu.edu, Box #61
●　Christine Macdonald, CmaCdona@bu.edu, Box #76
・ Craig Noro血a, CnOrO血a@bu.edu, Box紗O
Emergency Medicine Interest Group (EMIG)
○○脆cer :
●　Paulesh Shch, Chair, Pkshah@bu.edu, Box親1 1
Family Medicine Inte「est Group (FMtG)
The FMIG (Family Medicine hierest Group) was created wi心血e Purpose ofincreasing
awareness and interest in Family medicine, aS We11 as he匝ng anyone interested in
pursulng a Career in Fanily Medicine. Toward this end, We Will be organlZlng reSidency
fairs, infomational meetings and events designed to help all students leam what being a
family physician is a11かut. One such event is血e national AAFP (American
Association of Family Physicians) Conference. We help provide interested students wi血
funding, aS Well as infomation regarding血e eve加itself We will endeavor to provide
infomation al)Out educational opporthties not o餓ned through血e medical schooI
curriculun, and provide assistance to students seeking residencies in Family Medicine・
0」臆cer:
●　Richard Christensen, rickc@bu.edu, Box # 193
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Intemational Health Organization (iHO)
The Boston University血temational Hea皿Organization is a netwock of students
COmm誼ed to developing血e following goals:
●　hfoming血e Boston Universdy Medical Community about global issues
t血ough guest spealkers, an infomal board and membership in血e
血temational Health Medical Consortium.
●　Educating the Boston Uhiversity Medical Cormunity about the
interrelationship between血e health of populations within狐d outside of the
U.S.
●　Encouragmg COnSideration of heal血w抽血socio-eCOnOmic, Cultural, religious
and political contexts.
●　Promoting service to血e under-Privileged com剛rndes abroad and wi瓜in血e
¥　U.S.
●　Maintaining a database ofintemational hea皿organizations, COntaCtS abroad
and prQjects dedicated to serving immigrant commu血ties in the U.S.
Providing medical students with guidance and丘nancial support to conduct intemational
and domestic prQjects that reflect血e organization-s mission.
Oi脆cers:
●　Patricia Rivera, Chair, trish888@bu.edu, Box親02
●　Stephanie Chiang, SChiang@bu.edu, Box燐1
●　Eric Stem, eriqjs@bu.edu, Box #287
Visit the IHO at http:/佃eople.bu.edu/iho
Lesbian, Gay, BisexuaI PeopIe in Medicine (LGBPM)
The s億esses ofbeing a lesbian or gay medical student can be enomous. The primary goal
OfLGBPM is to provide a safe・ SuPPO正ve enviroment at BUSM where lesbian, gay and
bisexual students and faculty at the medical canpus can get toge血er, SOCialize and
network・ An increasingly important goal has been to organize around the education and
SenSitization of our heterosexual classmates and faculty to gay and lesbian issues.
We are a縦1iated wi血血e LGBPM task force ofAMSA (American Medical Stude鵬
Association). This is a politica11y active task force with local chapters across血e country
Ifyou join LGBPM through AMSA you will receive血eir national newsletter wi血
infomative articles al)Out gay lSSueS in medicine and at medical schooIs across血e
COuntry. h addition, AMSA provides its task force members wi血a list of contacts and
gay-宜iendly residency programs in血e Uhited States. The Gay and Lesbian Medical
Association (GLMA) is a national organization for gay and lesbian physicians and
medical students. Ifyou are interested in becommg a member,血ey may be reached at
(41 5)-255-4547. You do not need to be lesbian, gay, bisexual, Or tranSgendered to join;
just an open mind and the capacity to care about the baI了iers to and specific issues in the
heal血care ofthese populations. Ongoing activities include socials, mOVies, CO飾ee hours,
discussion groups, and intensive preparation for the yearly events as outlined.
Yearly events now include:
National Coming Out Day, October l l
World AIDS Day, December l
Sexual OrientatioIl/Gender Identity Awareness Week, April
O縦cer:
● Jason Smith, Smi叫@bu.edu, Box # 496
Massachusetts Medical Society Chapte「 (MMS)
The Massachusetts Medical Society is the oldest operating state medical society in血e
U.S. Members may serve as r印resentatives on state committees, On血e student
govemng council, and in血e local o鯖ces. The objectives of血e Student Section are to
PrOVide a forum for student members ofthe MMS’tO PromOte the science and art of
medical practice, tO honor血e academic tradition ofmedicine in New England, tO a鉦m
the sound ethical reaponsibilities ofthe medical profession, and to uute in purpose and in
deed with the Resident Physician Section and members of血e MMS. The MMS is a
member onganization of血e AMA.
Membership bene紐s to the Massachusetts Medical Society include:
・ Free s心bsc亘ption to血e prestigious New England Joumal ofMedicine
●　Free intemet access
●　Access to血e Francis A. Countway Library ofMedicine
・ Scholarships and Low-interest loans
The BUSM MMS chapter elects a representative from each class to a state govemmg
council made up of students from血e four Massachusetts medical schooIs. The council
SPOnSOrS educational, SOCial, and cultural events. BUSM also sends two delegates to
r印resent BUSM students at血e biamual MMS meetings. Students are encouraged to
Submit resolutions affecting health care or public health which, if approved by the MMS,
Will become policy. (i.e. current ban of smoking on domestic airline flights・) Student
members have many oppo血nities to interact wi血physicians, including servmg On One
Of 30 physician committees of血e MMS.血addition, BUSM students also elect a
Delegate and Altemate to attend biannual AMA meetings Where medical students can
meet in a national forum to share ideas and influence AMA policy.
Events plamed for the upcommg year include:
●　AnIlualjounal drive
●　Armual bone marrow dive
・ Volu皿teering program to visit local women’s shelter
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●　Lecture series
●　Fundraisers
●　Other events to improve heal血and health awareness to children and adults in
血e community
If you have any questions regarding血e MMS or AMA, Please contact one of血e
O緬、CerS.
0純cers:
●　Mchael Sonabend, President, mikeson@bu.edu, Box #1 1 8
●　Christopher Leam, Treasurer, Cleam@bu.edu, Box #67
O John Campbell, Vice-President, jwcamp@bu.edu, Box #25
Visit the Mass Med web site: http:WWW.mmS.Org
Medical AhthropoIogy Society (MAS)
The Medical AnthropoIogy Society is student-rm Organization血at secks to investigate
and elucidate how di飾erent cultures define sidmess’heal血, anatOmy Of血e body,
medical practice and put)lic hea皿policy. We intend to expIore and illurninate the
intersection of culture and medicine, With a particular focus on et血ographic and
archaeoIogical investigations. Activities include ve肌eS for presemation and discussion of
Cultural and historical studies describing how particular cultures of the present time and
Of血e past have integrated ideas of heal血and sickness and血e practice ofmedicine.
The Medical AnthropoIogy Society will present speakers and wokshops to血e BUSM
COmmurity. The Society wi11 provide a forum for students and researchers to prese血血eir
ant血opoIogically related wok and to disseminate infomation of anthropoIogical interest
Or importance. The Society will also function as a resource for students interested in
COntaCting researchers working in血e丘eld ofmedical andlrOPOIogy and related fields.
Ultimately, We hope to generate iriterest in血e role血at culture plays in medicine and血e
understanding of illness and health; familiarity wi血cross-Cultural commu皿ication is
essential for the modem physician. We intend to create a greater awareness in血e BUSM
CO血unity of血e scope ofthe human experience of ilhess’health and血e practice of
medicine around the world and over血e co町Se Ofhistory
O∬icer:
・ Barton Wise, Wise@bu.edu, Box #298
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Medica暮Students for Choice (MSFC)
The BUSM Chapter ofMedical Students for Choice, MSFC, is a new-but-thriving
Chapter of an intemational organization of medical students and hea皿professionals
dedicated to血e preservation of r印roductive choice t血ough activism and education.
Here at BU, Since its inception, the MSFC has brought血e BUSM community several
SPeckers’addressing issues of r印roductive health education’including:
●　血e current shortage of qual綿ed al)Ortion providers;
●　血e wide disparities in億aining and qualifications ofOb/Gyn residents in血e U.S.;
. the印idemioIQgical rami丘cations ofRoe V. Wade; and
●　the personal and professional risks and benefits ofproviding a細1 spectnm of
r印roductive heal血care.
Additiona11y,血e BUSM MSFC has success細Iy worked wi血血e OB/Gyn and Matemity
departments to implement a new 4血year clerkship elective in R印roductive Medicine,
Which began in Spring 1999.
The MSFC is not a political nor a religious onganization. Our pupose is to improve and
expand medical education to better address血e true need of瓜e commuI血ies w血ch we,
as餌ure physicians, Will a11 serve - including the餌I spectnm ofr印roductive care
availatle to women. The BUSM MSFC has outlined a nunber of goals for血e immediate
futtne, including: ,
●　an improved alliance with瓜e Abortion Access PrQject;
● increased educational opportlmities for BUSM students in r印roductive care; and
●　a dedication to addressing the dire fu血re need for abortion providers in血e U.S.
Membership to血e MSFC listserv is strictly anonymous. Ifyou are interested in joining
the listserv’Simply e-mail majordomo@bu.edu, With the first line ofthe message stating‥
Subscribe MSFC-1ist.
○○脆cers:
●　Mary Harris, meh@bu.edu, Box #45
●　Alyson Kelley, ake11ey@bu.edu, Box 61
Visit the intemational MSFC web site at http://www.ms4c・Ong/
Medical Students for HeaIth and the Envi「onment (MSHE)
Medical Students for Health and血e Enviroment is a student-rm Organization ained at
increasmg aWareneSS and interest ofmedical students and members ofthe Boston
University medical community in envirormental issues血at effect heal血status.
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Proposed EVents:
●　Speckers on subjects such as血e impact ofglobal climate change, endocrine
disnption, enVirormental risks urrique to imer-City children, medical waste,
enviromental and occupational heal血clerkship and residency opportunities,
Wildemess medicine, etC.
●　Toxic tourofBoston
●　Recycling program
●　Neighbo血ood cleanup
●　Hea皿and GIobal Envirormental Change Video Seminar by Harvard Uhiversity
SchooI ofP止blic Health
●　Provide listings of envirormental heal血resources and envirormental activities in血e
Boston area.
●　Hiking座ayaking/skiing
O鱒icers:
●　Kim Bal)b, ksbわb@bu.edu, Box #64
●　Adam Bemstein, adbem@bu.edu, Box親7
● Josh Kantrowitz, jdkantro@bu.edu, Box #55
Out「each Van Prqject (OVP)
The BUSM O血each Van P垂ect (OVP) is a studeut-m, Student-directed prqject血at
Was Started in January 1 997 by a group ofmedical and public health students缶om
Boston Uhiversity. hspired by the fomer Executive Director ofHealth Care for the
Homeless in Boston,血e prQject has received a great anouIlt Of support from the Boston
University school adminis調ion and its students, as Well as from many o喝anizatious
around the city ofBoston. The mission ofOVP is to ful創l血e uImet needs of血e
medically underserved populations in血e Greater Boston area (the homeless, migrant
WOrkers, irmigrants, and o血ers) particularly w地regard to providing heal血care and
access to services, While allowing an opportunity for students to lean skills in
COmmulity outreach.
Currently,血e O血each Van leaves BUMC one night per week staffed by no fewer血an
four volurfeers consisting of students from血e SchooIs of Medicine, Dentistry, Put)lic
Hea皿, and Social Wok and a licensed physician. On Thursdays,血e van travels between
血e hours of 6pm and 12am to血e commu血ities of East Boston (SPeCifica11y,血e Su筑穂
Downs racetrack and o血er central areas ofEast Boston Proper), ProViding food, CIothing,
blackets, education/referral infomation and basic medical care. Volunteers on血e van
are invoIved with talking to people on血e s億eets, Perfoming o血each wock, tying people
into existing community services and providing hea皿education. On血e more medical
Side, Students’based on their training, are invoIved in taking blood pressures, eliciting
histories and attending to basic medical needs under the supervision of a physician.
To date,血e Outreach Van has encountered over 3 1 00 individuals and has provided
medical care to over 450 individuals in total. From May 1999 to Mareh, 2000瓜e
O血each Van expanded its services to Cambridge every Wednesday night from 9pm-
12am.血addition, We Will continue to explore o血er potential sites such as Roxbury and
Dorchester for future expansion, and we are preparing to integrate dental and ophtha血ic
services wi血our existing capわilities・
The Outreach Van Prqiect is one of few opportunities for students of allied health
professions to jointly experience hands-On O血each in its natural setting. As such,
participation with血e van has been as integral aspect of our training as we prepare to
commit ourselves to a lifetime ofhealth and human services.
W皿e o血each is something new for many ofus --SOmething血at will be leamed一一on the
job"一一it is important to recognize it as a profession wi血unique s鮒1s and tec血iques.
There are hundreds of outreach educators in Boston who devote血eir careers to
improvmg WayS tO best comect wi血individuals and link血em to existing services.
C o ordinator :
・ Daniel Lugassy, dlugassy@bu.edu
Steering Committee:
●　Brian Penti, bpenti@bu.edu
・ Jennifer Rothschild, jgr@bu.edu
●　Ram Vasudevan, rvaSudev@bu.edu
OVP e-mail address: O血each@bu.edu
Pediat「ic Education and DeveIopment Society (PEDS)
Enthusiastic medical students interested in pediatrics or血ose who just waIlt tO know
what pediatrics is a11 atut can g狐n aCCeSS tO the pediatric emergency room’Chances to
volur巾eer wi血children, attend mon血1y pediatric seminars’and lots more・ PEDS is an
organization dedicated to e血ancing血e education of medical students by providing
broad opportunities to obtain exposure to pediatric medicine. It encourages participation
in pediatric activities, developmeut of awareness in pediatric issues, and promotion of
Pediatric commur止ty service prqj ects.
And血e fun begins here!:
・ Pediatric Clinical Opportunities
●　Student Seminar Series on Pediatric Issues (mont軸y)
・ Pediatric Emergency Department Shadowing
o Ha11oween Treats on Pediatric Wards
・ Holiday Wish ToyDrive
・ Valentine’s Day Bake Sale
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●　EasterEggHu皿t
●　Oppo巾mities to get invoIved w血pediatric issues at血e national, State, and city
levels
●　Opportunities to interact wi血medical students from surrounding schooIs interested in
peda血cs
●　Membership Bene紐s include:
●　Opportunity to attend血e American Academy ofPediatrics (AAP) National
Conference
●　Newsletters by PEDS
●　血fomation regarding paid extemships for the sunmer
●　Free membership wi血Massachusetts Chapter ofAAP
O鱒icers :
● Jason Fisher,jfisher@bu.edu, Box #35
●　Sherrie Shaや, SIsha呼@bu.edu, Box親13
●　Parag Amin, Pamin@bu.edu, Box #5
●　Brian Crompton, bcromptn@bu.edu, Box鵜2
●　Rishi Lulla, rlu11a@bu.edu, Box #75
Primary Care Society (PCS)
The Primary Care Society is a student rm o喝anization血at seeks to supplement血e
traditional medical schooI curriculun with infomation and experiences relevant to血ose
COnSidering a career in one ofthe primary care specialties.血addition,血e Primary Care
Society seeks to get its members invoIved in a variety of community service pr句ects. 0町
Iangest amual event is a celebration ofNational Phmary Care Week, Which occurs in the
Fall. Activities include lunchtime presentations by pediatricians, family practitioners,
residency directors, intemal medicine practitioners, and primary care researchers. The
Week also includes various interactive workshops and a dimer featuring a prominem
leader in primary care fi-Om the Boston Area.
The Primary Care Society also organizes a Residency Fair for a11 students from血e
Massachuse請S medical schooIs’Where students can talk w血directors ofprimary care
residency programs from across the country. AIso, in the fa11 semester, tO help students
acquire skills and practice血em in the community, the Primary Care Society woks with
血e Massachusetts Department of Public Health and a tean ofnurses, teaChing medical
Students how to give坤yections and coordinating student trips to various sites in血e
Boston area to immunize the homeless and elderly populations and others who are at risk.
0血er Primary Care Society Programs include ER shadowing at the Boston Medical
Center,血e Reach Out and Read program’血e SPAN program-一Iunchtine g如herings w皿
Pediatric patients at BMC, a Series oftalks and activities coordinated by血e Family
Medicine hterest Group, and a series of lunch time and aftemoon talks w皿primary care
Physicians.
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0鮪cers :
. Michelle Andr∞1i, mandreol@bu.edu, Box #6
●　Maria Fung, mfung@bu.edu, Box #37
●　Olivia Juhn, Olivia@bu.edu, Box #54
・ Mary Ellen Pavone, m印aVOne@bu.edu, Box紗5
South Asian Medicat Students Association (SAMSA)
This organization was founded in 1994-95 to r印esent medical students of Sou血Asian
origin and to e血ance awareness of South Asian cultue. Boston University prides itself
in being one ofthe most diverse institutions in血e nation and its students and faculty
members herald from all comers of血e world, eaCh one contributing to its excellence.
SAMSA aims at expressing血e goals and aapirations of students of sou血Asian ongm.
sAMSA invites you to help raise awareness of South Asian culture and to promote urty
anongst our community. We will provide academic and social support for South Asian-
American medical students and cultivate s鮒1s which will ena心1e our members to play an
active role as future leeders in this multi-Cultural society. SAMSA will introduce aspects
of Eastem Medicine through its励st Meets W叔series wi心血e goal ofpromoting
awareness and discussion of altemative foms ofmedicine and its curTent integration in
westem society.血this age of global medicine・ We aS Physicians should be
knowledge刺e about血ese altemative血erapies血at our patients may use as well as be
刺e to take positive aspects ofthis medical system into our oun practice ofmedicine.
AIso, SAMSA would like to be缶n a mento血g progran wi血South Asian physicians as
our mentors, and in tun we be mentors to Sou血Asian premedical students at血e
undergraduate campus.
Every spnng, We have a Sou血Asian culture show, which is a celebration of food,
culture, and dance.血addition, SAMSA has established a制iations wi血national
organizations of Sou血Asian physicians and wi血South Asian medical students at o血er
institutions.
0鮪にerS:
●　Urvi Fulwadhua, urvi@bu.edu, Box #36
●　Malini Sahu, mSuho@bu.edu, Box親07
●　Binal Shah, binal@bu.edu, Box #1 12
. sa垂ay Shewakranani, Sapju@bu.edu, Box親14
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Student Commi請ee on Medical School A愉irs (SCOMSA)
SCOMSA is血e student govemmmt ofBoston University SchooI ofMedicine. It is a
COmmittee of students comprising elected representatives from each class. Members meet
On a mOnthly basis to review budget requests from campus organizations for campus-
Wide events, and to discuss important issues facing血e student body. The committee
ServeS aS a liaison between血e students and adminis億ation, and its goal is to facilitate
OPen COmmunication between血e two.
SCOMSA also funds individual and group travel to conferences, and provides funding to
Student interest groups for meetings and seminars.
As well, SCOMSA funds or organizes BBQ’s,血e fall infomal,血e winter semi-fomal,
match day events, Skit night, eXam breakfasts, and other activities.
0鱒王cers:
・ Rebecca Sa縦; Chai町erson, rSa縦@bu.edu, Box #307
・ Jona瓜an Ross, Vice-Chair, jross@bu.edu, Box親49
・ Brian ”Tho’’Hang, Group Treasurer, bhang@bu.edu, Box #43
●　Maria Fung, Individual Treasurer, mfung@bu.edu, Box #37
Student lnterest Group in Neurology (S音GN)
This is血e丘rst and only medical s血dent organization a能1iated wi心血e American
Academy of NeuroIogy and supported by Boston University SchooI of Medicine's
Neurology Deparment. The organization cousists of local chapters at the accredited
North American medical schooIs. Boston Uhiversity SchooI of Medicine chapter was
estal)lished in January of 1 999, and it is a new and exciting opportundy for students
COnSidering a career in Neurology or those who are interested in leaming more about血e
SPeCialty. The purpose of SIGN is to introduce medical students to血e五eld ofNeurology
t血ough discussions by neuroIogists, Patient presentations, Seminars, j ounal cltbs,
leaming materials, and a]工anged shadowings ofneuroIogists in血e workplace. This wi11
allow medical students to become aware of oppo巾mities and participate in activities
related to the丘eld ofNeuroIogy. All medical students, faculty, and staff associated wi心
血e institution are eligible to join.血fomation on free medical student membership wi心
血e American Academy of Neurology and血e American Academy of Neurology Medical
Student Sunmer Scholarship is available.
0鮪cers:
・ Natalia Rost, Sana@bu.edu, Box # 275
・ John Pugh,jpugh@bu.edu, Box #306
● Jason Hirman言hirman@bu.edu, Box親42
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・ Aviva E11enstein, a11enst@bu.edu, Box #863
Student Nationa漢Medical Association (SNMA)
SNMA is an organization composed of over 3000 minority medical students from血e
United States. The organization strives : tO Create an atmOSPhere wherein professional
excellence and moral principles can五nd fu11est expression; tO disseminate infomation
relative to minority problems wi血in血e field of medical education; tO take血e necessary
and proper st印s to eradicate pr匂udicial practices in血e field ofmedical education and
related areas, aS瓜ese practices appear to be based on race, Creed, COIor, SeX Or national
origin; tO develop wokわle prograns for血e implementation ofbe請er u血m and runl
hea皿care; to ProVide nationa1 1eadership in the promulgation of legislative policies for
the provision ofbetter hea皿care; tO SPOnSOr ProgranS for minority you血and encourage
血eir entrance into the health professions; and to raise血e levels ofminority school
recruitment, admissions, and retention in schooIs億aining hea皿care professionals.
0飾厄ers:
. Monique Robinson, President, mOurObin@bu.edu
・ Robert Rusher, Treasurer, ruSherO3@bu.edu
'　Kristen Blackmon, Public Relations, krystynb@bu.edu
SurgicaI Society
The Surgical Society was established to foster interest in general surgery and血e surgical
subspecialties among medical students at Boston Uhiversity, aS Well as to provide a
forum for c血ical and scienti丘c discussion between stude加s and faculty. The Society
began as the Surgical Breakfast Cl心, Which hosted a series ofmomng conferences by
faculty members from血e Dapar血ent of Surgery at Boston Medical Center. These
continue to be a fundamental part of血e Surgical Society. Topics for血ese conferences
genera11y include residency placement’reSearCh interests, and case presentations.
Speakers缶om血e past year included physicians specializing in coIorectal surgery,
orthopedics, VaSCular surgery, neurOSurgery, OtOlaryngoIogy, Cardio血oracic surgery, and
億ansplantation.心血e upcoming year, We are looking forward to welcoming fおulty from
these d印aI血entS, aS Well as physicians specializing in pediatric surgery and trauna,
Plastics, and surgical oncoIogy.
血recent years,血e Surgical Society has grown to imlude a number of suture wokshops
each semester, SPOnSOred jointly wi血the D印artment of Surgery and Ethicon,血c. This
gives first and second year medical students血e oppo血血dy to lean the fundamentals of
wound cIosure and basic suturing tec血1iques. This past year saw the initiation of血e
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Surgical Society joumal club, giving medical students the opportunity to discuss recent
developmeuts in the management of surgical patients wi血senior faculty缶om the
Department of Surgery.
It is importaIlt tO emPhasize血at血e Surgical Society is intended to introduce all students
to surgery, regardless oftheir interests. The events and functions hosted by the Surgical
Society are intended to help begin to pr印are medical students for the血ird-year Clekship
in sungery, as Well as for血eir careers, regardless of specialty.
Oi脆cers:
. Robert Bo11o, rbo11o@bu.edu, Box #19
・ AusafBari, auSaf@bu.edu, Box 136
・ Aaron Savar, amSaVar@bu.edu, Box親08
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Dining
There are four dining facilities at the Medical Center, in addition to resta町antS and
COnVenience stores in血e area. Ifyou decide to save money and bring your own lunch,
血ere are several microwaves available for student usage. There are also vending
machines associated wi血all of血e BUMC facilities:
On"Campus:
●　Chequers
This facility is Iocated in the basement ofthe L (instructional) building next to血e student
lounge. This is a great place to gral) CO節ee and snacks in between classes. Besides co飾ee,
it offers sandwiches’gri11 items, Salads, and soups. Besides血ese items,血ere is also a
Sttong Mediterranean influence in this facility which provides for several food options
O血er血en the traditional bunger and fries. The m雀ior drawback to Chequers is血at it is a
l軸e more pricey血en o血er options. It is open til1 6 PM on瓜e weekdays and is cIosed on
the weekends.
●　Boston Medical Center, East Newton Pavilion
This cafeteria is Iocated on the second floor of血e A血m building ofBoston Medical
Center, East Newion S億eet Pavilion. The easiest way to reach址s is to go to the second
floor of血e L building and passageway across to the A血m building. The food is a
COmbination of grill items (burgers and丘ies), deli, Salad, and main courses. It is
relatively cheap狐d you get a 20% student discour証f you show your BU ID.
●　Dental SchooI Cafeteria
It is Iocated on the first floor ofthe Dental SchooI Building and can provide a nice
Change ofpace from血e above facilities. It is m by Checkers and does not o餓3r aS large
a variation as Chequers.
●　Boston MedicaI Center, Harrison Avenue Pavilion
The food血ere is fairly inexpensive, With the sane menu and manageme血as the East
Newton S厄eet Dining Service. It is Iocated on the 2nd floor of血e Ha]Tison Avenue血-
Patient wing and is open during weekdays. There is also a Dunkin, Donuts and De
Angelo’s sandwich shop Iocated on血e ground floor near the HaI五son Avenue drop-Off
重○○p.
Nea「by:
'　Campus Convenience
This convenience store is Iocated next to the bookstore (Albany street) and ca正es a wide
assortment of items including coffee and candy.
●　Christopher,s Cafe
This co能海house is a good place to get a quick bite. It is Iocated on Harrison Avenue and
ProVides a relaxing atmosphere convenient for good conversation and studving.
●　Christy’s Convenience Store
While not really a restaurarit, this convenience store often substitutes as one for medical
Students, eapeCially during exams. It has co飾ee, fruits, Candy and other convenience
StOre items. It is located right across from血e medical schooI campus.
●　HarrisonDeli
This restaurmt is Iocated across血e street fi.om血e medical school. The food is mainly
grill food, deli, and some main courses. The overall price is a舶1e higher血en血e
Cafcterias in血e hospitals’but it does a節ord you the option of getting out to eat.
●　Mike,s CityDiner
Mike’s is Iocated on Washington Avenue (tcke E. Concord to Washington and血en hang
a left). It o飾ers a wide assor血ent of food and serves breakfast throughout血e day (it
CIoses at 4:30pm). The prices are a舶1e higher血en o血er places, but it provides large
food quandty President Clinton ate here the last time he was in Boston.
●　New China Restaurant
This is Iocated relatively far away from血e medical canpus (down Harrison Ave肌e Past
Massachusetts Ave肌e), but it does provide血e cIosest Chinese food available. The prices
are al)Out avernge for Chinese food, but血ey give very large quantities of it. The only
drawback is that there is a long wait for food, SO ifpossible call chead and order.
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ADVICE FROM FELLOW STUDENTS ON HOUSING
BOSTON?S NEIGHBORHOODS
B.U. AFFLIATED RENTAL HOUSING OPTIONS
INTERNET IDEAS (APARTMENTS
PLACES TO LOOK WITHIN BOSTON UNIVERSITY lO5
DISCOUNTED REALTORS
NEWSPAPERS
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珊ere are several resources and a lot of infomation listed here, SO take your time and
read t血ough it carefully. If you have any further questions, feel free to call us at the
O綿ce for Student A紙料s, (617) 638-4166. W址1e we have tried to make sure a11 the
infomation is accurate, things can (and do) change quickly, eSPeCially schedules and rent
levels, SO it is a good idea to double-Check before comm舶ng oneselfto anything.
Be advised that you will need to be in血e city in person to get an apaItment. Plan ahead
and don’t expect to come to Boston the week before classes and get an apartment. Boston
has a large undergraduate and graduate studeut population;血e Medical Campus itselfhas
medical, derital, doctoral’maSter’s and public heal血students. You wi11 need to plan on
taking a trip to血e city in order to secure an aparment. Eady sunmer is a good time to
do this. This can be a very expensive process in itself When you are looking for housing,
be aware that Boston Uhiversity has two campuses. Boston Uhiversity SchooI of
Medicine is part of血e Medical Campus in血e South End, along wi血血e SchooIs of
Dental Medicine, Public Heal血・ and血e Graduate School・ The Charles RIver Caxpus is
On Commonweal血Avenue along the Charles River. It includes all o血er schooIs and
COlleges ofBU.
Advice from Fe=ow Students on Housing
“You have to start eahier血an you think you should ifyou plan to have your oun
aparment. Ifyou want to sublet’yOu Can Wait u皿血e sunm復Realtors are expensive
(usually l month’s rent is血eir fee) but can be worth it ifyou don-t have the time to Iook
“ l ・d bank on finding a place with roommates... unless you・re willing to pay血e high
丘nder's fees and get your own apartmerit. Plus living wi血roommates who are non-med
Students can provide an outlet from the hustle and bustle ofmed school life."
“Broo畑ne is a great place to live, but packing is a hug。 Pr。bl。m. Y。u hav。 t。 r。ut a
Pa血ung space(no street palking), but spaces are scar℃e.,,
``書love living in Back Bay. The plusses are.血e cIose proximity to school, Shops and it’s
a very safe area. However, Parking pemits are necessary and its sti11 hard to find a spot
SOmetimes. But comparing this area to Symphony’I would say血at Symphony is a better
deal, W抽the same great amenities."
’find a roormate, don・t be afraid to live away from school. The sou血end is nice ifyou
Can a飾ord it…Or it-s a飾ordable but血e place is tiny and in a一一scary" part. Find a place
near the t ifysu don-t have a bike’’
“C orm血g to and from Boston rmy be di縦cult, but ∞m血g wi血in血e city is no
walk in血e park ei血er. The buses ane mcousistent and tra締c is bad÷I would
recommmd血e using T for血e consistency.”
“ Realtors usually charge a finder's fee equal to - 1 month's rent, but ifyou don’t have a
lot oft血e to血d a place, it・s an ex億emely convenient way to quickly see a whole bunch
ofurrits in your preferred pri∞ range and looations. Also, from my experience looking at
listed classifieds,血e realtors often have access to the better urrits in血e area.’’
“You wiu need to decide what’s most important: a Short commute, Cheaper rent, a Safe
neighbo血ood, Parking availability, Or CIoseness to血e city.’’
“ lt’s a bit overwhe血ing to come to Boston and try to choose where to live wi血so many
di飾erent areas. I血ink its important to have an easy conmⅢte -O血erwise you wa如too
much tine and energyjust ge血Ig back狐d forth. The Symphony area is ideal becanse of
its Iocation, its safety, and血e amourit of stores万estaurants/o血er things around it.”
“There are some ni∞, afford劃e apathents in Boston, eSPeCially in血e Sou血End,
which has ∞me a long way in血e last lO years and is be∞ming a ni∞ neighbo血ood to
虹ve血
“ l w。uld r∞Ommend conside血g to buy your own place, aS 4 years ofrent in Boston is
$40,000-50,000. For who warits to rent a pla∞: Start nOW ifyou haven't done it yet!
“Outside ofBoston proper, I suggest looking for owner ads to avoid outlandish fees
charged by real estate companies”
“ lfyou can afford to live in Boston, it-s血e easiest thing to do. Living in a subu血has it-s
own bene丘ts, however, SuCh as guaranteed parking and green grass… Oh yeah’and it-s
MUCH less expeusive.”
“Sometimes overestimate how much time we have and a longer corrmute can detract
from血at, but just realize瓜at many success餌established professionals (including
MD-s) who wo血in Boston and have as little time as we do (Or less) 1ive in distarit,
a組uent subu血s. Ifyou are couside血g driving from a sut)u血, grC加deals can be had in
Medford, Dedham and Waltham."
“We had pretty good luck wi血血e service through The Boston GIobe on血e it is good
eapecia11y to avoid renters fees. wv冊・a。artmentS.com”
“ B e aware that most realtors only have lis血gs for血eir sma11 area∴merefore, many
Back Bay Realtors win not have all the listings for Symphony, despite血eir proximity.”
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“Do everything you can to avoid a renter’s fee! The Dis。。。nt。d R。alt。rS a脚iat。d wi血
BU or血e online ads might make血is possible.”
“ l肱e living in Harrison Court, Which is across血e street缶om school一- I d。n't fe。1 1ik。
I’m wasting time commuting, it facilitates being on time for class, it is easy to rm home if
I want to pick some血ing up, and it doesn't take long to get home after a late night in血e
lab or in the library. I also eIjoy having lots of classmates
ne狐〕y.’’
“ H anison Co血is very expensive but you cant beat the location (strolling into class)・・
“ Be prepared for a trving week of apartmeut hunting. AIso, have血。 finan。ial
infomation necessary for a credit r印ort on you and your co-Signers (e.g. parmts).’’
`` Look at a minimun oftwo differeut areas before making any decision.”
Boston’s Neighbo「hoods
Boston is very much a city ofneighbo血oods, eaCh wi血unique characteristics,
advantages and disadvantages. The following is a general guide to some ofBoston’s
neighbo血oods wi血respect to血eir convenience for Medical Campus students. Please
ke印in mind血at, aS always, bus schedules and rents can change very quickly. There is a
general map on瓜e last page ofthis packet, but we recommmd obtaining a good street
map ofBoston. Even ifyou do not anticipate driving-yOu Will丘nd yourselfreferring to it
many times.
Please note that we did not supply rental estimates for all communities described.
Generally, rental prices are noted in血e cases where students represent a predominarlt
factor in血e rental market. Area realtors can help you刷1 in where you would like more
information.
Anston-B righton
Allston and Brighton are two of血e most popular areas for college students. The Allston
area has a diverse makeap wi血many middle class families living in single and duplex
homes. What mckes this area so attractive is its proximity to bo血BU’s Charles River
Campus and the Boston College canpus, and many sections are cIose to Harvard Square.
Public transportation is very good, eSPeCially wi他心e B and C Green一一丁一, Lines
accessible from many parts ofthe area. You wi11 face overcrowding on these lines
because of血e lange nurhber of students Who use them. Driving can take up to 20
minutes, but a free shuttle丘om血e BU Charles River campus to BUMC is available
during the fall and spring semesters. Advantages include proximity to many stores,
resta町狐its, bars and downtown Boston. Disadvantages, as Can be expected from an area
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full of college students, are血e rm down apartments, CrOWded parking, and some noISy
neighbo血oods.
Brighton is much quieter and less crowded thm Allston, With more residential areas. Free
Parking on血e street is tight but availal)le・ A residential sticker is required in some
neighbo血oods. As in all areas ofBoston, yOu Should check out血e security ofyour
building carefu11y and take precautions.
Estimated Mon皿y Rents:
●　S血髄os$600-700
●　1-Bedroom $800-1000
●　2-Bedrooms $1100-1350
●　3-Bedrooms $1400+
BackBay
The Back Bay has been ca11ed一’one of血e nicest places to live in Boston.’’Its old-
fashioned brownstone houses, Parisian-Style boulevards,億ee lined sidewalks, trendy
Shops, and tourist at億actions make it a beautrful’Safe place to live. Advantages include
its proximity to BUSM, O飾ering many students血e opportunity to ei血er walk or bike to
school. The #CTl and血e #1 buses rm down Massachusetts Avenue, a餓)rding cheap,
血ough sometimes crowded and sIow tranaportation. As wi血everything血at is good, it
has its drawbacks. Parking is very di鯖cult, and瓜e rent can tend to get a bit expensive.
The area stretches from血e heart ofBU’s Charles River campus t血ough血e Boston
Gardens and Commons.
Back Bay estimated monthly rents :
●　S巾血os$700-1150
●　1-Bedroom $1100+
●　2-Bedrooms $1450+
●　3-bedrooms $1950+
Beacon Hill
Beacon Hill houses a tremendously interesting and diverse group ofpcople right in血e
heart ofBoston. The area features 19血and 20血centny brownstones, CObblestone
streets, Old-fashioned narrow alleyways and occasional park-1ike areas wi血big trees.
Because of its centra1 location and Charles Street ’’T’’stop on the Red Line, Beacon Hill
also allows you easy access to a1l of Boston’s activities. Consequently,血is desirable,
historic area is crowded, expenSive, and血e apartments are usually small. Due to nanew
S億eets and overerowding, Parking is minimal.
Estimated mon瓜Iy rents:
●　S血dios$800十
o l-Bedroom $900-2000
●　2-Bedrooms $1300-2100
●　3-Bedrooms $1900+
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Dorch ester
This is also varied in its resident population and rent is genera11y reasonal)le. It is possible
to get a three bedroom apa血nent for $850 or a two bedroom for as Iow as $700, but this
usually does not include heat and hot water. Dorchester has several smaller communities
Within it. Some ofthe areas have security problems. Make sure you are looking in a safe
area and血at your house or building is secure. Transportation along血e Red Line is
reliable and traveling time depends on血e location and time ofday, uSually around l O-25
minutes. Some buses also pass by BUMC and Dudley Square Bus Station.
East Boston
East Boston is a working-Class neighbo血ood some distance from血e medical center,
S印arated from血e rest ofthe city by血e haめor. It is also where Logan Airport is located,
and is accessible by血e "T一, Blue Line. Rents tend to be somewhat cheaper血an血e rest
Ofthe city, and血ere are a large nunber of two and three family homes.
Jamaica PIa血のP)
Janaica Plain is a culturally and economically diverse section ofBoston. Housing pnces
Vary depending on血e area ofJP and include triple-decker houses, Victo五an homes, and
SOme apartment buildings.血general,血ere are various levels of income血roughout JP
and血is may or may not reflect the level ofsafety. Most are alble to丘nd housing血at is
COusistent wi血血eir level of comfort. AIong Centre Street, yOu Will find ice cream
Parlors, natural food stores, and restaurants that encompass血e diversity of血e
neighbo血ood. Ptolic Transportation tckes approximately 30-40 minutes to get to school
and 15 minutes by car. The Green ’’T’一Line (E) rms as far as血e VA Medical Center and
血e 39 bus rms along the same route as the Green Line but continues血ough血e center
OftoⅥ皿・ The Orange Line is also very convenient to many who live t血oughout JP. JP is
One Of血e few sectious ofBoston血at does not req皿e a reSidential paIking sticker. Rents
are reasonatle and血e houses are usually well maintained. Many triple-deckers are owner
OCCuPied, and血erefore tend to be more secure. Be advised血at there are no studios in JP.
Estimated Mon血Iy Rents :
O l-Bedroom $550-750+
●　2-Bedrooms $800-1200
●　3-Be血ooms $900-1400
Ma請apanIHyde Park
Mattapan and Hyde Park are less ufoan parts ofthe city, Wi血many single and two family
houses wi血yards. Rents here are quite reasonable, but commuting can be time
COnSurning. Safety is a concem in some areas.
Mission HilI
Mission Hill, Part OfRoxbury, is an up and coming community that has recemly received
a lot of attention. The communfty is conveniently located and is a culturally diverse
neighbo血ood血at tends to be owner occupied. It is in血e process ofbeing revitalized and
has receutly been labeled as the next Janaica Plain (See description of Jamaica Plai巾
Housing includes triple-deckers and Victorian homes. Public Transportation takes
approximately 25 minutes to get to school and is Iocated near血e Green Line (E), the #39
bus and some parts ofMission Hi11 are located near血e Orange Line. Apartments in
Mission Hill tend to be large. Palking is readily avail抽e, but a parking pemit is needed.
No巾h EⅡd
The No血End is a cIose-knit neighbo血ood血at historica11y fおures Italian restaurants
and血ops. The area is considered to be very safe and only丘ve minutes缶om downtown
Quincy Macket, and only two minutes from血e wate血)nt. A c狐is not recommended in
this area because parking is a血ost impossible on血e nanow streets. From血e North End,
you can take血e Orange Line from Hay Market to Massachusetts Ave肌e,血en take血e
#1 or血e CTl bus to血e BUMC. The Green Line is also neaめy. Apartments are very
small,狐d rent is expensive for血e size.
Estimated Mon血Iy Rents:
●　S億髄os$650-1000
● 1-Bedroom $850-1200
●　2_Bedrooms $1100+
●　3_Bedrooms $1350+
Roslin daleハⅣest Roxbu ry
Roslindale, 1ike many areas of Boston, has a wide range ofhousing options. There are
areas wi血duplexes’houses, apartmeut COmPlexes, and multi-family dwellings. The
cormunity is mainly middle class families, but safety can be a factor in certain areas.
wi血a little effort, yOu Can have血e benefits of living in血e city wi血out a11血e hassles
(Or COSts) The public億ansit infrastructure allows you to cormute via the Orange Line or
the Co珊muter Rail, along wi血bus comections. The trip can tckeかut 30-40 minutes.
west Roxbury is similar to Roslindale b血is genera11y more a組uem and even more
subu血an in character, Wi血many single families homes for rent. Cormuting by car is no
problem・ D印ending on where you live, it is accessible by Commuter Ral oreedham
Line) which comects with the Orange Line.
Roxbury
It雨ny is a large residential community that is considered血e center ofBoston’s Black
comm血ty. It is culturally varied, Wi血many areas in血e process ofuban renewal, and
even ・一gentr拍cation・" It is cIose to the medical center and rents tend to be cheaper瓜an in
most parts ofthe city. Public億ansport ServeS the comunity well by bus. Most buses
will either go directly to BUMC or comect to血e Dudley Square Bus Station, from
where several buses can take you to class. Reuts can be found for onebedrooms at $600;
2_bedrooms at $750, and 3-bedrooms at $1000.
10宣
South Boston (Southie)
South Boston is a worfung-Class neighbo血ood that is easily accessible to血e hospital.
Two and three family homes predominateL Rents are considered to be among血e cheapest
in the city, a皿ough血ey are rising. It is on the coast and has some beauti餌parks.
South End/Symphony佃enway
Boston Uhiversity Medical Center (BUMC) is Iocated in the South End, SO血e commute
to school is a short walk or bike ride and very convenient. The area is undergoing a lot of
renovation and redevelopment’and some beauti細old homes from血e past century are
being restored. It is a diverse neighbo血ood wi血many di飾erent ethnic and income
groups living here. Public億anaportation is available into the city and血e #1 0 bus rms
doun Dartmo血Street to血e medical center every 25 minutes or so. Resideut pa血ing is
available’血ough costly, and is easy to obtain ifyour car is registered in Massachusetts.
The Fenway lS renOuned for its easy access to血e Emerald Necklace Park and to area
Clut)S. Stndents often consider this particular area desifable. Ni如-time caution is highly
recommended. Student recommended realtor: Copley Real Estate, Boston Pref証ed
Properties
Estimated Mon瓜1y Rents:
●　S血dios $650-800
●　l-Be血○○m$1000- 1350
●　2-bedrooms $1100-1900
●　3-bedrooms $1800+
E xtra-Urb an
C amb ridge
Can教)ridge is across血e Charles RIver from Boston. Many丘nd血e steady stream of
Cultural and educational events and varied coIo血I comercial enteIPrises very
appealing. It is fairly large and can be broken up into four general areas: Harvard Square,
No血Canbridge仲resh Pond, East Canbridge, and Cambridg印ort. Rents vary greatly
from area to area. Good places to Iook for housing infomation include血e Harvard and
MIT put)lic bulletin boards’aS Well as notice boards at Harvard Law and Business
SchooIs. Massachusetts Avenue goes directly through Canbridge to BUMC and is about
a 20-25 minute drive丘om Harvard Sq皿e (depending on tra節c). For public
transportation,血e Red Line also ms through Canbridge. You can get off at Andrew
then take the CT3 to BUMC・ Altematively, the #1 bus ms straight down Massachusetts
Avenue to the Boston Medical Center- Harrison canpus, and the #7 rms缶om Central
Square to BUMC
Harvard Square is by fu血e most sought-after housing in Canbridge, and血e
COmPetition from Harvard and MIT students for affordわle housing is intense. There are
SOme bargains in older two and t血ee finily homes but瓜ese are hard to find because
PeOPle don’t like to move out of血em. There’s easy access to the Red Line and buses,
lots of student life, and a relatively low crime rate. The North Cambridge伍esh Pond area
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is a bit餌her away (al)Out 15 minutes ex億a) but血e rents are somewhat lower. There is a
large shopping area as well. The Alewife station on瓜e Red Line is Iocated here.
Estimated mon血Iy rents:
●　S仙dios$650-850
●　1-Bedroom $750-1600
●　2-Bedrooms $925-2000
●　3-Be血○○mS $1250-2000
Rrook重ine
Brookline is血e choice for marry BUMC students. Its剛merOuS advantages include
Safety and relative proximity to BUMC, Which is only 20 minutes away by car or bicycle
and 45 minutes by public億ansportation. Most apartments are only a short distance away
from one ofBrookline’s many public paIks. Brookline also has an excellent public schooI
SyStem. The quiet, reSidential atmosphere and excellent shopping are a plus here.
Ovemi弧t parking is prohibited, SO make sure your apartment provides paking.
O血erwise, yOu may have to pay an additional $50-75 a month and parking spaces are
Very limited. A car is not necessary in Brookline since public transportation is excellent.
Many people bike to class, and most ofBrookline is on the B, C and D Green Line,
W血ch can tcke you to the H)meS Convention Center stop to take血e糾or血e CTl bus to
SCh○○l.
Estimated Mon血Iy Rents:
●　S血dios $600-850
●　1-Bedroom $900-1300
●　2-Be血○○mS $1100-1900
'　3-Bedrooms $1500十
Newton
Newton is a prosperous subu血ofBoston, COmeCted to it by reasonably good public
transit. It is large, SPread out, and made xp ofover ten villages. It is di鉦c山t to make any
SPeCific comments that apply to血e entire area, but血ere are many choices ofhousing.
The put)1ic schooI system is excellent. Travel time to school is attractive, but a car is a
must. Newton’s proximity to the Mass年chusetts Tumpike makes血e drive to class only
about 20 minutes. The D Green Line combined with a bus schedule is also an option
taking approximately an hour. Most rental u血ts are single homes that have been
COnVerted into two falnily dwellings. There is no additional cost for on-Street Parking and
availability is fairly good.
The rents in Newton vary and are affected by location;一ProXimity to Boston or血e Mass
Pike may mCrease PnCeS.
Newton Estimated Monthly Rents:
●　S血髄0$650-800
●　1-Bedroom$800-1100
●　2-Bedrooms $1100-1800
●　3-Bedrooms $1300+
重03
Quincy
Quincy, a Small cityjust sou血ofBoston, has a lot to o縞er for血ose students who hate
血e hassles ofbig city living. There are several sections of血e city inclnding No血
Quincy, Wollaston, Quincy Center, and West Quincy. The city is made up langely of血sh
Catholic working class families as well as a growing Asian population. It promotes a
COrmurrty atmOSPhere and is often quieter血an Boston. The ocean provides a great view
for rummg, Walking, ro11e血lading, Orjust relaxing. The Red Line has four stops in
Quincy血at will take you to血e Androw stop near BUMC, taking atrout 20-30 minutes.
The Southeast Expressway (I-93) to the Andrew Sq脚e exit is an option by can The
eXPreSSWay Can get Very COngeSted during rush hours, but the血p should take only about
1 5-20 minutes, and less when血ere is no億a飾c. PaIking is usually on-Street, free, and
easier to find than in Boston. Most people feel very safe in Quincy, and血ere are maIry
housing options availわle‥ high rise complexes, houses, duplexes, and triple deckers.
Estimated mon血1y rents :
●　1-Bedroom $600-800+
●　2-Bedrooms $800-1200十
●　3-Bedrooms $900-1500+
SomerviIle
Somerville is just no血of Canhidge, and is serviced by exce11ent pul)lic億ansportation.
This area has mostly triple-decker houses and apartment complexes. Housing conditions
are variable, but good deals can be found. The population is primarily woking-Class
families wi血many Tufts students and young couples. Davis Sq脚e,血e heart of
Somerville, is a growmg area wi血many great restaurants, jazz and rock music clubs as
Well as a movie血eater which features live A鉦can and folk music. There is easy access
to Ca血bridge and Boston via the Davis Square station on血e Red Line, and to downtown
Boston and the Sou血End via血e Orange line at Su11ivan Square station.
Somerville Estimated mon血1y rents :
●　1-Bedroom $650-1000
●　2-Bedrooms $800-1500
●　3-Bedrooms $1100-1800
Watertown/B elmont
Watertown and Belmont are middle-Class cormurities with a large nunber of single and
two family homes wi血yards. Watertown also has a nurhoer of apa血ent complexes.
Commuting on public transportation may requlre a nunber ofbus changes on routes wi血
Iimited service. Parking is no problem.
B。U. A冊Iiated Rental Housing Options
Harrison Court
761 Harrison Avenue
Boston
Harrison Court 1ocated across from the Medical Center’is a r∞ently renovated building
managed by血e University. It features secure and convenient studios, One and two-
bedr∞m apar血ents wi血modem kitcheus and bathrooms as we11 as central alr
conditioning. There are coin-OPerated washers and dyers, a SOda machine, a Study
lounge, and a modest exercise room located in血e building. Monthly rents fdr shared
u証s range from roughly $500 to $938 per person depending on the u血u Single
o∞uPanCy uI血s are more expensive. Parking is avai耽le for an additional fee. For more
infomation call the Medical Center O鯖ce ofProperty Management at (800)344-BUMC.
Trustees Management Building at Boston Medical Center
Tnrstees Management Building, also known as血e 'Nurse’s Tower" or "Southblook,当s a
high-rise building housing young professionals and students associated with血e Medical
Center. Lecated two blocks from the SchooI ofMedicine, it contaius studios and one and
two-bedroom apartments. Reut for studios is $$550, One bedrooms $780, and two
bedrooms $895 and includes air ∞nditioning, heat, and utilities. There are launddy
facilities, a Sun d∞k, and a recreation center. Parking and gy]maSium use are availわle
for additional fee. There is a waiting list for apartmeuts in this building. Please Note‥
There is a $25 application fee. Early submission is recormended. For further infomation
C狐1 (617) 53生5800・
Intemet ldeas (Apa巾れentS)
For people comected to the hiemetJhere are several options on-血e when searching for
housing. One of血e best resour∞S are血e USENET newsgroups -帆housing一一and
"ne.housing". Both of血ese groups are similar, wi血血e scope of "nehousing" wider血an
血at of "buhousing". Here you can find pos血gs of apartments and houses for rent and an
oppertunity to ∞m∞t Wi瓜people like yourselfwho are searching for housing. Pos血g a
messnge here with details ofwhat you are looking for may tum up a lead, aS Will
regularly scaming血e pages of血ese groups. Unfortunately,血ese groups are not
received in many areas ofthe hiemet, and your ability to access血em may be limited.
Ask your local system adrninistrator if it is possible to reach血ese newsgroups from your
COmPuter.
Below is a list ofuseful web sites. These sites are especially good because血ey let you
chose血e size, Style, location, Pri∞ range and o血er optious to suit your housing needs.
They also provide you w皿1i血rs to ro側血mate ∞meCtious and city infomation as we11
as transportation ideas. If you don’t find anything you like when you first tIy, many Of
血ese sites will let you sigr川P for free to notify you ofany new pos血gs. Beprqared Jo
坤e”d some se亮o郷#me brousing Jhro碓h Jhe M,eb・掘s can be a岬y /en幼yproc錆s・
●　Boston血fomlation: h慣)J/www.boston.com
●　Apartments by THE RENT Guide: !車P://柵.apt-4-rent.C哩
●　Yahoo Boston: http:偽Iassifieds調hoo.comルoston/ren垣坦
. All apartments: ht塾://ww.a11apartments二型哩
. Boston Apa血nents:坤P‥〃剛.BostonApartments.com
●　Apartment Search:垣tp:〃realestate.boston.com元partme時
●　http://www.dwellingsma-C型哩
● Just Rentals: WWW.JuStrentals・COrn
●　Boston GIobe Search‥坦p;!/wWw.apartments.cQ塾
PIaces to Look within Boston University
O鮪ce of Housing
985 Commonweal血Avenue
Charles RIver Canpus
The Boston University O縦ce ofHousing has a sma11 nurhoer of spaces available on血e
Charles River Campus for a11 Boston University graduate students. As a result,血ey are
di飾cult to obtain. All ofthe spaces血at are available through this o綿ce are greduate
dom正ory rooms on Bay State Road on血e Charles River Campus. (617)353-351 l.
0鮎ce of Residence Life
985 Commonweal血Avenue
Charles River Campus
The Boston University O飾ce ofResidence Life offers Reside加Assistant (RA) positions
to qua睡ed graduate students. Residem Assistants are O鯖ce ofResidence Life and
O縦ce of血e Vice President and Dean of Students student staffme血uers living wi址n
CamPuS reSidence areas. RA’s may receive room and board as compensation in exchange
for working twenty hours each week. Please contact血e O鉦ce ofResidence Life for
more infomation. (6 1 7)353-3852.
The O鯖lCampus Hou§血g O飾ce
775 Commonweal血Avenue
George Shermm Uhion, 4th FIoor
Charles River Carnpus
The Off -Campus Housing O餓ce is a good resource for finding housing and/or
roommates. There is a database arranged by characteristics (SuCh as two-bedroom
apartments, male roommates, etC.).血dividuals Iooking for roommates or house-mateS
also advertise in this o飾ce. Handouts are available w血help餌phone numbers, tips on
leases and sublets, and nanes ofrealtors who wi11 give a discount to Boston皿iversity
Students. B血g your Boston Uhiversity iden舶cation card or letter of acceptance, Since
this resource is only avail刺e to Boston University stndents, faculty, and staff They are
OPen Monday to Friday, 9an to 5pm. For more infomation, Call (61 7)353-3523
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O飾te of Rental Property Management
1 9 Deerfield S億eet
Charles River Canpus
T血s o縦ce manages University properties Iocated near the Charles River Campus in血e
Kenmore佃enway/Soum Campus area. Studios range from $675-880, One bedrooms
$830+, and two bedrooms $ 1 1 00+. Selfcontained rooms wi血shared bath and kitchen
facilities are also availわle from $300-$500. Utilities may or may not be included. Some
fumished apartments are also available. There is no broker fee charged by this o綿ce, but
they do require a twelve-mOnth lease. Limited parking is availalble for an additional fee.
For more information, Call (617) 353-4101.
Discounted ReaItors
The fo11owing rental agents have agreed to provide students, Staff; faculty and alurmi of
Boston University wi血a discount in services. These rental agents will collect a fee for
services缶om Boston University a綿1iates (you,血e student) which does not exceed one-
half of one mon血’s rent. This does not pertain to any additional fees exchanged between
realtors, 1andlords, Or ProPerty manngerS. PLEASE NOTE: When you contact any of
these agents for assistance in your housing search, YOU MUST TELL THEM YOU ARE
A BOSTON UNIVERSITY AFFmTE, and血at you found out albout血e discount
t血ough血e O蹄Campus Housing O縦ce. Be aware血at contact people may change.
This discouit may not apply in situations where the rental unit in question is part of a co-
broking arrangeme血Please ask the agents for details.
Neighbors Realty, Inc.
1 284 Commonwealth Ave.
Allston, MA O2 134
Tel: (617) 738-0295
Fax: (617) 738-0595
Matthew P. Barach
Circ看e ReaIty
1 348 Commonwealth Ave.
Allston, MA O21 34
Tel: (617) 738-0300
Fax: (617) 738-9542
Don Neuwirth
The Next Move Rea量ty
27A Commonwealth Ave.
Newton, MA O2167
Tel: (617) 527-6655
Fax: (617) 527-3743
Philip Dono
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At Home Realty, Inc.
12 12B Commonweal血Ave.
Allston, MA O2134
Tel: (617) 738-1820
Fax: (617) 738-8754
Mark Linsky
(枕scoc,nt dあn毎:砂to a〃やar肋en砂
RosaIind Realty
29A Cunmings Road
Brighton, MA O2 1 35
Tel: (617) 232-3932
Fax: (617) 232-9067
Will Smith
Bemard G. Berkman Assoc.
842A Beacon Street
Boston, MA O2215
Te量: (617) 566-5212
Fax: (617) 267-0932
Steve O ’Dormell
South of BostonISouth Shore:
Apartment Network
l 1 9 Parkingway Street
Quincy, MA O2169
Tel: (617) 770-4870
働inの′ area On少塙o chaJ轡mOn砂&nd Jr堆e加m no脇g ‘o句v〃 mon桃J切
Apartment City
1 342 Hancock S億eet
Quincy, MA O2169
Tel: (617) 472-2446
働inの′ area O砂ha change mon砂and range加m no脇g ‘o af誰mon桃re砂
Newspapers
The Boston Gfobe is a good reso耽e for apartment listings and it may help you avoid
Pa加g a realtor’s fees, Whieh is usually one month’s renL (AIways ask first ifyou’re
Calling on one ofthese ads to detemine ifit was listed privately.) Both the G肋e and棚e
Boston Phoendr (a weekly paper) m roommate ads, SO that is ano血er way to bypass a
SerVice fee.
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YMCA and YWCA
Greater Boston YMCA
3 1 6 Huntington Ave.
Boston, MA
Tel: (617) 536-7800
The一一Y'一is Iocated next to Northeastem '一丁一一station. It provides men only
accommodation. Rates are around $41 for one person, $56 for two - includes breal血st.
Berkeley Residence Club ovCA)
40 Berkeley St.
Boston, MA
Tel: (617) 482-8850
The YWCA provides women-Only accommodation. It has singles, doubles and triples and
is Iocated in the South End, near Arlington or Back Bay一一丁一一statious. Nightly rates are
$48 per person, $74 for a double and $84 for a triple. Fees include breakfast and dimer、
Can be purchased for an additional $6.50. A $2 fee applies for non-YWCA car血olders.
Weekly rates劃℃ also availねle. Please call血e Berkeley Re§idence directly for rates and
more information.
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TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION SOURCES
HOW TO GET TO THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
MBTA FARES AND∴PASS INFO
ADDITIONAL SERViCES AND RESOURCES
BUMC SHUTTLE SERViCES
SCHEDULES FOR BUMC SHUTTLE BUSES
MBTA SUBWAY MAP 123
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聞知
1TMA什ranspo巾at雪on/Commuter Services O櫛ce
Address: 609 Albany St., Basement
Phone Nulhoer: 638-491 5 (Parking); 638-7473 (ITMA)
Telephone Help Line: 63 8-743 0 (Transportation)
Fax Number: 638-6816
Web Site Address : (for ITMA) ww.masscommute.com/tmas/i億na
Parking O鯖ce Hours:
M, W: 7:00am - 5:00pm; T, Th, F: 7:00am - 3:O伸m
Transpo巾ation Information Sou「ces
l) Oi脆ce of Transportation/Commuter Services
2) Transportation Information Kiosks
The ITMA manages several kiosks血at contain free transpo調ion info and sched山es
including MBTA bus and train schedules, mapS, Sh調1e bus schedules and special
notices, i.e. Central Artery Construction updates, etC. These info centers are located
throughout血e medical ceriter: in the SchooI ofMedicine (OutSide Ll O9) and in the
hospita1 1obbies.
3) Transportation Info Web Site: WW.maSSCOmPlute.COm/血as粗a
Check out the ITMA web site for updates, now SerVICeS, annOunCementS, Weather
emergencies, SPeCial events as well as all血e schedules and links to mgivr state
transportation web sites.
4) Transportation Info Helpl血e: 638-7430
The Transportation血fo He珂ine is an automated, 24-hour service for up-tO-date info and
COmPlete shuttle bus schedrles for the many ways to commute to瓜e medical area.
How to Get to the SchooI of Medicine:
Subway, Bus, and Connections
The Medical School is accessible to瓜e Red, Orange, Blue and Green Lines and血ere are
direct bus comections from the following subway stations:
Transit Line Station
RE D Andrew
Broadway
Central Square
HaⅣ狐d Squ狐e
JFKIUMas s
South Station*
* Commuter Rail/Bus Teminal
Bus to BUMC
lO, CT3
47
1,47, CT1
1
8
Evening Transit Shuttle
112
Transit Line Sta慣on
GREE N C op ley
Fenway
Hynes月CA
K朝田nO重e
LOngWOOd Medical Area
Museum (Fine Arts)
S ymphony
ORANGE Back Bay (Commuter Rail)
Chinatown
Mass Ave.
BLUE
New England Medical
Ruggles (Commuter Rail)
観g狐Ai呼On
Bus to BUMC
l O, Evening Sh調le
47
l, CT1
8
47, CT3
CT3
1, CT1
1 0, Evening Shuttle
49
1, CT1
49
8, 47, CT3, Evening Shuttle
CT3
Comects to the Green Line at Gov’t Center
Comects to血e Orange Iine at State St.
DUDLEY BUS STATION l, 8, 47, 49
MBTA Fares and Pass Info
The MBTA provides bus service to BUMC. There are several bus stops Iocated on
CamPuS: 88 East Newton St. (`CNewton Pavilion”), East Concord St., between Harrison
Ave. and Albany St. and on Mass Ave. at Harrison Ave. Al血ough血e subway (``T’’)
does not rm directly to the medical area,血ere is bus transportation from many `T” stops
to血e School. Bus one-Way fare = $.60; mOnthly bus pass = $20.00; Sul)Way One-Way
fare = $.85; mOn血Iy subway pass = $27.00; bus/subway combo pass = $46.00.
Frequent “T” and bus users can purchase a pass丘om mgivr MBTA and Commuter Rail
Stations and some retail outlets. Students can save l l % by purchasing a αSemester Pass”l
Students pay for a semester’s worth ofpasses (4 mon血s) to receive血is discouit.
Applications are availal)le and passes are picked up at 609 Albany St. in the O縦ce of
Parking and Transportation. NOTE: CT buses, bus #9狐d bus #1 (between Mass. Ave.
Station and BUMC) acc印t monthly s止bway or bus passes.
For more information, Call the MBTA at 222-3200 or visit their web site:
W.mbta. com.
MBTA Bus Service
There are宜ve regular bus routes (Bus # 1, 8, 10, 47 & 49) and two express cross-toWm
buses (CTl & CT3)血at serve瓜e medical campus area. A11 buses operate seven
days/week with less frequent service on the weekend堅些唾血e CTI w址ch does not
OPerate On血e weckend. The fo11owing buses stop at or near BUMC:
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Bus拙travels from Harvard Sq脚e, Cambridge (Red Line) to Dudley Bus Station via
Massachusetts Ave, mcking stops at Central Square, Canbridge (Red Line), Hynes
Convention CenternCA and Symphony (Green Line)’and Mass Ave. Station (Orange
Line). This bus is free from Mass Ave. Station wi血a bus transfer or a ・・T” s巾way pass.
This bus operates every 12 minutes during peak ho町S.
Bus # 8白ravels from the肝K/University ofMassachusetts, Boston ・・Harbor Point”
Canpus (Red Line), tO Kemore Square (Green Line) via BUMC. It comects with血e
Orange Line/Comnuter Rail at Ruggles Station. Buses operate every 1 5-20 minutes
during peak hours.
Bus # 10: travels from Copley Station (Green Line) to City Point in Sou血Boston and
COmeCtS BUMC wi瓜Back Bay (Orange Line/Commuter Rail) and A血ew Station (Red
Line). Buses operate every 20 minutes during peak hours.
Bus # 47沌rvels from Central Sq脚e, Canbridge (Red Line) to Broadway Station,
Sou血Boston (Red Line).皿s bus stops at Fenway Station (Green Line) and Ruggles
Station (Orange Line/Commuter Rail) This bus ms through血e Fenway and Longwood
area, tO Dudley Bus Station, and血en doun Massachusetts Ave. to BUMC. Buses operate
every 20 minutes du血g peck hours.
Bus # 49: travels on Was血gton St. from Dudley Sq耽e to DowntoⅧ Crossing (Close
to Red/Orange Lines). It comects BUMC to New England Medi。al C。nter Station
(Orange Line) and Chinatoun Station (C血ge Line). Service is provided evtry l O
minutes during peak hours. Subway passes are accepted on Bus ne.
Cross-tOWn Bus #1 (CTl) travels from BUMC to Central Sq脚e, Cambridge (Red
Line), COmeCting wi血Massachusetts Ave. Station (Orange Line), Symphony Station
(Green Line) and HynesnCA (臓en Line). Bus operates丘om 6:00 am to 6:30 pm every
1 5 minutes during peck hours. Subway passes are accepted on cross-tOun buses. Service
OPerateS Monday - Friday only.
Cross-tOWn Bus #3 (CT3): traVels from the AiIPOrt a3lue Line) to Andrew Station (Red
Line) and Be血Israel Deaconess Hospital, qJOngWOOd) comecting wi血Ruggles Station
On瓜e Orange Line/Comuter Ral and the Museun Stop (Green Line). Buses operate
every 20 minutes during peak hours. Service begins丘om Ruggles Station to血e Medical
Center at 4:00 an with the last bus leaving Longwood at 8:16 pm. Subway passes are
accepted on cross-tOun buses. Service to血e Medical Center operates Monday- Friday
With血e exc印tion of service缶om Andrew Station that operates weekends.
Additionai Services and Resources
Escort Service
血escort service is avail捌e to a11 medical center persomel and students on weekends
and holidays. Cal1 638-4444 to request an escort to your car in a BUMC parking lot or to
瓜e Broadway MBTA station (Red Line). The driver is not au血orized to transport
PerSOmel to o血er points・
Ca岬ooI Program & Ride Matching Service
Two or more persons traveling toge血er can register at the O飴ce of Transportation
Services for a carpooI pass and preferential parking. Those commuters Wishing to carpool
but who need a partner, Can register at血e O綿ce of Transportation Services for
RideSourceTM, CARAVAN for Commuters’free, Staterfunded computerized ride-
matching service.
BicycIes
Convenient and secure bike racks are located throu如Out血e Medical Campus. Visit血e
ITMA wed site for bike rack locations.
Central Artery Project and偉Big Dig,, Information
For Central A巾ery PrQject血fo 24 hours a day, Ca11 CAT一間0 (617) 228-4636. To
report a constmction-related emengency or immediate concem, Call CAT-HELP (6 1 7)
228-4357. Ifyou require fi血uer血fo, Call Bi11 Moy, Sou血End Lidson (617)95 1 -6255.
BUMC Shuttle Services
There are several free shuttle buses血at service the medical area community. A11 sh請Ies
OPerate Monday-Friday except holidays.
Charles REver Campus/Student Union Shuttle: SChedrle coincides wi心血e
urrdergraduate academic calendar (S印tember - early Mdy): bus travels between the
Medical Campus and the Charles River Campus (SchooI ofEducation on She血om St.).
Board in front of血e MBTA bus shelter on East Newton St. Ca11血e Student Urion at
353-3642 or血e ITMA at 638-7473 for血e schedule.
Even血g αT" Shuttle: departs from the Boston Medical Center, East Newton Campus at
88 East Newton St., MBTA bus shelter at: 6‥30 pm, 7:05 pm, 7:40 pm, 8:15 pm, 9:00
pm, 10:00pm, 10:35 pm, 11:10pm, 11:40pm’12:05 am and stops at: BMC, 88 East
Newton St. and at血e Emergency E血ance on Albany St., Ruggles Station (Orange Line)
on 7.eq椛St, Back Bay Station (Orange Line), Copley Station (Green Line), Sou血Station
Or Broadway Station (Red Line) on reqαest・
A萱l-day Medical Campus Shuttle: OPerateS from 6:30 am - 6:30 pm on a continuous
Ioop leaving BMC,血e `Newton Pavilion” at 88 East Newton St. every 30 minutes at
6:40 am, 7:10 am, 7:40 am, etC. unti1 6:10 pm.
Boston VA Medical Center’Jamaica Plain Shuttle: travels between血e VA to血e
Medical Center, East Newton St. several times a day. Cal1 638-6064 for the schedule.
West Howell St. Parking Lot Shu請e: (O組campus parking facility, 1.2 miles from the
Medical Campus) During peak hours, 6:00 an - 9:45 am and 3:05 pm - 7:50 pm,血e
shuttle leaves every 1 5 minutes. D血ng non-Peak hours’the All Day Medical Ca叩us
Shuttle provides血e service to West Howe11 St. every 30 minutes. After 8:00 pm and
u南1 1 :00 am血e shu調e leaves every halfhour from in front ofthe Newton and HaITison
Pavilions.
SCHEDULES for BUMC SHUTTLE BUSES
… The following schedule info調紺的n wos faken from the ITMA web :
S軸e (WV駒.bmc.org/棚l/†調nShut.h†m) on 」une包2OOO.
珊ere are several free shuttles that service the Medical Campus Area community. fee
SChedales hsJedjbr e糊Ct Jimes and d寂inations・ Sbhe巌les are su勿ect Jo change. All
朗脇漁2持%n Aめndy !hro略h舟idy onみ所o service on weekenゐor holi匂少Please
Note: Travel time is approximate due to tra綿c, Weather and construction conditions.
Drivers are authorized to stop only at designated locations. Any questions, Problems,
SuggeStions or input al)Out any Shuttle, Please ca11 638-4899.
S樹ttle Bus i?加rmation /ast印加ted on A宛nh 25, 2000.
Hard copies ofthe shuttle schedules are availalble:
●　In the ITMA brochure
●　At the Transportation infomation centers宣ocated throughout the Medical Center
.血the O純ce ofTransportation Services
・ By ca11ing the Transportation Helpline at 638-7430
ALL-DAY MEDICAL CAMPUS SHUTTLE
This bus operates Monday - Friday佃cqt holiめゆfrom 6‥30 A.M. to 6:30 P.M. on a continuous loop,
leavlng lOlO Mass Aveme approximately every 30 minutes. This shuttle travels血e following route at
these `碑,ro加,),aIe (due to such conditions as tra鮪c, Wea血er, and construction) times:
1010 Mass Ave.
Board at l OOO Mass Ave. (MBTA bus stop opposite Magazine St.)
Leaves at: 6;30A.施, 7;00A.M, 7;30A.脱, C比#J!鋤6;00A肱
瞬MC /Albany St.
Board at MBTA bus stop across from Emergency entrance.
Leaves at: 6;354.妬, 7?05A.M, 7:35A.妬, aCL #J!瑠6;05pM
BMC / Newton Pavilion
Board in front of血e Newion Pavilion Main Entrance
Leaves at: 6I40.4.脱, 7;104.肱, 7;40J4.M, efcl, Z硯勧6記OAM
560 Harri§On Ave.
Board in front of89 Union Park St. at red awning.
Leaves at: 6;454.M, 7:15A.脱, 7:454.M, C±c” mt# 6;15A施
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泌MC / East Newton St
Drop O鯖の血y
BMC / Harrison Pavi賞ion
Board at mailboxes in front ofthe Ha重五son Pavi宣ion / New Inpatient
Facility
Leaves at: 6;50A.M, 7;20A.Mこ, 7;50A誰, e比, #n幼6;20AM:
BMC / East Concord Street
Board at the MBTA bus shelter
Leaves at: 6;52 4妬, 7;22 A.M, 7:52 4.M, e!c声/nt〃 6;22 p施
West HowelI St. Parking Lot
The AlトDay Medical Campus Shuttle bus provides service to / from West
Howe11 St. between 9:55 A.M. and 2:55 pM. Click here for times and
stops.For all other times to the off-Site parking lot, See the West Howell St.
shuttle schedule.
Rev 2/2000
INNER CAMPUS S鮒UTTLE
This bus operates Monday - Friday (except holidays) from 8:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. on a
COntinuous Ioop from BMC/Newton Pavilion (88 E. Newton St.)・ For further infomation
Or tO SChedule a specific pick-uP for a patient, Cal1 638-4899.
珊is shuttle makes only four stops. There is no set schedule because arrival/departure
times vary according to the number and disposition ofpatients tcking the shuttle.
However, this shuttle route is approximately 20-30 minutes Iong. A皿ough the Imer
Canpus Shu融e is primz正ly for patients, Staff are welcome to use this service.
BMC / Newton PaviIion (88 East Newton Street)
Doctors O飾ce Building (DOB - 720 Harrison Ave.)
BMC / Harrison Pavilion - Emergency Entrance (Albany Street)
ACC / Harrison Pavilion Loop
Rev 2/2000
EVENING TRANSIT一,T一● S鞭UTTLE
Operates from 6‥30 P.M. until midhight’traVeIing to瓜e Orange, Green and Red Lines.
The shuttle stops at:
●　BMC /EastNewton Street
●　BMC / Albany Street at Emergency Entrance
●　Ruggles Station - Orange Line伽JtGq〃eS‘抽
●　Back Bay Station - Orange Line
●　South Station侶roadway - Red Line o掴gq〃est抽
h /he event Jhat一夕e a,℃ unable Jo拓aVel空/砂Jo fouth S融ion
beca“se Qfcons加,C[io7?, Z4e擁l′er will ‘a加J,0妨O B’.OaんやsJaめ7タ.
紺′′O研eq〃Cst′′ mea鵜海t ‘he b‘,S融V mke祝陶やO脇Y atpassenge手
nq〃eStS.現ose重め肋Jhe伽かe手qf ′′0〃 reqαCst′′ sfaps as J’0# board栃e加,S.
Please ca11 638-4444 ifyou need a ride to the medical area宜om any ofthe above stations
during these hours.
Revised 2/2000
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MEDICA喜ノCAMPUS SHUTTLE
The Medical Canpus bus wil1 1eave the Charles River Campus from the comer of
she血om St. and Commonwealth Ave. in front ofthe School ofEducation. This is now a
direct bus to and from the Medical Campus making no other stops.*
Note: The shuttle schedule coincides with the academic calendar and runs on nomal
university class days only・ There is no service on weekends’holidays, SChooI vacation
days, intersession or summer bre机For more infomation’Ca11 the Student Union at 353-
3642.
To the MedicaI Campus
Leaving Sherbom St・
7:45 A.M. *
8:55 A.M.
10:05
A.M.
11:15
A.M.
12:25
P.M.
l:35 P.M.
2:45 P.M.
3:55 P.M.
5:0うP.M.
6:15 P.M.
7:25 P.M.
To the Charles Rive「
Campu
Leav諦g Eas誰e面on St・
8:20 A.M.
9:30 A.M.
10:40 A.M.
11こ50 A.M.
1 :00 P.M.
2:10 P.M.
3:20 P.M.
4:30 P.M.
5:40 P.M.
6:50 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
* The first run ofthe day leaves CVS - 1266 Comm. Ave.
at 7:15 A.M. and makes Iocal stops on campus and waits at
She血om St., leaving for the Medical Campus at 7:45 A.M.
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CHARLES RIVER CAMPUS SHUTTLE
As ofMonday, November 16, 1 998, the Charles River Campus Shuttle Buses run on the
Charles River Campus only.
CharIes Rive「 Campus
Eastbound Runs
Runs from7:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Runs start every ha】fhour and rmke the
following stops:
CharIes River Campus
Westbound Runs
Runs from 7:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
Ruus start every halfhour and make
the
比重lowing stops‥
For more infomation, Ca11血e Student Union at 353-3642.
BOSTON VA MED薫CAL CENTER (IN JAMAICA PLAIN) S龍UTTLE
Travels between BMCIN・ewton Pavilion and血e VAMC several times a day.
The shuttle bus dedicated to血e Boston VA Medical Center operates daily, Monday
t血ough Friday.
LEAVESBUMC ?EAVESVAINJP; 
CheckinatFrontDeskof血e ??oardattheRearEmergency! 
NewtonPavilion ?調ance 
! ?:30A.M.　　　　　- 
10;00A.M. ?0:30A.M. 
11:00A.M. ?1‥30P.M.　　‘ 
F　12:00P・M・山 ?12:30P.M. 
1・00P.M, ?ｳ ?:30P.M. 
2:00P.M.　　　圭 ?[_　2:30P・M・　; 
待∴∴∴∴3:00P.M.　　! ?3:30P.M.　　　i 
ま　　　　4:00P.M.　　! ?4:30P.M. 
Schedule changes:
onday, Tuesday狐d Thursday is as fo11ows:
5:00 pm leaves BMC
5:15 pm arrivesVA in JP
5:30 pm retums to BMC and makes丘nal trip to VA in
JP
ednesday only:
:45 pm leaves BMC for Causeway St.
5:15 pm leaves BMC for final trip to VA in JP
Friday only:
5:00 pm final trip to VA in JP
Please arrive early for these trips as travel time is approximate.
Any questions, Please ca11 638-6064.
Note: This schedule is su聯ect to change.
Rev 5/2000
BOSTON HEALTHNET SHUTTLES
The Boston Medical Center’aS a Service to its HealthNet members, nOW Offers FR班
Shuttle service for patients between neighbo血ood health centers and the Boston Medical
Center. Please be advised that all times listed are approximate, depending on traffic and
Weather conditions. For more infomation, Please cal1 638-4899.
Click on the Route for schedule:
.塾頭e l: Roslindale to South E垂
(Services Roslindale・ Mattapan’Harvard St.’Roxbury, Wh血ier St., South End,
andBMC)
● Route 2: Dorchester to South Bo退塾
(Services Codman Sq脚e, Dorchester House’Uphams Comer, South Boston, and
謀議諾藷業務h Center
Rev 3/2000
ROUTE l: ROSLINDALE TO SOUTH END
All stop times are approximate due to tra能c and weather conditions.
**Shaded times are estimated times only. 6:00 P.M. is血e final drop-Offm to Heal血
Centers.
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ROUTE 2: DORCHESTER TO SOUTH BOSTON
A11 stop times are approximate due to tra縦c and weather conditions.
**Shaded times are estimated times only. 6:20 P.M. is血e final drop-Offrm to Hea皿
Centers.
EAST BOSTON NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH CLINIC
please note: Please arhve at the stop a few minutes before scheduled departure time.
MBTA Subway Map
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IMPORTANT PHONE NUMBERS
ADMINISTRATIVE∴ OFFICES
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lmportant Phone Numbers (listed alphabeticaiIy)
>　Emergency (Security): 638-5000
> AIumni Association: 638-5150 (L120)
>　Charles Rive「 Campus Switchboard: 353-2000
>　Controi Center: 638-4144 (LGO4)
> Division of Graduate Medical Sciences: 638-5120 (L317)
> DSI Copy Center: 414-2679 (Talbot l West)
> EducationaI Media Support Services (Student Iabs): 638-4098 (L307)
> Educational Media Services: 638-4370 (B500)
>　Esco轟く9:00pm-6:00am): 638-4568
> Evans Medical Group (P「ima「y Care P「actice): 638-7998 (DOB5)
>　Faciiities Management (B7)
O Setup存ables for events (Jim Munroe): 638-4567
O Booking Hichert Lounge q)enise Boyd): 638-4212
> Lea「ning Resource Center: 638-5433 (L11)
>　Lib「aries:
O Alurmi Medical: 638-4232 (L12)
O Mugar - B・U. Charles River Ca叩pus: 353-3708 (771 Cormonwealth Ave.)
>　Mail Room: 638-7500 (LlO7)
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>　Medical SchooI Switchboa「d: 638-8000
>　Occupational HeaIth: 638-8400 (F5)
>　O櫛ce ofthe Dean: 638-5300 (LlO3)
>　O櫛ce of the Associate Dean, Academic A惟Iirs: 638-4147 (LlO3)
>　O櫛ce of Medical Education: 638-5110 (DOB801)
>　O冊Ce Of Mino「ity A輪irs: 638-4163 (A407)
>　O鯖ce of P「e-P「ofessional Advising: 353-4866 (725 Commonweal血Ave.)
>　O緬ce ofthe Registra「タBUSM: 638-4160 (A414)
>　O簡ce of the University Regist輪「: 353-3612 (881 Commonwealth Ave.)
>　O飾ce of Student A愉irs: 638-4166 (LlO9)
>　O緬ce of Student Financial Management: 638-5130 (A401)
>　Page Operat○○: 638-5793
>　Parking Services: 638-4915 (609 Albany St.)
>　SchooI of Pubiic Health: 638-4640 (Talbot)
>　Secu「ity Desk, BUSM Lobby: 638-4815 (L Lobby)
>　Security O櫛ce - emergency: 638-5000
>　Secu「ity O簡ce - nonemergency: 638-4568 (88 E. Newton St.)
>　Student Accounting Servicesこ353-2264 (881 Commonwealth Ave.)
>　Student Directory: 353-3700
>　Student HeaIth Services: 353-3575 (881 Commonweal血Ave.)
>　Transpo巾ation Coo「dinator: 638-7430 (609 Albany St.)
Administrative O情ces
The mailing address for any of血e o縦ces below is: Nane of O飾ce, 715 Albany St.,
Room #, Boston, MA, 021 18.
A!umni Association
Room: L120
Phone Number: 638-5150
Fax Number: 638-4492
Web Site Address : W.bumc.bu. edu/busm/ala
E-mail: alumbusm@bu.edu
Staf竃
●　Barry Manuel, M.D・, Executive Director, bmanuel@bu.edu
●　Mary Hopkins, Director ofDevelopment, mhopkin@bu.edu
●　Holly Lindner, Associate Director, h血dner@bu.edu
●　Tim Fitzgerald, Alumni O綿cer,塙tz@bu.edu
●　Sar血George, Administrative Assistant, SgeOnge@bu.edu
O櫛ce of Admissions
Room: L124
Phone Nurhber: 638-4630
Fax Nurhber: 638-4718
Web Site Address: WWW.bumc.bu.edu
Staf資
● John F. O’Comor, M.D., Associate Dean for Admissions, jfoc@bu.edu
. Catherine Wilder, Admissions O締cer
●　Katharine Plaza, Adrnissions Coordinator
●　Patty Wheeler, Admissions Assistant
●　Candace Hayes, Admissions Assistant
O櫛ce of the Associate Dean for Academic A愉irs
Room: LlO3
Phone Nurnber: 638-4147
Fax Number: 638-5258
Web Site Address: WWW.bumc.bu.eduルusm/oaa
Sta紐
● John McCahan, M.D., Associate Dean for Academic A鮮alrs, jmccahan@bu.edu
●　Baめara DiRusso, Adrninistrative Assistant, bdirusso@bu.edu
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01簡Ce Of the Associate Provost
R○○m: LlO2
Phone Number: 638-71 80
Fax Nurnber: 638-7179
Sta餓
●　Noman G. Levinsky, M.D., Associate Provost, nlevinsk@bu.edu
・ Kathy Henri, Assistant to Associate Provost, kathy.henri@bmc・Org
0櫛Ce Of Clinical Research
R○○m: A207
Phone Number: 414-1330
Fax Number: 414-1331
Web Site Address: WWW.bumc.bu.eduルunc/ocr
Sta餓
●　Dedorah J. Cotton, M.D., Director, COttOnd@bu.edu
. RIchard D’Augusta, R.Ph., M.P.A., Associate Director, dangusta@bu.edu
・ Kelly Ogilvie, O鉦ce Manager, OgeS@bu.edu
・ St印hen Young, Senior Administrative Secretary, SyOung@bu.edu
O簡ce of the Dean
Room: LlO3
Phone Nurnber: 638-5300
Fax Number: 638-5258
Web Site Ad血ess : WWW.bunc.bu.edun)uSm/od
Staf竃
'　Aram V. Chobanian, M.D., Dean and Medical Campus Provost
●　Peter Reich, M.P.H., Director of Special PrQjects, Preich@bu.edu
●　Diana Lehman, Executive Assistant to血e Dean, dlehman@bu・edu
・ Angela Rouse, Faculty Records Administrator, arouse@bu.edu
●　Mz血a Nolido, Senior Administative Secretary, rmOlido@bu.edu
. Emily S血ckey, Faculty Data Coordinator, emilys@bu.edu
O緬ce of Mino「ity A愉irs
R○○m: A407
Phone Nurnber: 638-41 63
Fax Number: 638-4433
Web Site Address : WWW.bumc.bu. edu/oma
Sta節
●　Keme血C. Edelin, M.D., Associate Dean for Students & Minority A純血s,
kedelin l @bu.edu
●　Maria Fonseca, M.A., M.P.H., Assistant Director, mfonseca@bu・edu
●　Malissia Evans, Administrative Assistant, mal@bu.edu
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O櫛ce of the Regist「ar
Room: A414
Phone Number: 638-41 60
Fax Number: 638-4155
Web Site Address : WWW.bunc.bu.edu爪usm在eg
Staf竃
●　Ellen J. DiFiore, Registrar, edifiore@bu.edu
●　Loretta A. Dyson, Senior Assistant to血e Registrar, 1dyson@bu.edu
●　DoIores D. Murrell, Assistant to血e Registrar,血nunell@bu.edu
O櫛ce of Student A縦宣irs
R○○皿: LlO9
Phone Number: 638-41 66
Fax Nu血lber: 638-4491
Web Site Address: WWW.bumc.bu.edu化usm/osa
Staf賞
●　Arthur J. Culbert, Ph.D., Associate Dean for Student A純正s, aCulbert@bu.edu
. Suzame Sarfaty, M.D., Assistant Dean for Student A餓血s, SSarfaty@bu.edu
●　Elaine J. AIpert, M.D., M.P.H., Assistant Dean for Student A餓正s, eabert@bu,edu
● Joel J. A申ert, M.D., Professor ofPediatrics & Public Health, joela@bu.edu (414-
5938)
●　Vema Lacey, M.S.Ed., Director of Student Support Services, Vlacey@bu.edu
●　Chris Paal, Ed.M., Director ofOSA, CPaal@bu.edu
●　Elizわe血Gallagher, Senior Student A紙料s Assistant, lgal@bu.edu
●　Susan Norris, Student A飾社rs O鯖cer, nOrriss@bu.edu
●　Ana Bediako,血fomation Systems Adrninis億ator, chediako@bu.edu
●　LaVeme Dickerson, Adminis億ative Senior Secretary, lavemed@bu.edu
●　Wendy Budwey, Writer, Wbudwey@bu.edu
O緬ce of Student Financial Management
R○○m: A401
Hours: M-Th: 8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m., F: 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
(CIosedM-F: 1:30-2:30p.m., eXCePt W: CIosed l:30- 5:00p.m.)
Phone Nurhber: 638-5 130
Fax Nurhber: 638-51 16
Web Site Address: WWW.bumc.bu.edu/osfrn
E-mail : OS fin-med@bunc.bu. edu
Sta締
●　Charles Terrell, M.A., Associate Dean for Student A餓癌s, Cterrell@bu.edu
●　Margeurita Eastmond, Assistant to瓜e Associate Dean, eastmOnd@bu.edu
● Jos印h F. Corbett, Director, ORPn}M, COめet匂@bu.edu
●　Kathy R. Stavropoulos, Director, kacarter@bu.edu
●　Sopji Justice, Associate Director, Sjustice@bu.edu
●　Wimie Chan, Assistant Director, Wkychan@bu.edu
・ Lydia O’Garro, Assistant Director, 1ogarro@bu.edu
●　Aldrich Robinson, Financial Aid O綿cer, arObins@bu.edu
●　Sandia Chau, Financial Aid Assistant, SChau@bu.edu
FinanciaI Aid lnformation
B. U. Student Accounts: 353-2264
B.U・ Telephone Information System: 353-656 1
To confirm血at loan proceeds have been received by血e school, Students should ca11 this
number. To use this system, the student must create a PEN number.血structional
brochures are available at血e OSFM.
Bursar, Mr. Daniel Low (dlow@bu.edu): 638-4598
For check signing, Students may go to血e OSFM on Tuesday, We血esday皿ursday:
11:30an - 1:30pm. Aiso, Students may go to Mr. Low’s o鯖ce at 560 Harrison Ave., RE.
500, On Tuesdays: 4‥00 - 5:30pm. Students皿able to see Mr. Low d血ng regular hours
may schedule an appointment.
Loan Advance Information: 638-5 1 30
Alumni MedicaI Lib「aryIしea「ning Resource Center (」RC)
The hours of血e Alummi Medical Library may vary on holidays. A recorded message of
library hours is available via血e libralys main phone menu.
Location: L12 (library); Ll l (LRC)
Phone Number: 638-4232 (library); 638-5433 (LRC)
Web Site Address: http://med-1ibwww.bu・edu
LibraryHours (Starting August 28, 2000): M - Th: 7:30 a.m. - 12:00 a.m.’F: 7:30 a.m. -
10‥00p.m.’Sat: 10:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.; Sun: 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 a・m.
LRC Hours: The LRC opens 30 or 60 minutes after血e library opens and cIoses 30 or 60
minutes earlier血an血e library.
Sta節
●　David Gim, Library Services Director, dgim@bu.edu
●　Ron Tate, LRC M狐ager, rtate@bu.edu
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Seeめn X耽M申ps
O Talbot Building; SchooI of Pubiic Health
O center fo「 Advan∞d BiomedicaI Research
e SoIomon Carter FuIler Menfal Health Cente「
O Henry M. Goldman SchooI of Denta…edicine
e NavaI Biood Research Center
O 609 AIbany Street
O Nevrton Pavilion-Boston MedicaI Center
e Doctors O鮒ce Bu脚ng
e Preston FamiIy Buiiding
⑭ Evans BuiIding
⑱ Old Evans Bu組曲ng
⑫ CoIIamore BuiIding
⑲ Vose HaIi
⑫ Har「ison Court
⑱ Robinson Building
㊤ Housman MedicaI Flesearch Cente「
⑰ schooI of Medicine lnstructional Bu脚ng 」
⑫ school of Medicine Bu圃ng A
⑭ silvio O. Conte MedicaI Research Bu脚ng
⑭怨霊譜精子紫詐‾
④ FGH Building
② south BIock High-Rise Development
④ south BIock Parking Garage
④ 801 AIbany Str∞t
⑭ Nurses Education BuiIding
④ AmbuIatory Care Center (ACC)
④ Dowiing Building
④菖謹言臆富詣t。,
④ MaIIory lnstitute of Pathology
⑭ Woods MulIen Shelte「
④ MaxwelI Finland Labo「ato「y
⑰ power Plant
⑱ 91 East Concord St「eet
し亡母少
蕪　工費
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か臨部棚的$教香油の競
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Directions to Boston University MedicaI Center/Boston Medical
Center
Public T士ansportation to the Medical Center
The MBTA provides the following bus service to
Boston UniversIry Medical Center:
Bus l: Harvard Sq. 〔O Dudley Sq. connecting
Massachuse唯Avenue S[ation (O輪nge Lme) wlth
BUMC. Buses travel along Massachusetts Avenue
as far as AIbany Street,血en concinue [O Dudley
Square. ServlCe lS PrOVlded every lO minutes.
Bus 8: University ofMassachusetts, Harbor Point
Campus, tO Kenmore Square via BUMC. It
COnneCtS BUMC w]th the Orange Line a' Ruggles
S[ation and wlth the Grcen Line a〔 Kenmore.
Buses generally run every 20 mlnuteS during pcak
hours. An abbreviated schedule is available on
Weekends and holidays.
Crosstown Buses: The expres§-1ike Crosstown
bus 3 (CT3) runs丘om Logan Airport to Bcth
Israel Deaconess Medical Cencer via BUMC and
Andrew Scation on the Red Line. Crosstown bus l
(CTl) runs from BUMC to Ccn〔ral Square in
Cambridge・ They run every 20 mim〔eS dumg
Peak hours, fiem 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., Monday
through Frlぬy
Bus lO: Copley Square (Green Llne) to City
Point, COnneCting Back Bay Scation (Orange Line)
and Andrew Station (Red Line) wi〔h BUMC.
Buses provide servlCe apProXimately every 20
minutes during peak hours, Wl〔h added Sa〔urday
and Sundav §erVICe. An abbreviated schedule is
available on week ds and holidays.
Bus 47: Service from Central Square, Cambrldge
(Red Line) to BUMC via Longwood Medical
Area・ Fenway (Green Llne), Rugg】es (Orange
Line), and Dudley Square are accessible on thlS
SerVICe. Buses run every 20 mmuteS durmg peak
hours. An abb vlated schedulc is available on
weekends and holidavs.
Bus 49: Service on Washington S〔reet runS
directly from Dudley Square to Downtown
Cros§ing vla V庵hlngtOn S〔reet and provides
SerVICe eVery lO mmuteS durlng Peak hours.
Getting to Boston University
Medical Center★
From Nor血; Follow Routes l (vi種Mys〔ic/
丁bbin Brldge) or I-93 to Route 93 south. Take
Exit 18 (Mass. Ave.)・ At tra鉦c light, take righc
OntO aCCeSS road; Stay ln right lme. At end ofaccess
road・ tum righ〔 OntO Mass・ Ave. and then right on
心b狐y Stree〔.
From Logan Airport: Go through Sumner
hnnel (Route lA Souch) to Expressway South.
’hke Exlt 18 (Mass. Ave.). Follow dlreC〔ions
above.
From South Shore: Take Expressway Nor血
(Rou章e 93/3).峰ke E粕t 17-18 (Mas§. Ave.).
Ⅵ尾tch for signs. A〔血e second m飴c light, take
right onto acce§S rOad; Stay ln right lane" A〔 end of
acces§ road, tum righ[ On tO Massachusetts Ave.
1bke丘rst nght on to Albany S reet.
From W7est: Hke Route 90 (Massachuse鵬
nmpike) east to end・ Take王xpressway South
(Route 93) to Exit 18 (Mass. Ave.)・ At tra錦⊂ ligh〔,
take right onto accesi rOad; S〔ay m right lane. At
end ofacces§ road, tum rlght on〔O Mass. Ave. Take
魚rst right on Albany S〔reet.
Shu章tl  Bus Service: The BUMC operates
SeVeral shuttle buses. including a Boston
Univers ty Charles River Campus shuttle, a
Bos〔On VA Medical Center, Jamaica Plam Shu〔〔le.
a Commonweal[h Medical Group shuttle, Shutde
SerVICeS tO the off-CamPuS Parklng facility. and an
all-day and evening Medical Center Campus
shu〔亡le.
For rnore information abou〔 Shu〔tle buses or other
transporta〔io  services to and from the Medical
Cent r. p a§e Ca l the BUMC TransportatlOn
Services O僑ce a〔 61力/638-7430 0r 61〃6う8-7473.
★PIcase no〔e: Tbe directlOnS for drivlng tO the
medlCal center are presendy correct. However. due
to cons〔ruCtion on the Central Artery PrQject,
directlOnS and c読ts may change in che near future.
Commuters should consul〔 uPdated slgnS.
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Boston Z雪p Codes
SP王CIAL Z!P CODES FO胃
PO. BOX NUMBE再S ONしY
Ahington HeIghts … …..O2475
敵Bay…‥.‥.…‥02117
AstorSta糎on　‥.. ‥. ‥.O2123
B○○oIくIine VIl虫ge … … ‥O2447
∈ssex St癒ion . … … …O2112
General MajI Faciifty　‥...02205
魅劉V尋rd Squ劃e. , … ….0之饗隠
J. Vu McCormack PO.-
. 1-00　……‥.‥02101
401 ・800..……….02102
801 ・12○○ ……...‥02103
1201 ・1600..…… …02104
1601一糊………‥0210う
釦01 ・22oO … …‥.‥021∞
こ空01 ・2償鳩.. … … …02107
2401 ・2799. … … ….02芝08
之遁01 ・4660....…….02101
軸01 ・5520 … … … ‥02102
飲め「 ・6240 … … … ‥02209
6301 ・6974.……....02102
Mel嶋崎e Highlands　… …02177
Quinq. … … …02169. 02269
“ni競s CoIIege ….. … …02153
寄ead凋Ie … … … …..02137
W割け岨m　…..‥. 、....024勢
W韓e競own … … … ….02471
West Medfo「d . … … …O2156
BulしDINGS
P「udential Center
CompIex ‥..‥‥
Govemmem Centeト
C吋HaI上.....‥
St碧くeO簡°eS . ‥.
J.己Kennedy副d9
TP O’Ne細Bldg ‥
書Zip Codes fo「 Other
Areas Around Boston
A輔∩郭on ‥02474. 02a5. 02476
A録bu調dale　… … … ‥024〔海
8edわ「さ… … …. ….01730
βel請o競. … … … ….02478
B商議ree　… ….02184, o2185
BuHingめ∩ ‥.. … … ‥01803
C亀nton∴. … … … ….02021
Chelsea.. … … ‥.. ‥O2150
Chく葵ねl両日綱　… … ….o2467
○○h合sset … … … ….02025
Dedham　… … … ….O2O26
Ea気Wey調ou請… … ‥02189
∈ve「e競.……….....02149
魅活9ha調… … … ….暖め43
HoIbrook … …. , … ‥02343
日uli　……………‥02o45
しeか郭o青… ….02420. 02421
面nc01n　…………‥01T褐
M割den　……‥.…‥02148
Me蘭o重d. … … … ….02155
MeIrose … … ….....α!176
M肌on　………..,‥,02186
●M靴onⅥ!ぬge... …‥ ‥02187
Nee嘱ham　… … … …o2492
Need確m Hts, … … …02494
Newton Ce競re　… … ‥O2459
Newton Comer . … ….O2458
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